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Las Entriegas: Ceremonial Music and
Cultural Resistance on the Upper
Rio Grande. Research Notes and
Catalog of the Cipriano Vigil
Collection, 1985-1987
ENRIQUE R. LAMADRID

The "Entriega de novios" (Delivery of the newlyweds) is a folk wedding·
ceremony sung in verse, a subtle and complex counter ritual with roots
in the religious customs and cultural conflicts of nineteenth-century
New Mexico. As Juan B. Rael and other scholars have noted, wedding
music and songs are used throughout Latin America and Spain, but
none are as developed or share the same scope and ritual function as
the "Entriega de novios" of the Upper Rio Grande, the Hispanic cultural
area in northern New Mexico and southern Colorado. 1 The "Entriega
de novios" is the last formal event in a traditional marriage celebration.
In the secular space of a dance hall or private home, an entregador(a)
(deliverer) sings both fixed and improvised verses which congratulate,
admonish, and bless the newlyweds and their families in their new set
of relations.
Recent studies by Patrick L. Cordova and Patricia Sawin have revealed the ideological structures of this wedding custom, which is a
Enrique R. Lamadrid is assistant professor in the department of Modern and Classical Languages in the University of New Mexico.
1. Juan B. Rae!, "New Mexico Wedding Songs," Southern Folklore Quarterly, IV (June
1940),55-72. As a cultural and linguistic area, the Upper Rio Grande extends north from
Socorro, New Mexico, along the river and its tributaries, the historic seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century corridor of settlement, but also includes the nineteenth-century settlement areas along the headwaters of the Pecos, the Arkansas, San Juan, and San Jose
rivers.
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"La Entriega de Novios." Line drawing by Frederico Vigil. Courtesy of Enrique
Lamadrid.

prime example of "cultural resistance" in the region in both Territorial
and contemporary times. 2 In the "Entriega de novios," a sharp rhe2. Patrick L. Cordova, "The Entrega de Novios" (master's thesis, University of Mich c
igan, 1982), and Patricia Sawin, "La Entriega de los Novios: Ritual and Resistance in 19th
Century New Mexico" (master's thesis, University of Texas at Austin, 1985). "Cultural
resistance" is a concept first developed by Amilcar Cabral to describe the cultural dynamics of colonialism in Africa. "Culture of contestation" and "oppositional culture" are
synonymous concepts developed by Luigi Lombardi-Satriani and William S. Fox.
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torical contrast is drawn between native communal values of folk Catholicism and the more individualistic and bureaucratic values of the
"hegemonic Catholicism" promoted by Archbishop Jean Baptiste Lamy.3
The continuing popularity of the "Entriega de novios" is proof of its
adaptability as a form of cultural opposition to the changing ideological,
social, and linguistic pressures exerted on the traditional Hispanic way
of life in the Upper Rio Grande region.
As the tumultuous social history 'Of nineteenth-century New Mexico is better understood, its cultural traditions can be more fully contextualized and explained. The social discontent that culminated in
political events such as the Chimayo tax revolt of 1837, the Taos Rebellion of 1847, and the violence of the 1880s is but one expression of
a popular consciousness which can also be understood through its
cultural manifestations. By the turn of the century a distinct "neomexicano" culture of resistance had evolved which encompassed everything
from folklife and religious practices to literature and a prodigious display of Spanish language journalism. 4
Cultural resistance has been a dominant factor in the New Mexican
cultural scene since the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, characterized by Alfonso
Ortiz as more of a religious restoration than a political rebellion. 5 After
military and political dramas subside, resistance to conquest occurs in
a cultural.and, more often, a religious arena. Religious life on the
northern frontier was maintained in spite of a chronic shortage of
priests. In 1812 there were 22 Franciscan friars and 2 secular priests in
all of New Mexico to serve 26 pueblos and 102 Spanish settlements. 6
By 1821 and independence from Spain their numbers had dwindled
even further. Matters worsened because of church sanctions against
Mexico and in the next decade new ordinations were very few. During
this clerical vacuum in New Mexico, the "Penitente" Brotherhood emerged
and played a central role in the maintenance of religion and community
3. A distinction based on social characteristic5, "hegemonic Catholicism" and "folk
Catholicism" are terms most fully developed by Italian folklorists, Luigi Lombardi-Satriani in "Folklore as Culture of Contestation," Journal of the Folklore Institute, 9 (JuneAugust 1974), 99-121; and Ernesto de Martino in his books, Sud e !nagia (Milan: Feltrinelli,
1960), and La terra del rimorso (Milan: II Saggiatore, 1961).
4. "Neomexicano" (New Mexican) is a political and cultural tag of self identification
used extensively in nineteenth-century Spanish language newspapers and predates subsequent terms such as "Spanish-American" and "Hispanic."
5. Alfonso Ortiz, "The Pueblo Revolt of 1680: In Commemoration," Rudolfo Anaya
and Simon Ortiz, eds., Ceremony of Brotherhood (Albuquerque: Academia, 1981), 7-17.
6. Marta Weigle, Brothers of Light, Brothers of Blood: The Penitentes of the Southwest
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1976), 21.
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well being in the region.? A regionaHolk Catholicism developed with
a distinctive para-liturgy including the "Entriega de novios." A performance of this ceremonial song would unite and give community
sanction to a new couple. If a priest subsequently visited the village,
the union could then receive church blessings and sanctions.
The shgrtage of priests gradually abated after the establishment
in 1850 of the Vicariate Apostolic of Santa Fe and the coming of its first
bishop, Jean Baptiste Lamy. In subsequent years he brought in a number of French and Italian priests to serve communities across the state.
Their values, however, differed widely from the folk religion rooted in
Franciscan practices and the native New Mexican clergy, who like Padre
Antonio Jose Martinez of Taos, were trained in Mexico during the
struggle for independence from Spain. As Sawin notes, whereas Lamy
and his company believed in:
a modern, centralized Catholic Church and a mystical, intellectual
approach to the sacraments, the native clergy emphasized individual freedom, and the people's devotions were very emotional
and participatory, focusing on devotion to and empathy with both
the earthly sorrows and heavenly joys of Christ, the Virgin, and
saints. R
The cultural and doctrinal differences of the new clergy were also expressed in their ministering of the sacraments, including marriage. A
new emphasis was placed on the pre-nuptial investigation and formal
dispensations (for marrying cousins or distant relatives), as well as a
new insistence on tithing and fees (in part to build the new.cathedral
in Santa Fe). In preparing a couple to take their vows, the new priests
engaged them in catechismal discourse which included questions on_
the sacrament and its symbols as well as scriptural references whiCh
differed from Franciscan teachings. 9 The basic rhetorical device of the
"Entriega de novios" is to set the new teachings apart by encapsulizing
. the priests' discourse which is contrasted to the discourse of the entregador(a) who delivers the bride and groom to each other in the
presence of their families and community (see figure 1). People often
express the feeling that until the entriega is performed, the wedding
is not yet complete. The final sanction and "last word" has to be the
voice and values of the traditional community.
7. See Fray Angelico Chavez, "The Penitentes of New Mexico," New Mexico Historical
Review, 29 (April 1954), 97-123; and Weigle, Brothers of Light, 19-49.
8. Sawin, "Ritual and Resistance," 49.
9. Ibid., 121, 139-40.
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FIGURE 1. Structural and ideological oppositions of the "Entriega de
novios": The fact that two ceremonies are performed during a Hispanic
wedding is an extraordinary indication of the structural and symbolic
equilibrium that ha~ been achieved.
CHURCH CEREMONY

ENTRIEGA

both about the same length
giving them a symbolic equivalence
place:
time:
agent:
actors:

church (sacred space)

morning
priest
individuals are joined and say
"I do"
teachings: mythical and abstract
Adam and Eve
models:
music:
sacred music

home--community center
(secular space)
night-afternoon

singerlelltregador(a!
community is joined-bride and
groom remain silent
pragmatic and concrete
Joseph and Mary
secular music (waltz)

Although the "Entriega de novios" is clearly contestational folklore, nowhere does it confront or challenge the priestly voice or presence in any overt way. The opposition expressed is not in content, but
rather in form and performance. People were aware that the new priests
came to serve them, despite their "culture shock" and differing values.
Father Manuel Alvarez, interviewed during the present survey, commented that from his experience in northern New Mexico, the "Entriega de novios" satisfies people because it addresses something that
the church ceremony. does not: a ceremonious and almost proprietary
exchange of the bride. lO Father Jerome Martinez, prominent in the
administration of present Archbishop Roberto Sanchez, pointed out
that the "Entriega de novios" has in its turn influenced the church
ceremony. The traditional family blessing that occurs during the Entriega is often incorporated into the nuptial mass in the place where
the priest would bless the couple. 11
Other "neomexicano" cultural expressions such as ballads, folk
theatre, and journalistic philosophizing were much more overtly oppositional than the "Entriega de novios" and other examples from the
10. Interview with Father Manuel Alvarez, pastor of San Ignacio Church, Los Martinez, New Mexico, January 8~ 1988.
11. Interview with Father Jerome Martinez, Archdiocese of Santa Fe, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, Februarv 2. 19RR.
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folk para-liturgy. Although indirect and implicit, the Entriega's challenge to the social order was real, sharing in that quality that William
S. Fox attributes to folklore in general: its "ability to accumulate and
assert, often by metaphor and analogy, both past injustices and hopes
and aspirations left unfulfilled by the social order." 12 As Jose Limon
affirms, the key oppositional quality of this type of folklore is that it
strengthens the values and internal cohesion of a group and thereby
maximizes its solidarity and survival against a dominant social order. 13
In the Upper Rio Grande, the Spanish verb entregar is associated
with the observance of rites of passage such as baptism, marriage, and
death. Entregar signifies to deliver, to give, to hand over, or to surrender
or submit, depending on the context. An entrega (and its archaic form,
entriega) is therefore: a delivery, a handing over, or a surrender. By
extension, the term also refers to the ceremonial music which accompanies those rites in which one proceeds into a new state of spiritual
being or a santo passes into the hands of its new mayordomos or sponsors.
Entriegas have been part of ceremonies such as infant baptism, weddings, funerals, the Matachines dance, and saints' festivals, but the most
popular and prevalent one is the "Entriega de novios."
Into the first decades of the twentieth century, the "Entriega de
novios" was performed late at night, after the wedding dance, at the
house of the bride's parents. 14 Today the ceremonial song is almost
exclusively performed at wedding receptions, although a few have
found their way into churches, a recent development which seemingly
contradicts the origins and implicit purpose of the entriega. Hours
after the marriage service and well into the late afternoon or early
evening reception, family and guests take a break from the feast and
dancing and pay close attention to the entriega, which can last anywhere from a half-hour to over an hour. During the first sections of
the song, the couple listens intently to the scriptural allusions, admonitions, and practical advice of the lyrics. Shortly thereafter, their
padrinos (sponsors or godparents) and family file by to bless them as
the singer instructs. In the final part, verses are often improvised, often
12. William S. Fox, "Folklore and Fakelore: Some Sociological Considerations," Journal of the Folklore Institute, 17 (May-December 1980), 244-61.
13. Jose Limon, "Western Marxism and Folklore: A Critical Introduction," Journal of
American Folklore, 96 (January-March 1983), 34-52.
14. Reyes N. Martinez, "Rural Weddings," files of the New Mexico Writers' Program
of the Works Progress Administration, 1936,5, New Mexico State Archives and Records
Center, Santa Fe; Aurora Lucero-White, "Casorios," Files of the New Mexico Writers'
Project of the WPA, ibid.; and Rae!, "New Mexico Wedding Songs." 55.
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Cipriano Vigil and Lorenzo Gonzales delivering Lorraine Moya and Ronald
Garcia at their wedding reception, July 12, "1986 in Arroyo Seco, New Mexico.
Faces reflect the serious tone of the "Invocaci6n," the first part of the "Entriega"
ceremony. Photo by Jack Parsons. Courtesy of Enrique Lamadrid.

in a humorous vein, which praise and flatter the families and friends
in attendance.
The "Entriega de los novios" has five main component sections,
in the following general pattern. The sections correspond with the
terms indicated which are used by Cipriano Vigil and many of the
other entregadores. Sections two and three are often combined or
switched, but the other sections follow the order indicated. Fora variety
of reasons, up to one or two sections may be omitted in a particular
performance, and often one section may be longer or more complete
than the others. They are as follows:
1. "La invocaci6n" (the invocation). These verses establish the divine and community authority vested in the entregador with which he
carries out the ceremony of the entriega. In his research into the history
of the "Entriega de novios," Cordova cites the influence of the Mesta,
the guild of the pastoral industry, and one of its subordinate officers
known as the entregador, who did have considerable authority over
both civil and religious affairs. 15 These particular verses are present in
the great majority of the versions in the Vigil Collection:
15. Cordova, "Entrega," 15.
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jAve Maria! dijo el ave
pa' comenzar a volar,
jAve Maria! digo yo
pa' comenzar a cantar.

Ave Maria! said the bird
before beginning to fly,
Ave Maria! I say
before beginning to sing.

En el nombre sea de Dios
Y de la Virgen Maria,
Para entregar a estos novios
Con gusto y con alegria.

In the name of God
And of the Virgin Mary,
To give over these newlyweds
With pleasure and happiness.

2. "Los versos de la Santa Escritura" (verses from the Holy Scriptures). These give examples of the biblical models for marriages: the
first couple, Adan y Eva and the Sagrada Familia (Holy Family). As
Sawin points out, much of the Adam and Eve material is rhetorically
encapsulated as quotes from the new French priests who introduced
it as part of a new catechism on marriage. 16 Hispanics of the Upper
Rio Grande were more accustomed to the emphasis of the Franciscan
teachings on the importance of Mary and Joseph as familial role models
and found Adam and Eve less than ideal:
Hizo Dios que Adan durmiera
En un hermoso verge!,
Dandole por companera
A una piadosa mujer.

God made Adam sleep
In a beautiful garden,
Giving him as a companion
A compassionate woman.

Volvi6 Adan de su sueno
Con una voz admirable,
"Te recibo como esposa
Por obedecer al Padre."

Adam awoke from his sleep
With an admirable voice,
"I receive you as my wife
to obey the Lord."

Para empezar de casados
se ocupa de tener fe,
siempre miren el ejemplo
de Jesus, Maria y Jose.

To begin as a married couple
you should try to have faith
always look to the example
of Jesus, Mary and Joseph.

3. "Los versos de la iglesia" (verses from the church). These recapitulate the wedding itself, which may have taken place miles away
from where the reception is being held. The guests who missed the
ceremony can therefore receive a report of it. During the shortage of
priests, the entriega itself could serve as a wedding ceremony with
which a community could recognize and sanction a couple in the absence of a priest. In a modern entriega the "versos de la iglesia" describe
the ceremony. In older entriegas, there is suggestive textual evidence
that these verses were the ceremony, although there is no documentary
16. Sawin, "Ritual and Resistance," 119-120.
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proof in historical accounts prior to the turn of the century. Again the
discourse of new priests is encapsulated in many of these verses. Questions and answers concerning new customs such as the exchange of
wedding rings are also echoed:
La novia entro adelante
Con su padre tan querido,
Que la lleva de la mana
A darsela a su marido.
El padre les pregunto
"Si se quieren casar, di."
Y la iglesia los oyo
Que los dos dijeron "sL"
El padre con el manual
les explica muy legal,
"Alli les entregue las arras
y el anillo pastoral."
Cuatro palomas volando,
Salieron de la iglesia:
El padrino y la madrina,
El esposo y su princesa.

The bride entered first
With her beloved father,
Who takes her by the hand
To give her to her husband.
The father asked them
"If you want to marry, say
so."
And the church heard them
. that both said "yes."
The father with his manual
explains to them' very legally
"There I give you the dowry
coins
and the pastoral ring."
Four doves in flight,
Came out of the church:
The godfather and
godmother,
The husband and his
princess.

4. "Los consejos 0 parabienes" (the advice). In this section, after the
reported exit from the church, the singer recovers his own voice to
offer advice to the newlyweds and their families. The wedding changes
all past relationships and is the beginning of new ones for everyone
concerned. The consejos are often humorously explicit, but always
appropriate and full of practical wisdom. They stand in stark opposition
to the rather abstract advice that is given in the church ceremony. This
section is where code-switching between English and Spanish is most
likely to occur:

Pa' que te puedas chiquiar.

Hear what I am telling you,
Now everything will change.
No longer will you have
parents
So you can spoil yourself.

No te creas puro chiste,
Solo te quiero asustar.
"Fifty-Fifty" es el contrato,
Y los dos a cooperar.

Don't think you're so great,
I only want to frighten you.
"50-50" is the contract
And qoth should cooperate.

Escucha 10 que te digo,
Ya todito va a cambiar.
Ya no tendras a tus padres

10
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"Los versos de la gente" (Verses for the people). After delivering the couple
and their families to each other, and after conferring practical advice on the
joys and tribulations of marriage, the singer offers blessings and humorous
compliments to members of the wedding party. Photo by Jack Parsons. Courtesy of Enrique Lamadrid.

Tambien las recien casadas
echen todo en el olvido,
ya no hay "make-up" ni
espejitos
ahora 10 que hayes marido.

Also you recent brides
can forget everything,
no more "make-up" or mirrors
now you have a husband.

5. "Los versos de la gente" (verses for the people). The preceding
three sections are composed of anywhere from 10 to 50 capias (quatrains)
and take an average of a half hour to perform. The length of this last
section totally depends on the number of people present at the reception and the size of the extended families that are being joined. If only
parents and godparents are mentioned, this segments lasts only a few
minutes, but it can approach a half hour or more. Prior to the wedding,
the singer is given a list of the padrinos, parents-in-law, brothers and
sisters, cousins, and friends in attendance and a verse is then composed
for each person.
In earlier times, the written list was unnecessary, because the
singer was usually from the community and already most knew everyone present. Individual or idiosyncratic qualities of the person mentioned are memorialized in these verses. Blessings are offered, and

ENRIQUE R. LAMADRID
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there is much humor in evidence. The imagination and creativity of
the singer are put to test, because these verses are usually improvised,
based on the play of sounds in a person's name as well as a combination
of set formulas. People often pas:') by a rug in front of the singer to
offer their tips, known in Spanish as "la gala." The improvised verses
are omitted from many previous studies of the entriega because of the
assumption that they are so tied to each particular performance that
they are never heard again. Actually a closer examination of the formulas used would reveal much about the mechanics of the improvised
versification:
Tambien a Facundo Martinez
Un saludo y uncariilito,
iQue viva su preciosa esposa
Y toditos los de El Rito! .

Also to Facundo Martinez
Greetings and a little caress,
Long live his lovely wife
And everyone from El Rito!

. Los tios de la novia,
Tampoco los quiero olvidar.
Son Mike y Lorena Gonzalez
Dios se los ha de cuidar.

The bride's aunt and uncle
I do not want to forget.
Mike and Lorena Gonzalez
God is sure to keep them!

With the completion of the entriega, and the reaffirmation of community values and ties, the wedding is considered complete. Besides
people's comments, additional supporting evidence of this sense of
completion is that up to this point there is still a danger of the bride
being "stolen" or abducted by members of the wedding party or friends
of the groom who hold her until a "ransom" is collected from family
or guests. 17
Since in the Upper Rio Grande there is a long and unbroken perfonnance tradition of the "Entriega de novios," first documented around
the turn of the century, the Cipriano Vigil collection of thirty-eight
contemporary performances recorded from 1985 to 1987 presents an
excellent opportunity to observe the maintenance and evolution of the
tradition in response to rapidly changing social conditions and shifting
religious climate. 18
17. Ibid., 62.
18. The Cipriano Vigil Collection of Entriegas, housed at the John D. Robb Archive
of Southwestern Music at the University of New Mexico, is the largest and most comprehensive survey of the genre to date, and was made possible by support from the
National Endowment for the Arts Folk Arts Program, New Mexico Arts Division, and
Santa Fe Council for the Arts. The recording team included New Mexico musician and
composer Cipriano Vigil, folklorist Enrique R. Lamildrid, recordist Jack Loeffler, and
photographer Jack Parsons.
The Vigil Collection includes thirty-five performances of the Entriega de los novios,
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As a child growing up in the mountain village .of Chamisal, New Mexico,
Cipriano Vigil (born in 1941), learned the musical traditions of his people before
the penetration of radio and television. His repertory of traditional sacred and
secular music is prodigious. He is accompanied by Lorenzo Gonzales. Photo
by Jack Parsons. Courtesy of Enrique Lamadrid.

Researchers and collectors beginning with Mary Austin, Lorin W.
Brown, Arthur L. Campa, Cleofas M. Jaramillo, Aurora Lucero-White,
Reyes N. Martinez, Salvador Perez, Juan B. Rae!, John D. Robb, Frances
Swadesh, Olibarila LopeZ' Tushar, and others have all made passing
reference to the "Entriega de novios," commenting mostly on its length,
the "quaint" moral instruction it contains, and its uniqueness to New
Mexico. 19 Not until Patrick L. Cordova's 1982 study, "The Entrega de
two performances of the Entriega de/50 aniversario, and three performances of the Entriega
de los angeles, and two performances of the Entriega de los Matachines (see figure 2).
Transcriptions and recordings of the Cipriano Vigil Collection of Entriegas of the
Upper Rio Grande are available through: John D. Robb Archive of Southwestern Music,
Fine Arts Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131.
19. Mary Austin, "New Mexico Folk Poetry," EI Palacio, VII (November 1919), 146159; Lorin W. Brown, Hispano Folklife of New Mexico: The Lorin W. Brown Federal Writers'
Project Manuscripts (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1978); Arthur L.
Campa, Spanish Folk Poetry in New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1946); Cleofas M. Jaramillo, Shadows of the Past (Sombras del Pasado) (Santa Fe: Seton Village
Press, 1941); Lucero-White, "Casorios"; Martinez, "Rural Weddings"; "Old Time Songs
of New Mexico," Files of the New Mexico Writers' Program of the WPA, April 29, 1938;
"Spanish American Wedding Customs," EI Palacio, 49 (January 1942), 1-6, and "Spanish
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novios," had a thorough textual, historical analysis been attempted.
Popular interest in traditional weddings was stimulated by Celebraci6n
del matrimonio, Margaret Hixon's 1985 ethnographic documentary film,
which featured part of an entriega performance. 2o Patricia Sawin's 1985
study, "La Entriega de novios: Ritual and Resistance in 19th Century
New Mexico," is a,compelling analysis of the rhetorical structure of the
entriega, clearly identifying it as a form of oppositional folklore, and
part of the pattern of cultural resistance which emerged in New Mexico
by the turn of the century. It is in the context of this resurgence of
interest in the entriega that Cipriano Vigil's ambitious survey began
in the fall of 1985.
Although well over fifty different performers of the "Entriega de
novios", were identified during the project, only thirty-five were ree
corded, twelve women and twenty-three men (see figure 2). Vigil favored those entriegas most representative of what he defined as the
more "classic" style, with traditional guitar and violin instrumentation,
and texts that had been passed down to the particular performer. For
contrast, one contemporary "commercial" styleentriega is in the collection, sung by a professional musician (Socorro Herrera). Despite the
selection process, an astonishing variety of performances was collected,
some sung a capella, but most to the accompaniment of instruments
which ranged from the traditional guitar and violin duo to other combinations with vihuela, mandolin, accordion, harmonica, electric bass,
and electric guitar. All recordings were made in the homes of the
entregadores, except for three which were made within the natural
performance context, wedding receptions. All but five entregadores
had manuscripts in their possession, some of which were photocopied
and donated to the project. Only half of the singers with manuscripts
consulted them during their performance. Curiously, even when
manuscripts were used, singers would usually vary several verses.
With the arrival at the performer's house of the recording team
(composed of Vigil, folklorist Enrique Lamadrid, sound engineer Jack
Fiestas in New Mexico," EI PalaciQ, 51 (June 1944), 101-6; Salvador Perez, "Folk Cycle
in a Spanish New Mexican Village: Customs and Ceremonies of Birth, Marriage, and
Death"(master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1949); Rael, "New Mexico Wedding
Songs," 55-72; John D, Robb, Hispanic Folk Music of New Mexico and the Southwest: A SelfPortrait of a People (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1980);, Frances Swadesh, Los
Primeros Pob/adores: Hispanic Americans of the Ute Frontier (Notre Dame: University of Notre
Dame Press, 1974); Olibama L6pez Tushar, People of "EI Valle" (Denver: Olibama L6pez
Tushar, 1975).
20. Margaret Hixon, Celebraci6n del matrimonio (Portland: Northwest Productions,
1985), a twenty-nine-minute documentary film in both Spanish and English versions.
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FIGURE 2. Las Entriegas del Rio Grande del Norte, Cipriano Vigil Collection, 1985-1987, performers and locations.
Evangelina Abeyta, Chamisal
Charles Aguilar, Bernalillo
Margaret Aragon Johnson, Grants
David Archuleta, Cebolla
Jose Damian and Ramon Archuleta,
Arroyo Seco
Paul Baca, Canjilon
Pete Chavez, Espanola
Salomon Chavez, Las Vegas
Jose Domingo and Remijio Romero,
Las Vegas
Valentina Galvan, Los Ojos
Archie and Maria Garduno, Las Vegas
Anita and Albino Gomez, Las Tablas
Alphonse Gonzales, Alamosa, CO
Socorro Herrera, Hernandez
Julia Jaramillo, Taos
Maria Lopez, EI Rito
Tillie Lucero, Alamosa
Gustavo Martinez, Cebolla
Lewis Martinez
Rebecca Martinez, Canjilon

Roberto Martinez, Albuquerque
Ben Medina, Rivera
Vicente Mercure, La Puente
Roberto Mondragon, Santa Fe
Vicente Montoya, Las Vegas
Luis Moya, Chili
Juan and Jake Olguin, Anton Chico
Agustin Pena, Del Norte, CO
Clarence Sena, Penasco
Candelaria Torres, Costilla
Irene Torres, Arroyo Seco
Larry Torres, Arroyo Seco
Leandro Torres, Las Vegas
Alfredo Torrez, Las Vegas
Dominga Torrez, Las Vegas
Floyd Trujillo, Abiquiu
Pablo and Felipe Valdez, San Pablo,
CO
Cipriano Vigil, El Rito
Jose Fabian and Jose Espicio Vigil,
Penasco
Margarito and Isabel War, Medanales

Loeffler, and photographer Jack Parsons), Lamadrid and Vigil conversed with the entregador(a) and musicians to put them at ease while
Loeffler set up the field recording equipment. 21 After the music was
performed, an interview developed by Lamadrid and Vigil was then
conducted by the latter. Musicians were asked about themselves, where
they learned their songs and from whom, where they acquired their
instruments (if appropriate), the history of their instruments, historic
information about their community, information regarding the musical
traditions of their communities, and anecdotal material reflecting the
way of life and thought within the Hispanic tradition of the Upper Rio
Grande. During and after the recording session, the musicians were
photographed in their home environment, both indoors and outdoors.
21. Technical note: Equipment consisted of a Nagra IV-S tape recorder and two AKG
CK-8 microphones deployed in the XY configuration. Scotch 226 1.5 mil tape was used
at 7112 ips; the Nagra set at flat filter in the ST-HS position with pot settings at approximately 102. In this way, the recordings are able to nearly replicate the exact sound of
the music as possible. After the music is recorded, the microphones were re-deployed
into an interview configuration.
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When called upon by family and friends, Margarita and Isabel War of Medanales, New Mexico, perform a version of the "Entriega de novios" that has
been passed down in their family for several generations. Photo by Jack Parsons. Courtesy of Enrique Lamadrid.

The basic finding of the survey is that the "Entriega de novios" is
thriving and evolving in the Upper Rio Grande region, primarily in
rural areas, but with an increasing urban presence as migration occurs.
Until recently, these entriegas were more difficult to encounter in cities
such as Santa Fe which has been continuously served by the clergy,
and in towns like Tome where French priests like the famous Father
Juan B. Ralliere had long careers and were able to develop a high degree
of rapport with local people. 22 Other types of entriegas that were inquired about during the survey are much less common and only infrequently performed. Although all performers were asked about the
"Entriega de los angeles" (Delivery of the babes), also known as the
"Entriega del bautismo" (Delivery of baptism), only Jose Domingo Romero of Las Vegas could sing it. Irene and Larry Torres of Arroyo Seco
could recite some of the verses to this entriega, and stated that it is
infrequently used in increasingly fragmented forms. Although Cipriano
Vigil of Chamisal already knew one "Entriega de los difuntos" (Delivery
22. Interview with Father Jerome Martinez, Archdiocese of Santa Fe, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, February 2, 1988.
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of the dead), most had never heard it, and were more familiar with
the alabado hymns used at funerals, especially the despedimientos (farewells). Two "Entriega de los Matachines" were collected; one, an instrumental version from Arroyo Seco played by violinist Jose Damian
Archuleta, and one with a text from Bernalillo, played and sung by
Charles Aguilar.
In the course of the survey, numerous questions emerged which
will of necessity have to be addressed in future studies as the collection
undergoes analysis. Of further interest to historians is additional investigation into the topic of cultural resistance as an expression of the
same popular attitudes and sentiments that influence political events.
Further musicological analysis is needed of transmission and evolution of the four principal melodies and variants to which the "Entriega de novios" is sung (see figure 3). Rael identifies the tunes as
"anyone of the numerous valses de cadel/a (chain waltzes) or valses
despacio (slow waltzes). "23 Popular waltz tunes are sometimes used, but
waltzes are typically in 3/4 meter, while the four entriega melodies are
in compound 6/8 meter, a feature which suggests that they originated
prior to the nineteenth century.
Another study in progress by this author concerns the flexibility
of the contemporary entriega, and its adaptation to new tastes in musical instrumentation, changing performance contexts, changing ethics
among Hispanic youth, and even to linguistic features such as codeswitching between English and Spanish, all of which are reflected in
the structure and composition of texts and performances.
One feature of the "Entriega de novios" that Rael and others lament
is the seeming lack of poetic unity of thought or sentiment in the
composition. 24 The poetic unit of the entriega is the copla, a quatrain
of octosyllabic verses with assonant rhyme in the second and fourth
verse. Occasional sextains are found with assonance in the second,
fourth, and sixth verses. Coplas typically tend to be quite self contained
units and often can float from song to song or can be performed individually. This characteristic of the copla may explain why the order,
inclusion, or exclusion of strophes in the entriega may seem arbitrary
or due to a lack of unity.
As Cordova has pointed out, however, when a larger corpus of
entriegas is studied, patterns and thematic clusters of coplasemerge

23. Rae!, "New Mexican Wedding Songs," 71. .
24. Ibid., 65.
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In the Cipriano Vigil survey, these four melodies were most closely associated
with the "Entriega de novios" in order of their frequency. Although several
performers stated that "any waltz would do," only one additional melody was
recorded.
Melody #1
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Much in demand in the Espanola Valley, Pete, Cristobal, and Manuel Chavez
are among the finest traditional Hispanic musicians in the state. They are
masters of the original "New Mexico sound," the violin and guitar music that
has entertained and inspired generations of New Mexica'ns. Cristobal, or Cristy,
is an accomplished violinist who already has mastered much of the traditional
repertory. Photo by Jack Parsons. Courtesy of Enrique Lamadrid.

which reveal a characteristic profile. As he suggests, an eventual computer analysis of these patterns should yield some interesting information on the evolution and variation of the coplas. 25 Even before such
an exhaustive analysis, this profile is evident in the shortest ten-stanza
entriega of the collection as well as in the longest, which was composed
of fifty.
The continuing vitality of the "Entriega de novios" is due to its
adaptability as an expression of cultural resistance and a vehicle for
ethnic identification in the face of the growing pressures for Hispanic
New Mexicans to assimilate to Anglo-American cultural values and
social expectations. In the Territorial period, native religious beliefs
and practices were challenged by a new, conservative French clergy
25. Cordova, "The Entrega:' 25-34.
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and an increasing American presence. The original contradictions that
gave rise to the "Entriega de novios" have since multiplied to threaten
not only community values, but language, and the culture itself. The
current popularity of the "Entriega de novios" is evidence of more than
a cultural revival or ethnic tenacity. Its continuing evolution and adaptation are proof of the dynamism of the cultural and historical process.
In the towns and cities of northern New Mexico and southern
Colorado, especially during the summer wedding season, the "Entriega
de novios" can easily be heard to the sound of new melodies, with
electric instruments, contemporary themes and even a little English in
some of the verses. Further study of the structure, variations, and
evolution of the genre will lead to a greater understanding of the
collective processes of cultural expression and resistance by a colonized
people. These people are often faced with the difficult linguistic and
personal choices of the process of cultural accommodation and assimilation.
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New York Investment Bankers and
New Mexico Merchants: Group
Formation and Elite Status among
German Jewish Businessmen
HENRY J. TOBIAS AND CHARLES E. WOODHOUSE

In the mid-1950s, two parallel studies were conducted in the field of
business history. Barry E. Supple examined investment bankers in New
York City in the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries and William
J. Parish studied retail and wholesale merchants in New Mexico for
the same period. 1 Both studies focused on the German Jewish immigrants who engaged in these business endeavors and attributed special
historical significance to their achievements. Supple suggested that the
German Jewish investment bankers performed "a unique role ... in
the development of the American capital market" and Parish maintained that the German Jewish merchants carried out a "commercial
Henry J. Tobias is Professor Emeritus in the department of history in the University
of Oklahoma. He is the author of The Jewish Bund in Russia: From Its Origins to 1905, and
has recently completed A History of the Jews in New Mexico, forthcoming from the University of New Mexico Press. Charles E. Woodhouse is Associate Professor Emeritus in
the department of sociology in the University of New Mexico. In the past he has collaborated with Henry J. Tobias on articles on the post-1905 history of the Jewish Bund
in Russia.
1. Barry E. Supple, "A Business Elite: German-Jewish Financiers in NineteenthCentury New York," Business History Review, 31 (Summer 1957),143-78; William J. Parish,
"The German Jew and the Commercial Revolution in Territorial New Mexico, 18501900," New Mexico Historical Review, 35 (January 1960), 1-29; and ibid. (April 1960), 12950; and William J. Parish, The Charles Ilfeld Company (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1961).
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revolution" in the economically underdeveloped territory of New Mexico. 2
However these groups may differ in the uniqueness of their contribution to economic development, there are suggestive parallels between them when the communities where they lived are compared.
New York City was the most important economic center of the United
States, with access to international markets and to the whole hinterland
of the country. In New Mexico, on the Santa Fe Trail from the East,
Las Vegas and Santa Fe represented respectively a port of entry and
a political and commercial center for the whole territory.
This resemblance, however, does not imply that the two cohorts
of businessmen would develop the same degree of solidarity among
their own members, or acquire the same social status as a group in
their communities. Supple's concern with these developments was the
primary focus of his study, and he identified the Jewish investment
bankers in New York as a "business elite." This characterization poses
a question as to whether the Jewish merchants in New Mexico might
also have constituted an "elite" in the same sense of the term. The
present study, by comparing the New Mexico merchants to the New
York bankers, attempts to answer this question. It seeks to examine
factors which might affect the development of "elites" among people
of similar ethnic origin who differ according to the type of business
they engage in and the community setting in which they live and work.
To analyze the effect of these differences, it is necessary to explain
the use of the term "elite" and the framework for comparing social
cohorts. Although there is no complete definition of the term "elite"
agreed to by all who use it, this study starts with the assumption that
an elite consists of persons who excel in the pursuit of a particular
occupation and enjoy high status because of this. Beyond that preliminary definition the guide is Barry Supple's analysis of the German
Jewish bankers in New York. What interests him is the fact that so
many people in the same type of business could also be so much alike
in their social origins and cultural characteristics, and have such tightly
knit relationships with each other outside the business firms as well
as within them. He suggests that the economic success of these bankers
may have been due to their social ties and the interlocking of their
firms by kinship ties and marriage. 3 A central concern, therefore, is
with the extent and nature of the social solidarity that might develop
among persons who participate in the same occupation, and how that
2. Supple, "Business Elite," 176-77; and Parish, "Commercial Revolution," 18-20.
3. Supple, "Business Elite," 168-70.
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solidarity affects their capacity to perform at a conspicuous level of
excellence.
The critical question here is the source and nature. of such solidarity. It comes in part from the extent to which the occupation in
question requires "instrumental" solidarity with others engaged in it;
this can include financial support, consultation about decisions, and
assistance in the application of technical or professional skills. In addition, there is the solidarity that comes from ties formed outside the
occupation, such as family, common social background, ethnic status,
national origin, religion, and common experience in schooling-all of
which are sources of "sociable" solidarity. This distinction needs to be
exemplified in terms which apply to the present problem.
One pertinent example of this distinction between instrumental
and sociable solidarity comes from Peter Dobkin Hall's study of business elites in New England. 4 He found that in colonial Massachusetts,
until the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the family was the
institution most basic to the success of business enterprise in at least
three important respects: (a) as a means of capital accumulation through
intermarriage and inheritance; (b) as a source of reliable personnel to
manage a firm; (c) as a means of ensuring the generational continuity
of a firm through inheritance.
Within the sphere of family relations, Hall shows that business
success could depend on the choice of marriage partners, particularly
because this choice could affect the freedom of a businessman to move
his capital quickly in response to new economic opportunities. The
choice lay between marriages which could strengthen long-run consanguineous ties, reconcentrating capital in the hands of one family,
as against marriages which would promote alliances between nonconsanguineous families and permit short-run advantages of capital
mobility. Families emphasizing "short-term and instrumental marital
selection" would have maximum flexibility in the movement of capital
and of capital accumulation between different families. s
For Hall this explains the success of the early Boston Brahmins
who could take advantage of new economic opportuniti~s opening at
the end of the Revolution by moving to Boston from Salem. Among
the families in Salem who did not move to Boston, a high proportion
contracted first-cousin marriages (father's brother's daughter) between
4. Peter Dobkin Hall, "Marital Selection and Business in Massachusetts Merchant
Families, 1700-1900," Michael Gordon, ed., The American Family in Social-Historical Perspective (New York: 51. Martin's Press, 1978), 101-14.
5. Ibid., 111-12.
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consanguineous families. Among the Salem families who moved to
Boston and became the economically successful Brahmins, most contracted first-cousin marriages creating alliances between non-consanguineous families (mother's brother's daughter or father's sister's
daughter). Thus the most successful group of families was the one
"whose criteria for marital selection were the least particularistic." The
Boston Brahmin group emphasized more universalistic criteria in regard to mate selection. "They married along lines of economic and
political advantage rather than placing a value on consanguinity per
se."6
While Hall shows in this case that the success of a group of business
families depended on a choice of sociable ties which could serve instrumental purposes, he leads us to a further question about the instrumental value of kin marriage among families in one line of business
compared to its value among families in another line. We look to the
comparison between German Jewish investment bankers in New York
and the German Jewish merchants in New Mexico for more light on
this question.
The members of Supple's banking elite were German Jewish immigrants who arrived in America between the late 1830s and the 1850s.
Almost all were in their early twenties or younger and almost all were
single. A small proportion, whom Supple calls "qualified" for investment banking, had banking experience in Germany or had enough
capital to invest in such ventures when they arrived in New York. The
larger proportion of immigrants, whom he calls "unqualified," had no
such means or expertise. They began their careers by peddling, or, in
areas where the distance between communities was too great (as in
New Mexico), by sedentary retailing, "from the East to the West Coast
and from Chicago to New Orleans."?
By the late 1850s the success of a portion of these entrepreneurs
enabled them to take their newly acquired capital and commercial experience and enter into the developing money and capital markets of
New York. There they joined the German Jews already established in
these enterprises to form a solidary pattern of social and business
relationships based on their common ethnic origins (nationality, language and culture) and their common religion.
In New York this solidarity developed as a hierarchy of identities.
If prior to the 1870s most of the Jews there were German, then German
6. Ibid., 113.
7. Supple, "Business Elite," 154-59.
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culture could be an important source of solidarity. "German theater
... balls and concerts ... 'Pioneer Associations,' educational societies,
sports clubs and ... German immigrant aid societies" could all provide
opportunities to speak their own language and associate with people
of the same background. Consequently, says Supple, there was no
attempt at first by the German Jews to form Jewish organizations. Yet
when among the Germans, Jews confined their social and family ties
to other Jews, and to families in the same type of business, then the
solidarity among the German Jewish investment bankers gained a depth
and degree of permanence not otherwise possible. 8
For the New Yorkers, the attachment to Germany was sustained
by the ease with which these families could travel to their 'former
homeland. Some went back to complete their educations or sent their
children to German schools. Many had relatives there and it was a
place where wives could be found. Reasons of pleasure, business or
retirement attracted them. Their wealth and location in a major eastern
seaport made it easy for them to maintain such ties.
Another major tie that bound these families together was their
religious attachment to Judaism. But here they encountered a problem.
In Germany, Jewish entrepreneurs could not expect to succeed in the
intolerant society that lay beyond their own ethnic communities, and
their religious adherence was buttressed by the protection these communities could afford. In America, however, where Jews met fewer
barriers to the exercise'of their business talents and were not a severely
harassed minority, religion seemed an "obsolescent barrier" to their
own social and economic progress. Scattered into small communities,
many immigrants found it hard to comply with the tenets of their
religion. In response to these conditions, the Jewish investment banking elite, as the "social and financial leader of its generation," led the
movement for religious reform, and in this role helped to establish
Temple Emanu-el in Ne':'V York City in the 1890s.
Upper class New York society would not readily accept the German
Jewish bankers into their ranks. The German Jewish families who considered themselves fitted to move into the "graceful echelons of New
York society" responded by forming "a society within a society." They
created an insular social life oriented around each other's homes, clubs
and restaurants. The inevitable result was marriage which linked partners in the investment firms and linked firms together as well. As
Supple puts it, "business was the family-in its economic aspect ...
Clearly, the marriages were not consciously arranged with an eye to
8. Ibid., 158-68.
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business solidarity," but grew out of the structure of mutual friendships
"forced into peing by prejudice and buttressed by participation in a
specialized culture ... almost as much a matter of defense as spontaneity."9
Yet the insularity of their social life did not detract from these
families' identifying themselves as Americans and participating in national life at the highest levels. One family, the Seligmans, was close
to Presidents Abraham Lincoln and Ulysses S. Grant; Oscar S. Straus
was ambassador to Turkey and the first Jewish member of the cabinet;
Nathan Straus was close to President Grover Cleveland. Such were the
opportunities afforded by the l~vel of business represented by investment banking.
All these ties of solidarity had important effects on the conduct of
business. Identification of the family with the firm produced "a heightened regard for the business," an incentive to build the business and
succeed for the sake of the children, and a "continuity of entrepreneurial skill" as sons followed fathers, nephews cooperated with uncles, and sons-in-law entered the firms. Such family participation was
an economic advantage where confidence and trust are important virtues. At the same time, unified German Jewish banking houses provided opportunities for Jews that would not have existed otherwise,
since "other prominent firms never had Jewish partners."10
Beyond the relationships within the family firms, investment banking historically has required close cooperation between competitors.
While it was not ethnic background but financial standing, credit and
expertise that determined the choice of which firms to deal with, still
in the early formative years of the capital market "there were few
effective substitutes for personal acquaintanceship and private knowledge" as ways of "testing credit and ensuring confidence." This meant
that membership in an ethnic elite could be particularly helpful in the
earliest years of a firm's efforts to solicit, obtain and carryon business
in the absence of an established reputation.
A firm which sought to enter the business of underwriting the
issuance of stocks and securities had to persuade the issuing companies
that it could be relied on. The basis for confidence could be demonstrated in part by a record of previous service to these same companies
and/or by ties of kinship and close friendship between the parties
9. Ibid .• 160-66. For an extended account of the social life of upper-class Jewish
families in New York, see Stephen Birmingham, "Our Crowd"; The Great Jewish Families
of New York (New York: Harper and Row, 1967).
10. Supple, "Business Elite," 166-70.
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concerned. Such ties also facilitated the securing of assistance from
other investment houses in rais{ng the capital necessary for the flotation
o~ a securities issue, and in arrangements providing for sharing the
profits. Thus the social elite formed by national origin, religion, culture
and kinship could "utilize its own structure as a basis for much of its
economic transactions."11
From the standpoint of the distinction between the sociable and
instrumental aspects of elite solidarity, it would appear that Supple
gives priority to the sociable aspects as the indispensable foundation
for the development of the instrumental aspect. Citing other groups
of commercial families in medievalltaly, eighteenth-century England,
and nineteenth-century New England, he hypothesizes that
for most of business or economic history a stabilized, firm social
network (as well as a tightly knit family) has been, in effect, a
means of business organization; ... prior to the formal institutionalization of interfirm relationships the formation of in-groups was
a valid and often necessary means of creating an identity of interests and attitude most conducive to business activity and development. 12
Supple recognizes that "the uniformity of values and outlooks and
the sense of identity" resulting from such in-group ties need not necessarily have an ethnic basis. 13 Still in this case, the bankers' unique
contribution to the American capital market in drawing capital resources from Germany has its source in their ethnic characteristics.
In certain respects, the German Jewish merchants in New Mexico
from 1845 to 1900 resembled the German Jewish investment bankers
of New York City. According to Parish, the merchants, like Supple's
immigrants, had a fair education and a reasonable amount of capital,
"either of their own or to which they had access."14 In their pattern of
adjustment to the new country they were also akin to those immigrants
whom Supple identified as "unqualified" for investment banking. They
worked their way west, either by stages ending in settlement in New
Mexico or moving there directly at the invitation of friends or relatives.
They gained experience in merchandising but instead of entering investment banking later, they generally remained in New Mexico after
11. Supple, "Business Elite," 169-76.
12. Ibid., 176.
13. Ibid., 176-77.

14. Parish, "Commercial Revolution," 7.
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establishing a business or went to cities in the East to retire or to start
new mercantile enterprises.
Before the railroads came to New Mexico in 1879, German Jewish
immigrants, starting in the 1840s, became sedentary merchants who
made a successful adaptation to economic conditions on the western
frontier. According to Parish, three conditions made this possible. First,
the scarcity of cash could afford a special advantage to those able to
acquire it and this could be done either bi obtaining food supplies in
rural areas for sale to nearby army posts, or by obtaining local products
to ship for sale in the East. The cash earned could pay for imported
goods, for local expenses and for loans to suppliers as the need arose.
Second, the absence of commercial banks before 1870 made it possible
for merchants to become principal sources of credit, enhancing their
control over suppliers who would also depend on the merchants to
find markets for goods. Third,' the lack of rapid and efficient transportation and the need for hauling goods over long distances in a
sparsely populated region protected the merchants from price competition. 15
In New Mexico, unlike more densely populated states in the East
and Middle West, the long distances between settlements made it impractical to get a foothold in merchandising by starting out as a peddler.
To get a start, one needed the means to open and operate his business
in a sedentary manner (by running a store, for instance). Quite frequently if a newcomer lacked the necessary capital, either the money
or an initial stock of goods would be lent by a merchant already established. Usually this followed upon a period of training in the business and learning the ways of the local market while the newcomer
worked in the established firm .
. Due to the great distance between New Mexico and sources of
imported goods the merchants found it necessary to engage agents in
the eastern cities to purchase goods, arrange for their shipment, negotiate credit terms with suppliers, as well as bid for government contracts to supply the army posts and Indian reservations. Merchants
would also enter into partnerships for conducting the business of the
firm, sharing risks, profits and managerial responsibilities. It was not
unusual also for one partner to reside in the East and serve as purchasing agent.
Altogether these conditions of mercantile capitalism, involving distant sources of supply and slow communication, "placed emphasis
15. Parish, Ilfeld Company, 35-36.
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upon individual responsibility and responsible individuals."lh It followed then that kinsmen or long-time friends would be relied on to
perform the various functions just described. The communities of German Jewish merchants in Santa Fe and Las Vegas were largely built
up in this manner.
The Spiegelberg and Staab families of Santa Fe and the Ilfeld family
in Santa Fe and Las Vegas illustrate the development of this process.
Solomon Jacob Spiegelberg arrived in Santa Fe from Westphalia in 1844
at the age of seventeen and began working as a traveling agent for the
mercantile house of E. Leitensdorfer and Co. (which eventually failed).
In 1847-1848 he served as a sutler or supply agent for the army in the
Mexican·War. By 1846 Spiegelberg had started a grocery and dry goods
store in Santa Fe and was joined by his brothers Levi in 1848, Elias in
1850 and Emanuel in 1853. The firm continued to expand with the
arrival of two more brothers, Lehman in 1857 and Willi in 1861. After
the Civil War Levi Spiegelberg moved to New York to serve as purchasing representative. The firm eventually became "one of the largest
wholesale operations in the Southwest, with branch stores in several
territorial towns and buying agents in both Eastern and European
markets."17
The Staab brothers, Zadok and Abraham, had arrived from Germany in the mid-1850s and began to work for the Spiegelbergs before
1855. In 1859 they started their own firm and it is quite likely that the
Spiegelbergs loaned money or stock as they were doing for many others.
From 1863 to 1866 Zadok Staab was also the post trader at Fort Marcy
at Santa Fe and the brothers were active and successful bidders for
government business. After this Zadok moved to New York as the
resident buyer and representative to bid on government contracts. By
1871 the Staabs had also gone into wholesaling and had become strong
competitors of the Spiegelbergs, with a trade territory embracing New
Mexico, southern Colorado, eastern Arizona, west Texas and old Mexico. 18
16. Ibid., 54, 57-58.
17. Michael L. Lawson, "Flora Langerman Spiegelberg: Grand Lady of Santa Fe,"
Western States Jewish Historical Quarterly, 8 (July 1976), 294-95; Parish, "Commercial Revolution," 5; Terry Jon Lehmann, Santa Fe and Albuquerque 1870-1900: Contrast alld Conflict
in the Development of Two Southwestern Towns (Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1974),
23; and Floyd S. Fierman, Guts and Ruts: The Jewish Pioneer all the Trail in the American
Southwest (New York: KTAV Publishing House, .1985),8-10.
18. Lehmann, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 24-25; Parish, "Commercial Revolution,"
12-13; Fierman, Guts and Ruts, 29; and Floyd S. Fierman, "The Staabs of Santa Fe: Pioneer
Merchants in New Mexico Territory," Rio Grande History (No. 13, 1983), 2-5.
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By 1865 Herman Ilfeld had arrived in Santa Fe from Hamburg,
Germany and in that year was taken into partnership with Jacob Amberg and Gustave Elsberg, two cousins who had moved their general
merchandise and dry goods firm from Westport, Missouri to Santa Fe
in 1856, and had prospered well enough to construct an imposing new
building on the Plaza in 1864. In 1865 Herman's brother Charles arrived
in Santa Fe and arrangements were made for him to accompany one
Adolph Letcher, a trader from Baltimore who was being supported by
Amberg and Elsberg to set up a mercantile firm in Taos and was to act
as their agent in the purchase of grain to be sold to the anny forts.
Charles Ilfeld, at the age of eighteen, "was a willing applicant for any
first-rate opportunity, a loyal protege of Elsberg and Amberg," and a
future partner for Letcher. Within two years, however, Letcher and
Ilfeld realized that the commercial prospects of Taos had deteriorated
irretrievably due to its isolation from the Santa Fe Trail and the difficulty
of wagon transport over the mountains into the Taos Valley. So they
moved their inventory to Las Vegas and with more support from Elsberg and Amberg started their firm anew in 1867.
By the end of the next seven years, Charles Ilfeld had established
himself as the sole proprietor of a thriving enterprise. In 1873 he went
to Germany, married a childhood friend, returned a year later to Las
Vegas with his bride, and bought out Letcher's share of the firm. 19
The need for a steady supply of rural products, grain and other
foodstuffs, hides, wool and metals, to provide the means of monetary
exchange, soon made it advantageous for the large mercantile houses
like those of the Spiegelbergs, Staabs and Ilfeld to establish branches
in small rural towns and villages. These branches could provide rural
customers with goods they needed and receive the rural produce from
them in turn; much of this trade took the form of money barter in
which the large-scale merchant could make a profit on the goods sold
to the rural customers and also on the goods they furnished in return.
The persons put in charge of these branch stores were either employees,
agents or partners of the larger mercantile house. Parish illustrates this
process:
Elsberg and Amberg had sent Letcher and Ilfeld to Taos for just
this purpose. Spiegelberg sent the Dittenhofer brothers to Anton
Chico and later, Sam Dittenhofer and Nathan Bibo to Tecolote.
Abraham and Zoldac Staab used Gerson and Alexander Gusdorf
in Taos, Arroyo Hondo, and Red River. Charles Ilfeld had this in
19. Parish, Ilfeld Company, 7-13, 18-32.
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The German Jewish investment bankers of New York could develop a tightly integrated community of families which joined together
as banking forms in a "defensive" alliance against the New York investment banking community. As Supple describes the situation, the
German Jewish bankers had the problem of breaking into an established
business system. In forming such an elite of families and firms they
had the advantage of the presence of large numbers of Jews who could
reinforce their bonds by creating religious institutions in the city. At
the same time, instrumental ties relating to the conduct of business
were formed with other firms, rather than with individuals only, further
restricting the proportion of social contacts that were necessary outside
their own community of investment banking families.
By contrast, the German Jewish merchants in New Mexico did not
find it so easy to form the ties among themselves that bound together
the bankers in New York. While brothers and cousins followed the
merchants who first settled in Santa Fe and Las Vegas, they all came
as single men and had to build their nuclear families either by marrying
women who were native to the territory or by traveling to the East or
to Germany to find Jewish brides. Parish shows that among forty-four
known marriages involving New Mexico merchants, less than 30 percent were inter-faith and among the 70 percent of intra-faith marriages,
more than two-thirds were with native-born girls who were daughters
of Jewish parents, usually from the eastern United States. 21
Apparently this choice was often determined by whether one could
afford the expense of travel and was able to entrust his business to the
care of others in his absence. In general, it appears that merchants who
settled in Santa Fe or Las Vegas marriedlJewish women, while those
who settled in smaller communities in outlying areas more often married non-Jewish native women. And in the larger towns it was more
likely that the merchants had brothers or other relatives working in
the firms. 22 Thus the retention of the religious tie and its continuity
through successive generations depended on marriage to Jewish women.
At the same time, those merchants who could make such a marriage did not really need Jewish ties to succeed in business. Rather the
20. Parish, "Commercial Revolution," 19-20.
21. Ibid., 129.

22. Based on examination of federal manuscript censuses of 1860, 1870, 1880 for a
forthcoming work on the history of Jews in New Mexico by Henry). Tobias, to be
published by University of New Mexico Press.
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success of mercantile firms depended more on the ties which a merchant could form outside his family or his co-religionists in the local
community. As retailers, especially, they were not free to confine their
sociable or instrumental relationships to a set of other firms as such,
but had to gain goodwill and respect from a broad spectrum of individuals in the community in order to succeed. As wholesalers they had
to maintain a good reputation among the other businessmen of the
community and political and military leaders of the Territory. With the
more prominent of these wholesale and retail merchants, the sheer
size and scale of their operations made them conspicuous iIi. the small
towns.
Altogether these differences meant that the merchants of New
Mexico, in contrast to the New York investment bankers, would not
need to take a defensive posture vis-a-vis the established business
community which they were entering but could instead take a leadership role in developing the business of the towns. Instead of reaching
inward to their own ethnic group to form the bonds of community as
the New York bankers were doing; the New Mexico merchants had to
reach outward to other groups in the quest for support and status. The
relative isolation and newness of these towns added a special demand
for civic spirit and contribution to community welfare that was typical
of frontier settlements. 23
At the same time, however, this posture implied a difference between one's role as the head of a family and one's role as a member
of the business community. The key to this was one's Jewish identity.
In a location where community religious institutions had not been
developed, it fell to the Jewish families to take responsibility for religious observance~. And they had to rear and educate Jewish children
and foster their chances to marry within their own religion. Since their
Jewishness separated them from a full community of interest and solidarity with the Protestant Anglo or Catholic Hispano population, the
merchants' families assumed as important a role for the preservation
of their Jewish religious heritage as one's participation in the larger
community did for the fostering of business success.
This meant, however, a separation of family and religious life from
business and community life, in contrast to the fusion of these which
had developed among the investment bankers in New York. Several
factors contributed to this separation. The very nature of the merchants'
23. Murray Melbin, "Night as Frontier," American Sociological Review, 43 (February
1978), 12-13.
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enterprise thrust them into active association and social ties with nonJewish groups. While there were some marriages among the children
of the merchants, there was not the linkage of firms which Supple has
demonstrated in the case of the New York bankers. For example, one
of Abraham Staab's daughters married Louis Ilfeld, the brother of Charles;
and the other daughter married Max Nordhaus, Charles' brother-inlaw and the manager of his firm. But Staab and Ilfeld were competitors
and neither of the husbands joined the Staab firm after marriage.
Indeed the best known example of the blending of instrumental
business ties with sociable family ties is that of the partnership among
the Spiegelberg brothers. Each partner was legally responsible for the
actions of the others. "Each brother worked for the entire family and
not for himself alone ... In all business ventures they acted as one
... This unity was the main source of their strength and success."24
Yet it should be noted that this unity obtained among siblings of the
same nuclear family, and not among different families. Moreover, not
all of the brothers were in New Mexico at the same time. The founding
brother, Solomon Jacob, left in the early fifties. Another brother, Emanuel, withdrew from the firm in the 1860s, married the daughter of one
of the leading New York investment bankers, Joseph Seligman, and
continued his career in the banking firm there. And although the Spiegelberg enterprises lasted at least forty-five years until their liquidation
began in 1893,25 it should be noted that for approximately half of this
period the brothers were not all married, and that by the time they
had all left New Mexico their children were just reaching maturity.
In the absence of strong business ties between the leading German
Jewish merchant families on the frontier it is pertinent to recall Supple's
comment about the value of social networks and in-groups as the means
of business organization, and the need for these informal associations
where institutions were lacking which could formalize the relationships
between firms. 26 In this respect it could be asked whether an equivalent
social base for business organization lay in the network of relationships
built up by the German Jewish merchants with other groups in the
frontier communities. With this question in mind we can explore the
instrumental and sociable relations of the merchants and examine more
closely the role of families in preserving their Jewish religious heritage.
24. Floyd S. Fierman, The Spiegelbergs of New Mexico, Merchanls and Bankers, 18441893 (EI Paso: Texas Western College Press, 1964), 14, 43.
25. Fierman, Guts and Ruts, 23; Fierman, Spiegelbergs, 40-41; and Lawson, "Flora L.
Spiegelberg," 305.
26. Supple, "Business Elite," 176.
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In terms of wealth and power, one condition that had a crucial
effect on the relations of the German Jewish mercantile capitalists with
other groups in the community was the autonomy the merchant gained
by making others dependent on him. The petty capitalist farmer, rancher,
miller or lumberman needed markets for his products; by finding these
markets and selling these products the merchant could acquire the
monetary exchange so necessary to his success. 27
By so doing, however, he inevitably attained a firmer grip on the
small petty capitalist who was gradually committing himself to
production by contract to the large merchant. The mercantile capitalist sold him his supplies on credit, advanced him money, found
him his markets, and in turn demanded a commitment on his
production. 28
According to Parish, one factor which kept this relationship from
becoming unbearably oppressive for the petty capitalist was the policy
of the merchants to diversify their risks and not become too dependent
on anyone type of product from their suppliers. But the suppliers were
well aware of the domination to which they were subjected. Ultimately
their land would have been unable to support the volume of supplies
which the merchants could require. 29 Meanwhile the implicit tension,
plus the merchants' need to maintain the relationship; encouraged
them to make their dealings with suppliers as comfortable as possible.
Here personal acquaintance and primary face-to-face interaction became indispensable in the conduct of business.
The skills required for these interpersonal relationships perhaps
met their greatest test in connection with the granting of credit and
the collection of debts. The merchant could easily abuse his privilege
of granting credit because his
small, agricultural customers, practically all of whom were uneducated and ill-informed, were easy prey for the man of resources
who, through overextension of money and merchandise loans,
could bring many of these people to do his bidding or force them
to relinquish their property.3O
Charles Ilfeld, however, as well as others, avoided such practices as
27. Parish, Ilfeld Company, 39-42.
28. Parish, Ilfeld Company, 44.
29. Ibid., 44-45; and Milton W. Calion, "The Merchant-Colonists of New Mexico,"
in Arthur L. Campa, ed., Brand Book of the Denver Westerners, 21 (Boulder: Johnson
Publishing Company, 1965), 26.
30. Parish, Ilfeld Company, 84.
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far as possible and acted so as to retain his loyal customers and increase
their number. For those unable to pay their accounts on time, he would
find ways to help that would avoid loss of face and property, buying
notes from private parties who were pressing his debtors for payment
and giving them time to pay him, and signing their bank notes. In this
way he guaranteed his sources of supply and protected his monetary
exchange. At the same time, when he needed to, he solicited help from
other merchants who could bring pressure on a lagging debtor. 31
Indeed this sense of personal responsibility for mutual aid extended as well to relations among the merchants. Under frontier conditions of great distance and inefficient transport they became dependent
on their fellow merchants for assistance of all sorts. Even though they
had their own partners and agents "every merchant became, in a sense,
the agent of every other."32 "All merchants had common needs and
interests which set them apart from other groups within the community."33
Business dealings in New Mexico involved personal relationships
which could not be limited by ethnic or religious boundaries. For German Jewish merchants, as for others, this involved the learning of
Spanish as well as English and even the use of their native German
with compatriots. This cosmopolitanism served to cultivate trade relations wherever the promise of profitable transactions existed. To Ilfeld
and other German Jewish merchants, social and cultural differences
did not matter when it came to choosing associates or aides in business
undertakings. In referring tollfeld's non-Jewish associates, Parish says:
"All these men, as long as they produced responsibly-and this was
the sine qua non-were free to pursue economic opportunities unimpeded by social restrictions."34 German Jewish merchants drew the
31. Ibid., 84-86.
32. Parish, Ilfeld Company, 69-70.
33. Lehmann, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 53.
34. Parish, "Commercial Revolution," 137. It would be incorrect to assume from
Pa'rish's words that no anti-Jewish feeling existed in New Mexico. But it is sometimes
difficult to demonstrate prejudice. An important instance of such ambiguity lies in the
creation of the Second National Bank of Santa Fe by the Spiegelberg family in 1872. S.
B. Elkins, a major participant in the First National Bank, created a year earlier, ascribed
the Spiegelbergs' motivation to "the fact that in our organization we did not have any
of the jews to take stock." First National Bank of Santa Fe, Letter Books, 3, April 29,
1872, pp. 434-435, Archive 177, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico. However, Elkins' description of the Spiegelbergs' behavior does not constitute a clear case of
anti-Semitism on its merits and, more importantly, does not appear to be part of a
pattern. Indeed, the inclusion of Jews on boards of directors of banks in New Mexico
occurred in some number. Anti-Semitism in New Mexico was not, as in the case of New
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native Hispanic people into the orbit of trade and commerce, enhancing
the ecorlOmic strength of the villages and minor towns in' their role as
"substantial supporting satellites to the dominant urban centers."35
In many ways the position of a businessman in the frontier towns
carried with it an obligation to contribute to the social life of the community and its economic and civic welfare. This could be done by
promoting the expansion of business opportunities in the town, by
giving generously to religious and charitable projects, by serving on
local boards and committees devoted to community advancement. Other
actions demonstrating community attachment included joining fraternal organizations and literary, dramatic or music clubs. Another way
was to extend the hospitality of one's home to other families and notables, in an active round of social life which would include the entertainment of prestigious visitors from outside the territory.
German Jewish merchants were active in all of these ways. Joseph
Rosenwald of Las Vegas helped bring the railroad to that town and
promoted the gas company and street railway. Zadok Staab raised
funds for constructing the LaFonda Hotel when the railroad branch
line was built into Santa Fe; other contributors included Noa Ilfeld,
Julius Gerdes, Spiegelberg Brothers, and the Seligman brothers. Willi
and Lehman Spiegelberg both served as presidents of the Santa Fe
Board of Trade, and Lehman served as a Director of the Santa Fe
Progress and Improvement Company just after the railroad branch had
been built. Ilfeld along with others built the Plaza Hotel in Las Vegas. 36
Regarding charitable contributions, one historian of Santa Fe put
it this way:
Every worthy cause went to the Spiegelbergs, the Staabs, Seligmans and others for a handout, not excepting Archbishop Lamy
for his cathedral, the Sisters of St. Vincent's Orphanage Hospital,
the Sisters of Loretto. 37
The Spiegelberg Brothers' gift of $500 for the erection of the St. Francis
York, a powerful determinant of group behavior but rather an unpleasant endemic
condition which flared up occasionally.
35. Parish, "Commercial Revolution," 139.
36. Floyd S. Fierman, ed., "Reminiscences of Emanuel Rosenwald," New Mexico
Historical Review, 37 (April 1962), 129-31; Fierman, Guts and Ruts, 37; Lawson, "Flora L.
Spiegelberg," 302; Lehmann, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 204, 220-21; and Milton W. Calion,
Las Vegas, New Mexico: The Town that Wouldn't Gamble (Las Vegas, New Mexico: Las Vegas
Daily Optic, 1962), 141-42.
37. F. Stanley [CrochiollaJ, Ciudad Santa Fe, Territorial Days 1846-1912 (3 vols., Pampa,
Texas: Pampa Print Shop, 1965), 3: 268.
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of Assisi Cathedral reflected also their close relationship with the archbishop, who through his friendships with other Anglo merchants and
the military and governmental officials at the Territorial capital, and in
his position as the religious leader of the Hispano populace served as
a social link between these segments of the community.3H
Within the Anglo group particularly, fraternal associations provided a setting for social intercourse.
Santa Fe's Anglo lawyers and merchants came together regularly
in fraternal lodges. The 'American' business and professional men
of Santa Fe were notable for their dissimilarities. The first were
largely German, the second native Americans, but they interacted
easily. Lodge meetings provided opportunities for confidential group
discussions and personal conversations on matters of mutual'and
individual concern relative to the town and territor y. 39
Since one had to be invited to join, the German Jewish merchants'
membership in these lodges was a distinctive sign of local social status.
Also, Levi Spiegelberg helped to incorporate the Masons in 1854 and
Willi Spiegelberg served as Grand Treasurer of New Mexico Masonry.
And Parish remarks that "dramatic, literary and reading clubs were
recipients of the active support of the Jewish. merchant. The Territorial
newspapers are full of his cultural contributions and participations."4o
With the advent of merchants' wives, who were arriving in the
towns starting in the 1860s after their new husbands had begun to
achieve economic success, there emerged an active life of community
work and social gatherings in their homes, on a scale in keeping with
their wealth and prominence. Flora Langermann Spiegelberg, wife of
Willi Spiegelberg, provides a notable example of community activity
and extensive hospitality. Having met Willi on his trip to Cermany to
visit his parents, she arrived in Santa Fe as his bride in 1875. Fluent
in French, Spanish, English and German, Flora Spiegelberg was a sophisticated hostess to wealthy New Mexico families of Spanish ancestry, the commanding general, officers and wives of the military garrison,
38. Fierman, Guts and Ruts, 24; Lehmann, Santa Fe alld Albuquerque, 49. Abraham
Staab may have contributed a sum nearly equal to one-tenth the cost of the cathedral.
See William A. Keleher, The Fabulous Frolltier (Santa Fe: Rydal Press, 1945), 132-33. Ted
Schuyler to Henry J. Tobias, December 20, 1983.
39. Lehmann, Santa Fe alld Albuquerque, 51-52.
40. Fierman, Spiegeibergs, 44; Lawson, "Flora L. Spiegelberg," 302; and Parish, "Commercial Revolution," 138.
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Archbishop Jean Baptiste Lamy, and the Territorial governor. She had
weekly afternoon teas and .gave formal dinners. 41
Willi Spiegelberg's brothers too were active in extending hospitality. In 1880 Lehman entertained President and Mrs. Rutherford B.
Hayes, along with General William T. Sherman. 42 And General Sherman and General Philip H. Sheridan "were entertained by the Spiegelbergs and other Jewish residents of Santa Fe at the Germania, their
private social club. "43
At all of these levels of civic and social participation, personal
relations between individuals were centrally important and have been
cited as the principal means of integrating the various segments of the
population within the major towns. Parish points to the role played
by certain Jewish merchants in exercising community leadership and
reconciling divergent views in community affairs. In Santa Fe it was
Abraham Staab; in Las Vegas, Marcus Brunswick, Charles Ilfeld and
others; in Albuquerque it was Louis Ilfeld (brother of Charles).44
One indication of the prestige earned by Jewish merchants who
participated in civic activities is the election of some of their number
to political office in the local communities. This by itself was unusual,
not only because merchants in general (at least in Santa Fe) tended to
avoid political involvements but also because local politics was dominated by Hispanics while Anglos were.more prominent in appointive
Territorial offices controlled by the federal government. 45
Yet Lehman Spiegelberg served On the Santa Fe county commission
for two years before 1879 and Abraham Staab served at one time as
chairman of the commission. Willi Spiegelberg was elected county commissioner in 1880 and served as probate judge in 1884. In Las Vegas
Sigmund Nahm served on the local school board for fifteen years; in
Albuquerque Henry Jaffa became the city's first mayor; in 1898 Charles
Ilfeld was appointed to the Board of Regents of New Mexico Normal
University at, Las Vegas and served on it for twenty years. 46
41. Lawson, "Flora L. Spiegelberg," 291-97.
42. Newspaper article entitled, "The President in Santa Fe," recorded 1914, Microfilm Roll 1, Executive Proceedings October 8, 1874-December 31, 1888, frames 394-401,
Territorial Papers of New Mexico, 1851-1914, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
43. Lawson, "Flora L. Spiegelberg," 299-300.
44. Parish, "Commercial Revolution," 141.
45. Lehmann, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 57-58.
46. Calion, "Merchant Colonists," 10; Lawson, "Flora L. Spiegelberg," 302. While
Lawson states that Willi Spiegelberg was elected "mayor" of Santa Fe in 1880, Lehmann
says that Santa Fe had no town government then and that Willi was in fact elected to
the county commission, Lehmann, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 202-3. F. Stanley [Crochiolla), The UlS Vegas Story [New Mexico) (Denver: World Press, 1952), 319; Lehmann,
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The political career of Bernard Seligman was longer and more
varied. After he arrived in Santa Fe in 1856 and joined his brother
Sigmund in a mercantile partnership, he served in both houses of the
Territorial legislature, was chairman for three terms of the Santa Fe
county commission and was appointed by the governor as Territorial
Treasurer from 1886 to 1891. In 1884 he was a delegate to the Democratic'
national convention at Chicago. His son Arthur, who became a businessman and banker in Santa Fe, was twice elected governor of New
Mexico and served from 1931 until his death in 1933. 47
Historians of this period have consistently emphasized the ease
with which the Jewish merchants and their families were socially accepted in the localities where they lived and worked. F. Stanley Crocchiola reports that Louis Ilfeld once told him,
I guess if Charles Ilfeld stayed in New York and worked there some
may have referred to him as a 'Kike,' but he came to New Mexico
and is known as Mr. Ilfeld. 48
Michael L. Lawson says that the Spiegelbergs "suffered few social restrictions" and "were respected for maintaining the integrity of their
own beliefs while being tolerant of others...." Pointing out that a
large part of the German community in Santa Fe was Jewish, Lehmann
says that this
seems to have been of no importance to the Germans. Economic
standing apparently meant more than religious affiliation. When
a Liedertafel, or singing club, was formed, Bernard Seligman became its president. Lehman Spiegelberg was treasurer of the German Aid Society . . . Solomon Spiegelberg was head of the Germania
Club, fouI;lded in 1875 with a membership of around forty, which
meant that it could not have been exclusively Jewish. 49
And the return of Lehman Spiegelberg in 1872 from a long absence in
Germany "brought out the military band."so
From these and other pieces of evidence it may be inferred that
Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 176, 182; and Calion, Las Vegas, 206; Lynn I. Perrigo, "The
Original Las Vegas: 1835-1935" (3 vols., unpublished manuscript, n.d.), 1: 164.
47. P. A. F. Walter, "Arthur Seligman," New Mexico Historical Review, 8 (October
1933), 306-12.
48. Stanley [Crochiolla), Ciudad Sanla Fe, 268.
49. Lawson, "Flora L. Spiegelberg," 296; and Lehmann, Sanla Fe and Albuquerque,
50.
50. Ibid., 51.
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the German Jewish merchants did not have to concern themselves with
their Jewish identity in their business dealings, their civic activities or
their social life with other groups in the towns. This raises a question
about how far the Jewish merchants were disposed to go in formalizing
their identity as Jews by creating religious institutions in the community. In Santa Fe the maintenance of Jewish identity was a private
function except for the observance of High Holidays and Passover
services.
In this regard it is interesting to consider the difference between
Santa Fe and Las Vegas. In Las Vegas, where German Jewish enterprises had started about a decade later than in Santa Fe, leaders in the
Jewish community established the Congregation Montefiore in 1884 .
followed by the erection of a temple in 1886. But in Santa Fe no Jewish
congregation or temple had been established by 1900 and in fact this
had to wait well into the twentieth century. The reason for this difference appears to stem from the peculiar development of the internal
social structure of Santa Fe and the differential impact on both towns
of the coming of the railroads to New Mexico. 51
By the 1870s with a population between 4,000 and 5,000, Santa
Fe, in its location at the end of the Santa Fe Trail, had long been the
leading trade center of the territory as well as the territorial capital.
Also as the oldest of the principal population centers, Santa Fe was
the center where the local elites, developing along occupational and
ethnic lines, had become well defined in terms of the distribution of
power and wealth. 52
Anglos; both immigrant and native, constituted one-fifth of the
gainfully occupied labor force and Hispanos constituted almost all of
the rest. 53 By occupation, Anglos held most of the administrative positions in territorial government, were dominant in the professions and
in wholesale and retail trade, and had the greatest control over ready
cash. Hispanics controlled the landed wealth, engaged in agriculture
either as landowners or laborers, and some engaged in trade. While
the Anglo merchants, as bankers and buyers of local produce and
51. The analysis which follows is based on a forthcoming history of the Jews in
New Mexico by Henry J. Tobias, to be published by the University of New Mexico Press.
The perceived lack of effort by the leading families to establish religious institutions
drew the public fire of some Santa Fe Jews in 1877. See Die Deborah [Cincinnatil September
14, 1877, p. 2 and ibid., November 9, 1877, p. 2.
52. Lehmann, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 49, 57-58.
53. David Thomas Bailey, Stratification and Ethnic Differentiation in Santa Fe, 1860 and
1870 (Ann Arbor: Xerox University Microfilms, 1975), 123.
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distributors of imported goods, were quite powerful, still as one historian put it,
the behavior of the mercantile establishment, guided largely by
the cultural attitudes and business practices of the preponderant
German-Jewish merchants, kept such a position of dominance from
becoming socially abrasive. 54
In politics Anglos tended to control territorial affairs and matters having
to do with the federal government while Hispanics controlled local
politics and most of the votes.
Anglos, as a small but distinct population of newcomers-frontiersmen in a cultural and economic sense-had to rely on the cultivation of personal relations so as to be accepted by the groups more
firmly established. This personalizing of relations was also necessary
among Anglos themselves. For the Jews it was advantageous to minimize one's ethnic or religious identity and maximize one's identity as
an individual to be judged on the basis of his personal qualities. By
not obtruding their collective identity the merchants could participate·
freely in business, civic and social affairs without risking rejection or
discrimination.
When the railroads came in 1879, Santa Fe was bypassed by the
main line while whole new towns began to flourish at Las Vegas and
Albuquerque. In both towns the absence of old political centers opened
the way for the creation of new social and political structures. Conceivably the leaders who established the congregation and built the
temple in Las Vegas did not fear that they might be asserting their
religious identity beyond the level of what the community would tolerate; they were following the precedents set by Presbyterians·, Methodists, Episcopalians, and Baptists during the previous few years. 55
German Jewish merchants prospered in New Mexico and earned
prestige as leaders in the business and social life of their communities.
They married and had children, many of whom by 1900 had begun to
develop their own careers and start their own families. Thus to the
extent that the merchants were successful in a common occupation
and enjoyed respect in their communities, they might have become an
54. Lehmann, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 12, 14.
55. Lehmann, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 53, 58, 221-22, 233, 237; and Audrey Thomas
Tapy, "Las Vegas 1890-1900, A Frontier Town Becomes Cosmopolitan" (master's thesis,
University of New Mexico, 1943), 61, 63, 67, 69..
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"elite" in the sense that Supple found to be the case with the German
Jewish bankers in New York.
But there was a crucial difference. The generational continuity
which marked the bankers was an indispensable condition of their elite
status. As long as each new generation of family members-sons, nephews or sons-in-Iaw---could be counted on to furnish partners for the
firms, the identification of firms with families and the solidarity among
these families could be preserved by a fusion of sociable and instrumental ties. This continuity, however, did not develop in New Mexico
in equal measure. The nature of the business conducted by family firms,
the nature of the communities where they were located and the change
of economic conditions which had begun to take place as the second
generation was reaching maturity all combined to prevent such generational continuity.
In the studies by Supple on New York and by Parish on New
Mexico there is a difference of interpretation in describing the relations
among the proprietors of each type of business. While Supple emphasizes the cooperative relations among investment banking firms, Parish
emphasizes the competitive relations among the sedentary merchants.
There are good reasons for this difference. One key to the development
of the New York elite was the alliance of Jewish banking firms in the
instrumental help that each could give the others; but in New Mexico
the merchants were openly and sometimes intensely competitive at an
instrumental level. 56 Yet at the level of sociable ties these merchants
could be amicable, supportive and could even be counted on for financial help in times of need. Each firm remained independent of the
others and solely in the possession of a nuclear family in the founder's
generation. Generational continuity among the New Mexico merchants, when it did occur, depended on the inheritance of a firm by
the sons of the founder and their assumption of responsibility for its
operation.
Such inheritance might well have depended on the sons' disposition to assume that their future lay in the family firm in the community
where the family had been living, and on the impressions young people
were receiving about their future in that community. In New York the
large network of families and banking firms could easily transmit an
impression of permanence, the certainty that one's cultural and religious needs could be satisfied, that financial security could be assured,
56. For an example of this see the Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
for the years 1874-1879. Competitive bidding for contracts included virtually all of the
families we mention in Santa Fe and Las Vegas.
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and that one could marry, form a family and live in a congenial social
and religious environment. But in New Mexico where the German
Jewish families were periodically but not frequently drawn together
for religious observances, were socially congenial but not exclusively
confined to association with other Jewish families, and were even separated from these by competition between their individual business
firms, the inter-familial network was hardly adequate to convey the
impression of permanence or security that was possible in New York.
Yet even if sons were disposed to take on the family firm, they
would be facing very different conditions of business from those which
fostered their parents' prosperity. The coming of the railroads was
responsible for that. 57 The opportunities for more rapid turnover of
goods and for the higher volume of sales required to make specialization profitable began to diminish the advantages of the old mercantile
capitalists who dealt in general merchandise.
In the federal manuscript census of 1880 for Santa Fe, Las Vegas
and Albuquerque a total of twenty-eight Jewish mercantile firms were
designated as "general merchandise" firms and there were seven which
could be designated as specialized, making up one-fifth of the total. In
the manuscript census of 1900 there were thirty-four Jewish firms designated as "general merchandise" and seventeen which can be designated as specialized, making up one-third of the total.
The differential impact of change on the three communities becomes apparent when they are compared for the "newness" of their
Jewish merchant populations. In the 1900 federal manuscript census
for Santa Fe, eleven Jewish merchants are listed, five of whom were
also there in 1880; in Las Vegas in 1900 there were twenty-four Jewish
merchants, of whom six were there in 1880; and in Albuquerque in
1900 there were twenty-five Jewish merchants, only three of whom
were there in 1880.
The fact that Santa Fe had the highest propottion of "old timers"
in 1900 is consistent with the reluctance of Santa Fe businessmen to
adapt to the new conditions of trade. Before the railroad came, the
merchants could receive long-term credit from their eastern suppliers
and granted long-term credit to their customers, since slow transport
made for a slow turnover of stock. But now more customers had cash,
transportation was faster and short-term credit by suppliers was more
57. In 1884 Lehman Spiegelberg commented that "times are not as before the railroad." "Commerce of Santa Fe," 1884, p. 4. Histories, American Jewish Archives, Cincinatti, Ohio.
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and more becoming the rule; firms could fail by giving customary longterm credit to customers while having only short-term credit from
suppliers. "Trade tended to retain the practices of the 1870s because
those involved in it, on a large scale, remained the same as in the
1870s."58 And "the departure in 1888, at age forty-four, of merchant
Willi Spiegelberg, a community pillar, for New York City, ostensibly to
'retire,' signaled the end of Santa Fe's commercial aspirations."59 Now
that the merchants could no longer control the flow of goods by freighting over the Santa Fe Trail, nor monopolize their distribution at the
destination, price competition enabled the specialized merchant to gain
an increasing share of the local market.
In light of the lack of kinship linkage between firms and the conditions which had begun to render mercantile capitalism obsolete, the
second generation became involved in three typical responses: (1) Some
parents would close up the business and move to the East where their
sons and daughters could have more association with fellow Jews and
an easier time finding Jewish spouses; (2) Some parents would send
sons to prominent universities in the East to earn credentials for a
professional career such as law or medicine, while the daughters would
find Jewish husbands in one of the commercial centers of New Mexico;
(3) Other parents, following a family tradition in the old country, would
put their son(s) into the business and pass ownership and management
of the firm to them at the time of the parents' retirement.
All three responses are exemplified by merchant families in Santa
Fe, Las Vegas, and Albtiquerque. Four of the Spiegelberg brothers had
moved their families from Santa Fe to New York by 1893. Abraham
Staab retired in 1902; his son Julius graduated from Harvard and Columbia Law School and became a lawyer and judge; his son Edward
became a physician, eventually living in Albuquerque. 60
Among the sons of Charles Ilfeld in Las Vegas, Arthur entered his
father's store as a clerk, then became manager of the Las Vegas store,
and later vice-president and president of the Ilfeld Company. Louis
graduated from Yale and attended New York University Law School,
then became general counsel to the Ilfeld Company and later also
pursued a political career in San Miguel county and in the state Senate.
Robert Nordhaus, son of Max Nordhaus, Charles Ilfeld's partner, att~nded Phillips Andover prep school, then Yale, and Yale Law School,
58. Lehmann, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 219-22.
59. Ibid., 237.
60. Fierman, Spiegelbergs, 40-42; Parish, Ilfeld Company, 380; and Fierman, "Staabs
of Santa Fe," 22-23.
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served in the legal department of the Ilfeld Company, had a law practice
in Albuquerque and was a vice-president and director of the Ilfeld
Company.6l
Albert Grunsfeld, who had worked for the Spiegelberg brothers
in their Albuquerque store, bought that store in 1893 and in the following year his three sons took control until its liquidation in 1923,
two years after the death of Alfred, one of the sons. Two sons of Aaron
Rosenwald who had started a store in old Albuquerque in 1878 and
moved to the new town in 1880, took over the business in 1900 after
both of them had attended Packard's Business College in New York
and a gymnasium in Germany. Three sons of Emanuel Rosenwald in
Las Vegas began clerking in their father's store between the ages of
fourteen and seventeen and each of the three-Cecilio, David Emanuel
and Gilbert Eliseo--became a partner in the firm at the age of twentyfive. A fourth son, Lucian, became a professor at a college in St. Louis,
Missouri. 62
The ethnic, religious, and occupational homogeneity of the German Jewish merchants of New Mexico has led to an inquiry about
whether they might have become a business elite in the same sense
that Supple found to be the case with the German Jewish investment
bankers in New York City. The pursuit of this question has made apparent certain contingencies of elite formation that can be discovered
by comparative analysis.
Differences in locale, between the frontier towns and New York
City, affected the opportunities of each cohort to develop internal solidarity and a sense of identity as a business elite. To begin with, the
difference between the eastern metropolis and the western frontier
towns dictated that investment banking would be possible only where
financial resources were available in sufficient amount and liquidity (in
the metropolis, for example), while the conduct of wholesale and retail
trade could be carried on even by barter in smaller places where cash
was scarce. In the metropolis, moreover, business could be highly
specialized, while the smaller communities on the frontier could support only those businesses that offered a variety of goods and services
61. Ellis Arthur Davis, ed., The Historical Encyclopedia of New Mexico (2 vols., New
Mexico Historical Association, 1945), 1: 259-60, 470; and Frank D. Reeve, History of New
Mexico (3 vols, New York: Lewis Historical Publishing Co., 1961), 3: 598-99.
62. Charles F. Coan, A History of New Mexico (3 vols, Chicago and New York: American Historical Society, 1925); 2: 98-99; Coan, History of Neu> Mexico, 2: 146-48; and Ralph
Emerson Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican History (5 vols., Cedar Rapids: Torch
Press, 1917), 4: 233-34, 236-37, 253-54.
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to a smaller but more broadly differentiated category of customers or
clients. Geographically isolated at great distance from sources of supply, these enterprises had the advantage of limited competition in
prices and products.
The occupations of investment banking in the metropolis. and
wholesale and retail trade in the frontier towns differ in the relationships that can develop among firms in each type of business. Although
investment banking firms are nominally competitors, a considerable
amount of cooperation among them is necessary for success. Among
firms engaged in wholesale or retail trade, relationships are more competitive as each firm operates in greater freedom from dependence on
others.
As we have seen, this difference has implications for the relations
within and among families in each type of business. Although in both
types it has been possible for sons of the owners to enter the business
and inherit a share of it, it was among the families in different investment firms that marriage could tie the firms together as sons-in-law
we.re taken in from families of other firms. Primarily, then, family ties
were important to the banking firms as the structural basis for interfirm cooperation, as well as for guaranteeing the generational continuity of ownership and control. By contrast, family ties in wholesale
and retail trade in the frontier towns were most important for providing
capital assistance at the initiation of an enterprise, as proprietors of
firms already established would help their relatives get started in firms
of their own; and family members could provide the most trustworthy
personnel for managing the business and serving as its agents at distant
places.
This variation in the closeness of families interacts with the maintenance of ethnic and religious ties and the incentive to express them
openly in the form of associations and institutions. Whether families
are joined together by ties of business or not, their collective efforts to
preserve religious and ethnic traditions can depend on the nature of
the families' relationships to the rest of the community where they live.
In the case of the New York bankers their German Jewish identity put
them in competition with non-Jewish firms and the Jewish families
reacted defensively by developing an insular social life and by establishing religious institutions that expressed their own adaptation to
the surrounding community. On the other hand, in the case of the
German Jewish merchants in the frontier towns, cooperation among
firms was far less important than successful competition; and there
was less incentive to foster ethnic or religious ties to the point of
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restricting the merchants' social life and their interaction with other
ethnic and religious groups in the community.
As a result of the foregoing factors, conditions among the investment bankers of New York favored the development of strong ties of
internal solidarity while conditions in the New Mexico frontier towns
favored a more individualistic style of relationships with greater emphasis on relating to people outside the merchants' religious and ethnic
boundaries. In New York the bankers behaved as a minority, joined
together in self-conscious defense to protect their occupation against
competition from non-Jewish firms. In Santa Fe and Las Vegas the
merchants behaved as community leaders and cultivated sociable and
business ties with many different groups in the population.
Finally and perhaps most decisively, the German Jewish merchants' location on the frontier made them far more vulnerable to
changes in their economic situation than was the case with the bankers
in the metropolis. The merchants had achieved success under conditions that could obtain only as long as their towns remained relatively
isolated and their enterprises remained free from the price and product
competition prevailing in the more populous centers of trade. When
the railroads came to New Mexico and changed the face of business
in the larger towns, the era of the general merchandise proprietor began
to decline.
As this change coincided roughly with the maturation of the second generation of the merchants' families, only a few maintained the
incentive to continue the family business. Others of the younger generation chose not to follow in their fathers' footsteps but instead moved
elsewhere or obtained high-level education for a profession.
Thus a common ethnic and religious background does not guarantee that people who follow the same occupation will develop the
kind of solidarity that Supple attributes to a business elite. In New
York the minority status of the Jewish bankers forced them into an
exclusive circle of particularistic relationships. In New Mexico the freedomof Jewish merchants to separate their religious identity and family
ties from their roles in business and community life supports conceptions of the western frontier as a setting more open to talent and
opportunity.
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Fat Man and the Storytellers:
Los' Alamos in Fiction
C. L. SONNICHSEN

When the first atomic bomb was detonated at Trinity Site on the New
Mexico desert on July 5, 1945,1 the Los Alamos scientists were the first
to recognize the enormity of what they had done. "Now," said K. T.
Bainbridge to Robert Oppenheimer as they watched the mushroomshaped cloud boil up into the stratosphere, "we are all sons-of-bitches."2
Two groups of thoughtful Americans agreed with Bainbridge: the Concerned Scientists and the storytellers-the novelists. The novelists
probably had more impact. They dramatized what the men of science
reported and contributed immensely to what might be called the "Scaring of America." Several hundred of these fictions were published in
the forty years, following Hiroshima, ranging from adventure storiesatomic Wild West-to classics like On the Beach, Fail Safe, and Alas,
C. L. Sonnichsen is the senior editor of the Journal of Arizona History and the author
of many books, including Roy Bean: Law West of the Pecos (1943), From Hopalong to Hud:
Thoughts on Western Fiction (1978), and The Ambidextrous Historian: Historical Writers and
Writing in the American West (1981).
1. For a comprehensive work on the subject, see Richard Rhodes, The Making of the
Atom Bomb (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1986).
2. Ferenc Morton Szasz, The Day the Sun Rose Twice (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1985), 90.
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BabylanP Twenty of them, both good and bad, were set at or near Los
Alamos or were Los Alamos related. They describe the birth of the
bomb, picture life on the Hill, and reveal the reactions of scientists and
laymen at the beginning of the Atomic Age.
, In essence they look for answers to three great questions:
• HOW DID IT HAPPEN? The building of the bomb.
• WHO BEARS THE GUILT? The scientists, the military, or all of us?
• WHERE WILL IT END? Can humanity survive a nuclear holocaust?
The Los Alamos novelists did not go into action at once. There
were too many obstacles. For one thing, security was still tight. The
H-bomb was being tested in the Nevada deserts and in the South
Pacific. Los Alamos was still inaccessible. The people who had been
on the Hill and were now on the outside were not novelists or were
not talking. When the Cold War began in 1946 it further inhibited
potential novelists. The Russians now had their own bomb and each
side feared that the other would attempt a first strike. American bombers armed with nuclear bombs patrolled as far as Italy and submarines
carrying nuclear missiles prowled the Atlantic. 4 Children were saying
"If I grow up" instead of "When I grow up."s It was not an encouraging
time for nuclear novelists.
Long before the Cold War showed signs of thawing out, however,
novelists began to speak up. It was true that people in general had
gone back to work, seemingly reconciled to the situation, causing much
foreboding among bomb-conscious thinkers and writers. In 1972, for
example, Jonathan Schell complained in The Fate of Earth that "in spite
of the immeasurable importance of nuclear weapons, the world has
declined, on the whole, to think about them very much.,,6
Such indifference, if it existed, was certainly not the fault of the
novelists'. Before much was known about what went on at the laboratory on the Hill, novelists were concerned, and early in the fifties,
3. Paul Brians, Nuclear Holocausts: Atomic War In Fiction, 1895-1984 (Kent, Ohio: Kent
State University Press, 1987). This remarkable book lists over 800 novels and short stories
dealing with nuclear warfare and its consequences. It omits, however, novels dealing
with nuclear accidents, threatened nuclear warfare, and stories in which nuclear bombs
are used as bargaining chips. If such stories were included, the count would approach
a thousand. Fiction writers went into action almost at once after Hiroshima. Brians
discusses over sixty fiction titles published between 1946 and 1951, and the presses have
never stopped rolling since.
4. Flora Lewis, One of Our H-Bombs Is Missing . .. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1967).
5. "Under a Cloud," Arizona Daily Star (Tucson), August 9, 1987, discusses in detail
the Cold War near-hysteria in one American city.
6. Jonathan Schell, The Fate of Earth (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1982), 3-4.
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when manuscripts were still being censored, they were asking the great
questions.
The first novel to show concern, published in 1949, was The Big
Barbecue by Santa Fe mystery writer Dorothy B. Hughes. It is a light
and frothy concoction portraying with gentle satire the activities and
the personalities of the Santa Fe artists' colony. The title does not refer
to a nuclear holocaust, as might be expected, but to a political rally,
the climactic scene of the novel, with solid and liquid refreshments.
The spotlight is on Ariadne Pontious: eighteen, nubile, and ready to
use her impressive equipment, natural and artificial, in the mating
game. She works as a model for famous artist Willie Buffoon and
conducts a running battle, culminating in betrothal with Willie's brother
Nat, a spasmodic and intermittent writer.
Los Alamos casts a light-gray shadow over Hughes' menagerie of
peculiar Anglo and Hispanic characters. The government pays high
wages to local men and women who find work on the Hill, thereby
leaving their former employers without help or comfort. There is, besides, 'some uneasiness about what is going on on the mesa. Even the
untutored natives know that a bomb is being built (they call it a "bum"),
and dangerous gamma rays are supposedly being released into the
atmosphere. Only one scientist appears, a physicist named Simon feriwinkle, an unsuccessful contender for Ariadne's favor. Just once does
Hughes show that she is aware of the Great Questions. Nat is talking
seriously, for once, to Ariadne:
I could blame Simon [for the atomic bomb] just as I could blame
every physicist large or small who has given a lot of his talents to
the project.... There'd be no more of that nonsense if all of them
would quietly refuse to have any part of bomb-making. Presumably, they are the cream of twentieth century's intelligentsia. Surely
it must have occurred to them, wherever they are, all over the
world, that they could quit cold. The guys that hire the bombs
couldn't make a cream puff. 7
Hughes' eminently practical suggestion was, of course, not heeded.
Only one other novelist was able to treat Los Alamos lightly, and
he waited twelve years to do it. In 1961 Frederick O'Malley published
a curious novel called The Affair of the Red Mosaic, another barbed shaft
aimed at the artists and their lifestyle in Taos and old Mexico, with the
bomb as a side issue.
Word has come to Washington that a new apparat of secret Russian
7. Dorothy B. Hughes, The Big Barbecue (New York: Random House, 1949),236.
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operatives is being organized to take up where spy Klaus Fuchs left
off. Two debonair and completely unscrupulous U.S. agents descend
upon Taos, posing as big-time art dealers. Mrs. Collier-Bedington, a
rich patroness of the arts who is really a Russian spy in deep cover,
falls for their pseudo-sophisticated jargon and employs them as her
agents in a complicated scam resulting in the kidnapping of a Los
Alamos scientist, his transportation to Mexico, and his eventual passage to Russia aboard a Soviet submarine. Hanigen and Hoefler, the
two ostensible art dealers, break up a spy nest in Mexico and destroy
the Russian submarine, emerging with Mrs. C. B.'s money and much
more.
The novel is a light-hearted, tongue-in-cheek romp and is not to
be taken seriously, but it has some great moments, among them Hanigen's spiel as he recommends a wretched daub concocted hastily by
Hoefler to Mrs. C. B.: n . . • and look now lower.... Note that the
images, however juxtaposed, cannot break from his formal solipsis,
which reaches its emotional equivalent in the lightning slash of somber
color which implies the rare distinction of grief.... " and so on for
three pages. 8
Hughes and O'Malley were the first novelists who dared to treat
the bomb with levity. It is worth noting, however, that in 1954 the
movie Dr. Strangelove made gruesome and hilarious fun of mad scientists and stupid generals. The implication was that these irresponsibles, of all people, should not be trusted with the future of mankind.
Serious fiction about Los Alamos began in 1950 with Michael Amrine's Secret, a sprawling, intense, deeply felt indictment of the scientists, the military men, and the bomb business, focusing on, the
secrecy and tight security under which the bomb was built, tested, and
used. The intense and ultimately fruitless pursuit of secrecy trailed
several other issues in its wake. One was the scientist's obligation to
share his discoveries and work for the good of all mankind. 9 Another
was the military mind, its suspiciousness, secretiveness, and rigidity.
Another was the fatal error of allowing politicians, including the President of the United States, to play games with nuclear energy. Amrine
wrestles with these matters, and more, in his ominous novel covering
bomb history from Los Alamos to the testing of the H-bomb.
8. Patrick O'Malley, The Affair of the Red Mosaic (New York: M.S. Mill Co., 1961),5354.

9. The late George Kistiakowski of Harvard University, for example, said in a televised interview that he spent the third twenty years of his life working on the A-bomb
and the final twenty years trying to undo what he had done. (The interview was rebroadcast on Station KUAT, Tucson, Arizona, on September 11, 1987.)
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Benjamin Franklin Halvorson, who in most ways matches Oppenheimer, leaves his family and his Baltimore university to work for
Oppenheimer at Oak Ridge, Chicago, and Los Alamos. He has dreadful
doubts about what he is doing but cannot, in Hughes' phrase, "quit
cold." After Hiroshima, Ben goes to work for an organization of concerned scientists and as a result is humiliated before a congressional
committee, just as Oppenheimer was. At the end of the novel, however,
he has answered the call again. He joins "Little Max" Mannheim, once
his physics professor at Gottingen, who has come to Chicago to make
"a bigger bang." The army is the great villain, in Amrine's view, and
the military mind is the chief obstacle to sensible handling of the bomb
problem. "1 would not trust the Army," says Ben's intelligent wife Beth,
"to do a good job of looting."to
Ben has a vision in a New York hotel room of the destruction of
the city by a nuclear firestorm. He never succeeds, however, in detaching himself from the chain of events which may bring about such
destruction.
A reader may be somewhat startled to note that words and even.
whole sentences have been blacked out-censored-by a representative of a government agency. The generals were still trying to lock the
barn in 1950, five years after our atomic horse had been stolen.
In 1955, the second novel to deal seriously with the forbidden City
on the Hill was published. This was Dexter Masters' The Accident, a
graphic demonstration of what may happen to any or all of us ifthe
worst befalls. It isbased on an actual occurrence at Los Alamos on May
21, 1946, nine months after the event at Hiroshima. 1I Young physicist
Louis Saxl is conducting an experiment that involves bringing two
hemispheres of plutonium closer and closer together to measure the
results. His hand slips, the hemispheres join, and begin throwing off
intense radiation. Saxl pulls the hemispheres apart with his bare hands
and is fatally burned. Other scientists standing nearby are exposed but
recover. Saxl dies a lingering and painful death and the reader goes
every step of the way with him.
Louis is everything· a young scientist should be-bright, ambitious, and modest. He even writes some pretty good poetry. These
things make his fate more pitiable, but they are not what interest the
>

10. Michael Armine, Secret, a Novel (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1950),77. Guy Furness, writing in the Chicago Tribune for September 15, 1950, rates Secret as "slightly poorer
than fair," but concedes that "as an essay it is interesting." Armine's preaching is, indeed,
more impressive than his plotting, but he has something important to say.
11. See Stewart Alsop and Ralph E. Lapp, "The Strange Death of Louis Slotin,"
Saturday Evening Post (March 6, 1954), 25; 90-92.
I
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medical men. The effects of radiation have not been much investigated
and five or six doctors have been imported to observe his symptoms.
A pathologist, ready to conduct an autopsy, is waiting in a Santa Fe
hotel. The reader watches it all in fascinated horror.
Masters, however, is not simply writing a tragedy. He is asking
how this .could have happened and how likely we all are to share the
same fate. There is also the question of responsibility. Who is to blame?
In Masters' view the scientists bear the guilt. They have abdicated their
position as scientists and become mere engineers and technicians. The
generals, the men with the military minds, are almost as guilty. David
Thiel, a crippled and disillusioned young physicist, is Masters' spokesman. He is addressing Colonel Hugh, the commanding officer:
"Nine months after the end of the war and this is still an Army
post still making bombs, and in Washington the military mind
beating its brains out to make sure it keeps control of what us
scientists, meaning us engineers and technicians, have put together, and the military mind has developed as the only contribution to the test of the new bombs at Bikini. I know very few
scientists who are much interested in these tests. Here a distinguished group of doctors have gathered to observe the progress
of radiation sickness in one unfortunate American while an enormous number of Japanese civilians died because all their doctors
had been eliminated in one American 'experiment.' "12
There is no suspense in The Accident-only a steady progress toward the inevitable conclusion. The story has power and impact, however, because Masters is passionately in earnest. There is nothing casual
about his handling of the great questions.
While the Americans were busy at Los Alamos, their British counterparts were developing a bomb of their own and making progress.
Fear that the Germans might produce one first drove them on. Some
of their physicists visited the forbidden city and the two groups were
in communication. The Englishmen were as deeply concerned about
nuclear destruction. Their qualms and forebodings were dramatized
by the distinguished novelist and physicist C. P. Snow in The New Men
(1954).

Snow's interest is divided between human relationships and nuclear matters. The story involves two brothers, Lewis and Martin Eliot,
and what goes on between them. Lewis is a high-ranking government
12. Dexter Masters, The Accident (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1955), 192.
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official, ambitious for his younger brother. Martin, a physicist, is working on the British version of the A-bomb at the Barford laboratories,
where a pile is being constructed. The first attempt to initiate a chain
reaction fails, causing a catastrophe much like the one described by
Masters. Three scientists suffer severe radiation burns, and one of them
does not survive.
Martin is offered the director's job when the chief turns out to be
a Russian agent and is forced to resign. Lewis expects Martin to take
this next step toward distinction, but he turns it down. He "quits cold"
and becomes a teacher, thereby freeing himself from his brother's domination and from his own guilt feelings for the part he has played in
developing nuclear explosives.
All the British scientists are deeply concerned .about the moral and
human implications of what they are doing. One of them hopes the
experiment will fail. "1 hope it is never possible," he says. "You don't
believe we could ever use it," another says to Lewis, and Lewis answers, "1 find it almost impossible."13
Martin, fearing the Germans, wants the bomb to be developed as
insurance. "I'd rather we got it first," he says, "so that we should have
some influence in case any maniac wants to use the damned thing."
When news of the Trinity test arrives, they refuse to believe that the
bomb will be used as a weapon.
After Hiroshima they hold indignation meetings and Martin makes
a public protest, to Lewis' great distress. They all blame the generals
and the bureaucrats for what has happened and try to eject Lewis (a
bureaucrat) from one of their meetings. "The party is over," they conclude, "for our kind of people, for dear old Western Man."14
In 1959, five years after Snow's investigation of troubled British
scientists, American novelist Pearl S. Buck published Command' the
Morning (title from the Book of Job), which depicts a group of troubled
American scientists. The book covers almost the entire history of the
Manhattan Project, but is most revealing in its account of the early
years of the Great Experiment. Interviews with the scientists themselves provide much rich detail not to be found elsewhere.
The narrative begins in 1950 when Dr. Burton Hall, a famous
physicist (created by Buck) takes charge of the infant project. The bomb
13. C. P. Snow, The New Men (New York: Scribner, 1954), 85.
14. Ibid., 185. Reviewers pummeled Snow severely for mixing brotherhood and
bombs. "Between their relationship and nuclear war," said a staff reviewer for The New
Yorker, Snow's novel."disintegrates." A few critics agreed with C. J. Rol (Atlantic, January
1957) that Snow's novel handles "a fearful new theme with impressive sensitivity."
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was then only an idea. Enrico Fermi had not yet found a way to control
nuclear fission in his Chicago laboratory, but the Americans, like the
British, were fearful that the Germans would have the bomb first and
were ready to move heaven and earth to get funded and get started.
Hall selects as his second in command a brilliant young physicist
named Stephen Coates and chooses as his personal assistant a still
younger (twenty-two) scientific genius, Jane Earle-tall, dark, and
beautiful but still unattached. She and Stephen fall in love (Stephen is
happily married) but keep a tight rein on their passion until the action,
rather late in the story, moves to Los Alamos. There everything changes.
Husbands and wives can no longer communicate freely and they drift
apart, playing "on the edge of love and death."ls Stephen's wife Helen
is one who strays. She returns to music which she gave up when she
married, and forms a relationship with Percy Hard, a charming English
scientist who is also a virtuoso pianist. When' Percy is exposed as a
Russian agent and has to leave, he almost sweeps Helen off her feet
and takes her along. She finds the strength to resist before it is too
late, however, and Stephen and Jane likewise "love honor more" and
give up their liaison.
Claiming her prerogative as a novehst, Buck seems determined
not to let history get in her way. She follows the main outline of events
in her combination soap opera and historical novel, but she introduces
an almost completely new cast of characters. Only a few of the faces
are familiar. The General (his name is never mentioned) is known as
Old Bubble Guts and brings to mind the military head of the project,
General Leslie R. Groves. Robert Eaves, the chief scientist-"slender,
nervous, and with a new tic in his right eyelid"-resembles Oppenheimer but his character is never developed and he has no real part
in the action. In the same far-off fashion Buck reconstructs the accident
which claimed the life of a young scientist in 1946.
She is really in earnest, however, about the moral implications of
the Great Experiment. The scientists are deeply disturbed about actually using the bomb, and Stephen heads a delegation which pleads
with the powers in Washington not to take the final step. Hall, after
inspecting the ruins of Hiroshima with a Japanese friend, falls back on
the language of his Quaker father to measure the guilt which he shares.
It is "a sin against the Holy Christ. The unpardonable sin."16
Such considerations, however, seem almost beside the point to
15. Pearl S. Buck, Command the Morning (New York: The John Day Company, 1959),
207.
16. Ibid., 300.
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Frank Waters, who,published his The Woman at Otowi Crossing in 1966.
Waters, in the terminology of the 1980s, is a "metaphysical" who- sees
these matters in the light of eternity and refuses to be frightened.
Having made himself very much at horne in northern New Mexico,
and having worked for two years on the Hill, Waters tells his story as
an insider. His book is really a fictional history of the Manhattan Project, from ranch school to the South Pacific, but his focus is on an
extraordinary woman named Helen Chalmers,' a fugitive from her debauched husband and soulless rich in-laws back east. She ekes out a
living by serving light meals to the traveling public at a small tea room
just under the Hill. Oppenheimer, Edward Teller, Fuchs, and many
more corne to sample her chocolate cake. Her real business, however,
is sorting out the meaning of life, and she finds answers and friends
among the local pueblo Indians. Waters is part Indian himself and
believes that primitive peoples are closer to the eternal truths than
supposedly more sophisticated individuals. Helen, a true mystic, has
moments of illumination and develops powers and insights bordering
on the supernatural. She has a vision of the mushroom-shaped cloud
which gets talked about and brings the FBI to her door. By the time
she dies of cancer, she has become a local legend and her fame is
spreading.
Waters tells a story so complicated that the reader is at first puzzled
and wonders where he is heading. To add to the puzzlement, he has
some special ideas which make one uneasy. He is suspicious of city
ways, as he demonstrates when Helen attends a theatrical performance
in New York and finds that the characters are all nymphomaniacs,
homosexuals, and perverts, reminding her of the creatures "under a
rotten 10g:117 His rich easterners are caricatures and his poor Indians
are seers and saints. The puzzlement recedes, however, when one
realizes what he is trying to say. He is talking about unity, the oneness
of everything, the inevitability of everything that happens, the contribution of everything to the universal harmony. Helen experiences
a cataclysmic explosion that bursts asunder the shell of the world
about her, revealing its inner reality with its brilliant flash. In the
blinding brightness all mortal appearances dissolved and were
replaced by eternal meanings, great shimmering waves of pure
feeling which had no other expression than this, and these were
so closely entwined and harmonized that they formed an indivisible rhythm, a selfhood that connected her, the universe and all
17. Frank Waters, The Woman at Otowi Crossing (Denver: Alan Swallow, 1966), 184.
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space and all time in one immortal existence that had never had
a beginning nor would ever have an end. 18
For Waters, Los Alamos is only a symbol of man's materialism. In
the cycles of cosmic time the bomb could be only a minor incident and
might be making its contribution to the harmony of the whole.
Although Waters neatly sidesteps the great issues of military secrecy, the responsibility of science, the danger to humanity, other novelists were ready to face them. The Atomic Energy Act was passed in
1954 and the establishment of the Department of Energy (DOE) kept
the debates going, providing new material for other indignant writers.
Continued attempts to impose secrecy stirred up a major controversy
in 1978. The detonator was an essay called "The Secret of the H-bomb,"
written by free-lance journalist Howard Morland and prepared for a
small, liberal journal called The Progressive based in Madison, Wisconsin. By this time the principles of the A-bomb were pretty well known,
but the government still kept a high fence around the H-bomb, fathered
by Edward Teller. Morland had no difficulty, however, in getting close
to Teller's "secret." He did it by sifting unclassified journal articles and
asking questions of physicists who were not pledged to secrecy. The
completed article was sent to several experts for criticism and a copy
went to the DOE in Washington.
There was trouble at once. The DOE won a temporary injunction
delaying publication of the article and sued for a permanent injunction.
The case aroused considerable public interest. The American Civil Liberties Union took a hand in the defense and a battery of lawyers on
both sides prepared for trial. The government dropped the case, however, when it became apparent that Morland was not the only one who
had come close to the secret. He commented in his book The Secret That
Exploded, "What one private citizen could ferret out, another could
tOO."19

A potent argument in the case was provided by a graduate student
named Rostow who volunteered to go out to Los Alamos and see what
he could turn up in the library, where he had been before. He asked
for, and was given, a laboratory report on one aspect of the H-bomb
which should have been classified and was not. He made copies and
mailed them to several big newspapers before the librarian and the
18. Ibid., 30.
19. Howard Morland, The Secret That Exploded (New York: Random House, 1981),
220. See also A. DeVolpi, G. E. Marsh, T. A. Postol, G. S. Stanford, Born Secret: The HBomb, the 'Progressive' Case and National Security (New York: Pergamon Press, 1981). The
book reprints Morland's essay and his diagrams.
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DOE caught on. Rostow's coup was a mortal wound to the government's case.
Rostow's exploit provided the basic situation for David Quammen's 1983 novel, The Zolta Configuration. (Stefan Zolta, a Hungarian
associate of Teller, made Teller's idea for the H-bomb work. The Zolta
configuration was his contribution.) Jeffrey Katy, a brilliant graduate
student in physics, duplicates Rostow's exploit and mails the xerox
copy to his dead brother's best friend, a medical student named Maberty As a consequence Maberry's life is completely disrupted as various individuals and agencies, including the FBI and probably the
Russians, destroy his property and endanger his life as they hunt for
the manuscript. The most interesting of the seekers is Karen Ives, a
beautiful lawyer employed by the ACLU. She wants the manuscript
to use at the Morland trial. The rest want it for other political and
personal reasons. The chase leads to Santa Fe, where Karen gets shot
to death and Maberry picks up the trail of the real villain, which leads
him into a trap at White Sands and destroys him.
Quammen shows signs of superior education (he mentions Titus
Andronicus without self-consciousness) and he writes crisply and briskly.
His plot is so complicated, however, and it is so hard to know who
killed whom, or if the corpse is really dead, that one suspects he is
spoofing the spy novel. He is certainly not writing about the bomb
from a lofty moral standpoint but he can hardly avoid the issue of
secrecy since he starts with the Morland affair. A minor character named
Albert Varvara expresses Quammen's point of view:
So a small lefty magazine called The Progressive wanted to publish
an article describing the H-bomb's ignition system. Don't ask me
why. Making some point about government secrecy, is what they
claim. The Department of Energy got an injunction out. The article
is now locked away in a bank vault. It was just an anti-nuclear
paste job, anyway. Freelance writer named Howard Morland, former Air Force jockey with a medical discharge, former dropout
and bum. 20
Having thus bitten the hand that fed him, Quammen makes a little
fun of the FBI, the Oakland police force, and the DOE. He is most
respectful, however, of Oppenheimer, who might almost be called the
hero of the book. A close second is Hilda Brock, a German scientist,
who was once in love with Oppenheimer and who may be a Russian
agent. She is nevertheless an appealing human being. Quammen is at
20. David Quammen, The Zo/ta Configuration (Garden City: Doubleday, 1983), 33.
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his best in recounting the personal histories of his chief characters,
including Hilda's. The great issues, however, are never much on his
mind. True, Hilda calls the H-bomb "an evil treasure," but the book is
not intended to be anything more than a good thriller.
A persistent question arising in the minds of scientists and laymen
after Hiroshima was: Did we need to drop the bomb? The question
was asked and answered in 1966 in Fair Warning, by Hollywood film
editors George S. Simpson and Neal M. Burger. As one would expect,
their book is slick but serious, laced with explicit sex and even more
explicit language. Almost every figure of importance on the international scene in 1945 makes at least a token appearance, and the action
moves with explosive speed.
Germany has surrendered and Japan is close to exhaustion. The
Potsdam conference is coming up and the first atomic bomb is about
to be tested. A good many people are having second thoughts about
what Oppenheimer and his crew have wrought. Among them are Secretary of State Henry R. Stimson and Chief of Staff General George C.
Marshall. The question in their minds is: Would the Japanese surrender
if they realized the power of the new weapon, saving thousands, perhaps millions, of lives? President Harry S. Truman, however, is eager
to drop the bomb. If the Japanese are to be warned, Truman will have
to be bypassed somehow.
At this point enters Stefan Thyssen, a famous Swedish arbitrator
and peace maker. At his suggestion Stimson and Marshall call in Captain Patrick Timothy Snyder, a tough, efficient, indomitable fellow stationed at Los Alamos with army intelligence. They promote him to
major and put him in charge of the project. He will take a group of
scientists to Okinawa as soon as the bomb is tested and will arrange
to demonstrate it to a group of Japanese scientists who willcarry the
word to the generals. AJapanese physicist named Nakimura, a prisoner
of war, is assigned to the mission as expert and interpreter. A fine
character, he becomes Snyder'S firm friend and ally.
The University of California at Berkeley, where the task force is assembled, is surrounded by and infiltrated by Russian diplomats and
spies, and Snyder is frustrated from the start. The plane which is to
carry Snyder's scientists is manned by Russian agents who head across
the Pacific for Siberia. Snyder and Nakimura pursue them, watch them
crash on Sakhalin, and almost succeed in getting the warning to the
Japanese leaders, but Hiroshima is destroyed before they can do so.
The book has something to say to every American who has asked:
"How could this happen?" and has felt the weight of our national guilt.
The issues are clearly stated. The army, on the one hand, was convinced
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that Japan was run by fanatics who would fight to the last man and
that an invasion could cost an American ground force a million lives.
And yet the alternative was equally unacceptable. "If you use this
horrendous weapon against anyone," Thyssen tells Stimson, "it will
destroy America's image as a defender of the oppressed. It is not a
fitting way to end the war. But if you warn them first, you may bring
about what you want most-unconditional surrender."21
What would have happened if this advice had been heeded? We
can never know if Hiroshima was really necessary, but Fair Warning is
proof that we still wonder.
Those who brooded about Hiroshima find that an extra weight
was added to the burden by the fact that secrecy had not worked; that
other countries besides the United States and Russia had the bomb,
and that any competent person with the raw materials could cobble
one together. That fact increased the danger and the apprehension
many fold. Hannah Brock in The Zolta Configuration tells Maberry, "Any
bright student with training in physics and access to a good library
could do the same." Jeffrey Katy, in the same novel, has designed an
A-bomb as a class exercise. The Morland trial had demonstrated that
the recipe for making even the H-bomb was at least partially known.
Novelist Lawrence Dunning saw what was going on and produced
Keller's Bomb, a 1978 paperback thriller. 22 It is not a Los Alamos novel,
though some of the scenes are set in Santa Fe, but the connection is
obvious.
General Hector Alonzo Rodriguez, leader of a revolutionary group
in Argentina, leads members of his party to the United States, kidnaps
a graduate student in physics from the University of Houston, takes
him to a hideout in Santa Fe and puts him to work making a bomb,
using plutonium stolen from the Los Alamos project. When young
Keller balks, his girl friend is kidnapped also and tortured until he
gives in. Rodriguez blows up a small town in South Dakota to prove
his capability, then threatens to destroy San Francisco unless the United
States provides millions to support his cause. It takes fast and furious
action in the final chapters to defeat him.
Like most novelists who deal with bomb matters, Dunning has
done considerable homework and his technical explanations will satisfy
a layman. He has,· of course, a sure-fire plot device, used over and
over by bomb novelists: the horrendous consequences if the wrong
21. George E. Simpson and Neal R. Burger, Fair Warning (New York: Delacorte Press,
1986), 7.
.
22. Lawrence Dunning, Keller's Bomb (New York: Avon Books, 1978).
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people get hold of the bomb. Otherwise Dunning does not come to
grips with any of the major issues. His book aims at nothing higher
than telling a good story. It is an example of the commercial fiction
fathered by the bomb.
Los Alamos novels on a somewhat higher level, written with the
mass market in mind, brought the spy motif to the fictional scene.
Sooner or later some novelist was bound to wonder if anybody had
tried to penetrate the elaborate security arrangements on the Hill and
walk away with Oppenheimer's formulas. Though Americans were far
in the lead, both the Germans and the Japanese were believed to be
designing bombs of their own. Desperation during the closing phases
of the war might well have induced them to try to destroy or steal
bomb secrets. An accomplished spy-Japanese, German, or Russianmight well find a way.
Frank Castle, in his novel Murder in Red, was the first to think of
a way. 23 The spy does not even try to get through the reservation fence,
but he finds plenty to do just outside. At a place called Starlight Ranch,
just west of the fence, the Russians are working on some sort of secret
device that the American counter-spy organization needs to know about.
To get somebody inside the place, an American with a photographic
memory is sent to Germany where, through hypnosis, indoctrination,
and drugs, his true identity is removed and he becomes Kurt Weber,
an East German scientist. When he knows everything Kurt knows, he
comes to Starlight Ranch as a Russian agent who is to memorize the
blueprints for a force ray leaked to the Russians by a Los Alamos
scientist. Machinery for generating the force ray has been set up at
Starlight Ranch, which is close to a cave where atomic warheads are
stored. The plan is to detonate one of them as it is being taken out of
storage, blocking the exit tunnel so that no more can be removed for
some time. This will give the Russians time to move on the United
States without fear of retaliation.
The whole idea of the force ray is a hoax dreamed up to keep the
Russians busy while the United States perfects a guidance system for
ICBMs. The machine and the ranch are destroyed when a warhead
accidentally goes off. Kurt, who has regained his memory and his
identity, boards ship for Europe to turn the useless diagram over to
the Russians.
There is not a great deal to be said for this complicated and hardto-believe thriller. Kurt is a good character and the chase sequences
23. Frank Castle, Murder in Red (New York: Fawcett, 1956).
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keep the reader's fascinated attention. The plot, however, is the product of a fevered imagination and the author seems never to have been
in New Mexico. His people drive all the way around Los Alamos as if
it were an enclosure out on the open prairie and he thinks the Mescalero
Apaches make jewelry (they do not). The book is a pioneer effort,
however, and better spy novels are just around the corner.
In the Los Alamos spy thrillers, as in many others, it is necessary
to make the foreign agent attractive, efficient, resourceful, and daring.
If he does not provide extraordinary obstacles, the American spy-hunters will not look good. As a result the foreigners tend to steal the show.
They seduce the reader's sympathies away from the good guys, always
in hot pursuit and frustrated until the very end.
A beautiful, willing, and often lethal woman accompanies the master spy, providing raw material for at least two heavy sex scenes in
. which the author makes capital of his sexual fantasies. The language
employed by both men and women is that supposedly used on all
occasions by people of our time. Children of previous generations who
used such talk usually had their mouths washed out with soap and
water. Often involving flight and pursuit, the stories are well researched, suspenseful, and hard to put down. They are conceived as
multiple stories. The leading character in each one is followed from
childhood to the critical moment when all the subplots intersect.
An excellent example of the type is The Prometheus Operation, by
Mark Elder. 24 It comes close to being a first-class performance though
it follows the formula almost to the letter.
The German super spy is Stefan Roebling, a German aristocrat of
wide experience, great skill, and irresistible charm. He is transferred
from the Abwehr to the German secret service at the request of Major
Helmut Joost, who hates and despises him. Unknown to his superiors,
Joost sets up the Prometheus Operation which will take Roebling to
Los Alamos and, Joost hopes, his death. His machinations include
tipping the CIA off to Roebling's every move.
In the United States Roebling picks up Erika Huntington, a German agent in deep cover, married to an absent naval officer. They fall
in love as they work their way across the country, closely pursued by
Greg Allison of the CIA, a good man fanatical about his business but
never quite able to corner the resourceful German.
Stefan and Erika get into Los Alamos, posing as water inspectors.
They almost succeed in destroying Oppenheimer and his scientists by
24. Mark Elder, The Prometheus Operation (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1980).
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tossing a plastic bomb through the open window of a lecture room,
but Allison finally catches up and shoots them both. They recover,
however, and look forward to being deported to an island in the Pacific
where they wil] remain in connubial bliss unt,il the war is over and
they can go back to Germany.
Roebling is so clever, efficient, and debonair that no female reader
will be able to resist him. Allison, on the other hand, is dogged and
humorless, is continually outsmarted, and is losing the woman he loves
because he will not stay home and be a husband to her. Greg should
be the hero, but the competition is too much for him. Erika is almost
as charismatic as Stefan. The author cannot resist them either, and
cannot bring himself to give them the punishment they deserve.
A less impressive performance is Allen Maxwell's Steal the Sun
(1981). World War II is nearly over, Fat Man is about to be tested. Russia
and Japan know about it and send their most potent spies to disrupt
the enterprise. The plan is to steal the components on their way to
assembly in San Francisco if the Trinity Site test is successful. Waiting
in Mexico is the greatest Japanese spy, a compassionate but conscientious gentleman known as Kestrel. There too is a top Russian agent,
a turncoat English woman named Vanessa Taylor, with Marek, her
brutal subordinate. Working against them is a grim and ruthless army
intelligence captain known only as Finn. General Groves at Los Alamos
sends him out with complete authority over all government agencies
to help him round up the spies.
Essential to the plot is Refugio Reyes y Rincon, a dive operator
and all-purpose crook from Juarez, Mexico, who smuggles Vanessa and
Marek into the United States, expecting to sell them out to the Japanese.
Meanwhile Finn and Kestrel have made contact and Finn arranges for
Kestrel to watch the test at Trinity Site. The Japanese realizes that his
country is doomed and gets word to the generals, but they will not
believe him.
The Russians succeed in stealing the components of the bomb
when they are shipped to San Francisco for assembly, but they do not
understand radiation problems and Refugio is fatally exposed. The
uranium ends up in a Japanese relocation camp, where Finn finally
gets it back for the Americans and the drop at Hiroshima is assured.
Maxwell lets his plot get away from him in the final episodes, the
Mexican characters are stereotypes, and the others are not entirely
convincing, but the book takes a firm stand on one of the great questions: Was there a need for Hiroshima? Finn remembers how the Japanese on Okinawa threw their children over the cliffs into the sea rather
than let them fall into the hands of the Americans. He is convinced
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that every Japanese will die rather than surrender and General Groves
agrees. "As we all learned," he says, "the Japs were rather good at
defending islands. A forewarned, entrenched enemy fighting on his
own ground. Christ! Well, Captain, would you care to guess what the
casualty estimates are?" He thinks a million would be "damned conservative."25
Interest in the Los Alamos story was still strong as the eighties
dawned, thirty-five years after Trinity, and some good novelists with
fresh points of view were at work. Thomas McMahon led off in 1980
with a curiously titled book, Principles of American Nuclear Chemistry: A
Novel. The story itself is just as curious. The principal actors are there
under other names (Oppenheimer is called Sandemann-Sandy) and
.bomb making is going on, but the emphasis is on the private lives of
people on the Hill. The events are observed by an adolescent boy who
recalls them many years later. His father, physicist Howard Reeves,
leaves his pregnant wife in Massachusetts and joins the bomb makers.
At Oak Ridge in Tennessee he forms a liaison with Mary Ann, a beautiful and unusual young woman who lives with Howard and Tommy
at Los Alamos. The menage il trois holds together until Mary Ann, who
is' neurotic anyway, becomes convinced that she is being used and·
marries one of the scientists. Tommy, of course, is in love with her and
remembers her vividly and fondly. Years later he finds that he cannot
make love to another woman until he can conquer this obsession.'
The charader who fares worst, however, is not Tommy but Sandemann (Oppenheimer). McMahon shows him in some situations which,
if true, are not generally known. For example, at one point Sandemann
leaves for Santa Fe, arranging with the guard to be readmitted. The
guard is changed, however, and the replacement, finding that Sandy
is carrying a hunting knife, attacks him and keeps him in the guard
house overnighf During this confinement, Sandemann figures out the
final step which will make the bomb work. 26
McMahon writes with the frankness of the eighties, which will
recommend him to some !e~ders, but not to all. His real contribution
is his picture of life on the Hill in the days when living was just two
degrees above primitive. The book has the quality of a personal reminiscence, and, in some degree, it probably is:
Larry Bogard's Los Alamos Light follows much the same pattern. 27
25. Allen Maxwell, Steal the Sun (New York: Richard Marek, 1981), 25.
26. Thomas McMahon, Principles of American Nuclear Chemistry: A Novel (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1970), 80.
27. Larry Bogard, Los Alamos Light (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1983).
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Remembered by a person who was there as a child, it rings just as
true. Action begins when Oppenheimer comes to Boston to enlist physicist George Chilton in his project. George, a widower, agrees to go
and takes his sixteen year old daughter Maggie along. At first Maggie
is desolate and depressed, but she becomes interested in the native
cultures, takes up pottery making, and is attracted to ranch-boy Gabriel
Valdez, an intelligent and compassionate person. Maggie was certainly
there. Pictures of individuals and groups on the dust jacket suggest a
family album, and only a person who had been there could know about
the water pipes, laid on the ground, freezing in winter, or the way the
houses filled with smoke and soot when the maintenance men lighted
the furnaces every winter.
Thomas Wiseman's Savage Day is at the other extreme: it is completely fanciful and one has to hunt for a grain of truth in it. The key
figures are there, however, apparently drawn from life. Oppenheimer
is Bamberger (Bambi), "tall and very thin and tightly built, with a nose
like the beak of an exotic bird. . . . "28 General Groves is General Brown;
Teller appears as Leo Hepler, a cantankerous scientist who feuds with
Bambi and cries murder when he is the victim of a fatal error like the
one described in The Accident. The key character, however, is Helen
Bamberger. She is sexually voracious and has torrid affairs with Hepler
and others, and she keeps adiary which exposes everything and everybody.
Greg McClure, a security guard, becomes important at the end.
Obviously mad, he joins the penitentes, a secret religious sect, kidnaps
three children and plans to kill them on Easter Sunday for the sins of
their fathers. His plot is frustrated but the novel can hardly be said to
come to a good end. The penitentes are Mexicans--not Indians--and
their haunts are far from Los Alamos. They would never have admitted
an Anglo man and they would never have tolerated human sacrifice.
The most distressing departure from reality, however, is the character
of Helen Bamberger. Wiseman could have been sued for that.
Another 1983 novel about Los Alamos and the birth of the bomb
was William Prochnau's Countrymen of Bones, which insults nobody and
starts with an original and unusual idea. "What," Prochnau must have
asked himself, "would happen if an archaeologist found an absolutely
unique burial mound at Trinity Site before Oppenheimer chooses it?
Suppose he has a brother high-placed in Washington who pulls strings
to keep him digging while the site is being readied for Fat Man. What
28. Thomas Wiseman, Savage Day (New York: Delacorte Press, 1981), 7..
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then?" The novel is the answer, its major interest being in the murky
interiors of the three major characters.
First comes Private Anna Brown, assistant to Lloyd Coulter, a
scientist who is close to Oppenheimer. Coulter is obsessed by her, but
she develops more than a casual interest in Darrell Reeves, the archaeologist from the University of New Mexico who is conducting the
dig. Oppenheimer allows Reeves to go on 'working right up to zero
hour, and Anna is fascinated by him. Driven out of his mind, Coulter
rapes her and then, in equally violent throes of contrition, saves both
of them from incineration as the countdown ends.
Everybody seems to be losing his mind. A dispossessed rancher
goes after the guards with a rifle, takes refuge in Reeves' dig, and
casually destroys some of the relics Reeves has uncovered. Reeves kills
him with a trowel.
The dig has uncovered the burial of an Indian moundbuilder far
from his home a thousand miles farther east, who has had a fatal
encounter with a party of far-ranging Spaniards. They are all there in
the tomb, and Reeves reconstructs a fascinating story about them. The
Indian belonged to a widely-spread death cult which took this way of
escaping from the violence they foresaw coming with the Europeans.
There is a parallel, of course, between what these Indians dreaded and
what thoughtful people, including novelists, foresaw after Trinity. Coulter
overhears two workmen speculating about the bomb. He does not
laugh at their ignorance. "The time would come when they finally
understood for themselves. "29
It is easy to pick flaws in Prochnau's novel. His acquaintance with
the geography of southern New Mexico is superficial. Oppenheimer
and Groves would never have allowed Reeves to keep on digging.
Anna Brown does not seem the least bit seductive and would not drive
any man mad. Reeves, however, is well handled and his discoveries
touch off some very interesting revelations about American archaeology.
A striking and successful novel by an American living in England,
James Thackara's America's Children (1984) is a vividly realized fictional
biography of Robert Oppenheimer. "Oppie" is just back from his studies in Europe on his way to his professorship in California. We share
his every thought and act as he and his left-leaning wife Kitty form
friendships with radical thinkers-"freedom fighters" to them. We study
him as director of the Manhattan Project as he works with General
Groves and the crew of European and American scientists getting ready
29. Robert Olen Butler, Countrymen of Bones (New York: Horizon Press, 1983), 150.
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to test the A-bomb. We are with him after Hiroshima as he tries to
prevent testing of the H-bomb and labors to place atomic affairs in the
hands of an international commission. He is frustrated at every turn,
however. The generals, the politicians, and the American people "refuse to believe in Trinity," and in the end this "global humanist," whose
motives seem a mystery to everybody, has his security clearance removed and dies in obscurity and disgrace. 3o Only Albert Einstein, his
colleague at Princeton, sees his downfall as a triumph. "Of all of us
who opposed," he says, "you lasted the longest."3!
Thackara gives Oppenheimer a crown of thorns and a Calvary.
"Poor fat Groves," ignorant and stupid but cunning, is Judas Iscariot
in this pitiful drama, and Truman is Pontius Pilate.
The novel brings them all to palpable life, even Edith Warner
(Frank Waters' heroine), to Thackara "a wrinkled old woman" dying
among her guests in what he calls her "ranch house." We are never
sure, however, whether Oppie is the real one or an interesting invention of Thackara.
Next and perhaps best of the Los Alamos bomb novels is Martin
Cruz Smith's Stallion Gate (1986), named for the entrance to Trinity Site.
Not as successful as Gorky Park, nor as gripping as Night Wing, it is a
fine professional job with believable characters, a good plot, and convincing dialogue.
Sergeant Joe Hernandez, irresistible to women, has been caught
with the colonel's wife and sent to Leavenworth. Oppenheimer knows
him, gets him out, and has him assigned as his driver. Joe is part local
Indian and steals dynamite for his relatives' turquoise mine, but he
has other interests. He is a fine jazz pianist (Teller says he could play
Beethoven) and is a service-champion boxer. He sleeps with various
women, including the inevitable German female scientist, but his dream
is to own an Albuquerque night club. To raise the purchase money he
agrees to fight the local champion, does so on the night before the
bomb goes off, and wins enough money to buy the club.
Smith does not dodge the burning questions. Oppenheimer agonizes over the moral issues and wishes the Japanese could be warned.
Anna Weiss, the German physicist, complains that the bomb makers
are not looking beyond their experiments. 32 Smith does not lecture on
secrecy but we watch Klaus Fuchs pass the classified data to Harry
Gold on the bridge at Santa Fe, and the conclusion is obvious. The
30. James Thackara, America's Children (London: Chatto & Windus, 1984), 7.
31. Ibid., 327.
32. Martin Cruz Smith, Stallion Gate (New York: Random House, 1986), 184.
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experiment with the two hemispheres of plutonium is run past us
again. There is no doubt where Smith stands on the great questions,
but he never lets them take over his story.
Los Alamos, of course, did not cease operations with the termination of the Manhattan Project, and neither did the novelists writing
about it. One story deals with the Hill in the post-Oppenheimer period:
The Search, by Robert Mayer. Herbert Feeney, a physicist working on
the Hill, is the son of one of Oppenheimer's scientists: He is obsessed
by what he believes is his father's guilt and concocts a complicated
scheme to brand a Chinese computer specialist on the Hill as a Russian
spy. Dr. Chou, incidentally is married to Feeney's former wife. Feeney
is finally eliminated, but not until he has killed two innocent people
and endangered others. He soliloquizes just after he has killed a Catholic priest:
It was no different than dropping bombs on civilians from 30,000

feet, for which many a fine American had received a medal of valor
in recent years. And it had been painless, instantaneous. No lingering agony of radiation in which the early pioneers had specialized: Oppenheimer. Bohr. Teller. His father. Give him time and
he might save the world from the seeds of destruction they had
sown. 33
A more impressive performance is The Organ Builder (1988), a first
novel by talented New Yorker Robert Cohen. Los Alamos is revisited
twenty-nine years after Trinity, but the Manhattan Project and the
harnessing of nuclear energy are really peripheral aspects of the story.
Herschel (Hesh) Freeman, a rising young New York lawyer, tells his
own story, a record of his painful double pilgrimage in search of his
father and of himself.
Eli Friedmann, the father, was a doubly talented physicist and
musician who helped to create the A-bomb and test the H-bomb. Hesh
spent the first six years of his life on the Hill. Then his parents separated
and he lost touch with his father. After Eniwetok in the South Pacific,
Eli left the project and disappeared.
Twenty years later Arthur Gordon and his beautiful wife Abby
plan to do a television documentary on Eli and his flight, and Hesh
becomes involved with them. When Charley Goldwyn, his boss, flies
33. Robert Mayer, The Search (Garden City: Doubleday, 1986), 62. Chaim Patak's
The Book of Lights (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1981) is not set at Los Alamos but involves
the son of a scientist who worked on the Hill and his reaction to his father's "guilt" is
the core of the story.
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to New Mexico on law business, Hesh goes along and revisits the scenes
of his childhood, bypassing Trinity Site for a flight to Mexico City with
Abby. He returns in haste when Arthur telephones that he has found
Hesh's father.
The announcement turns out to be premature. After leaving Los
Alamos Eli joined forces with a group of visionary scientists who are
building a nuclear-powered space ship which will take them to the
stars. When this project falls through, Eli uses their headquarters near
the California coast to build tracker organs. By the time Hesh and
Arthur locate the factory, Eli has disappeared again and is seen briefly
savoring the architecture and the organ music of the great French
cathedrals.
Eli is the only character who appears to have solved his personal
problems. The rest seem unable to find meaning in their lives. Abby
asks herself hopelessly if she will ever grow Up.34 Charley Goldwyn
concludes that "We are all swine."35 Arthur remarks to Hesh, "You hate
your job; your home life is a mess; you have got no time for yourself,
no creative involvements in anything, and you are miserable."36
At the end of the story Abby, at least, is about to create something.
She is pregnant, but we are not sure who the father is.
Preoccupied as he is with the agonies and ecstasies of his characters, Cohen can spare very little time for the great questions. He
makes it clear, however, that the scientists are perturbed about what
they are doing. Max Baker, Eli's colleague, compares the scientists to
the slaves who built the pyramids. Eli himself silently resents the tight
security and the dominance of the army, and he realizes with something
like horror that the bomb will be dropped somewhere, even though
the Germans have surrendered. The other side gets a hearing, however,
when Abby interviews Eli's former friend and associate, Dr. David
Sobol, still working on the Hill. "The thing was technically sweet," he
says (using Oppenheimer's phrase). "It worked. That was the thing
that mattered." When Abby throws Hiroshima at him, he replies, "We
weren't monsters and we weren't devils. We were-and are-scientists. It's our duty and our passion to find out how the world works."37
Cohen leaves it at that.
34. Robert Cohen, The Organ Builder (New York: Harper & Row, 1988), 79.
35. Ibid., 67.
36. Ibid., 129, 131.
37. Two unimportant novels set some scenes in locations resembling Los Alamos.
Kenneth Robeson's The Glass Man uses the Invisible-Man theme to motivate a tale of
revenge in a desert setting in New Mexico. A deserted Indian pueblo is the scene of
much of the action. A volume in the Avenger Series, published by Warner, it had gone
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These twenty Los Alamos novels do not represent a high-water
mark in the history of American fiction, but they do have significance
as a group and the best of them face the issues with seriousness and
sometimes with passion. 38 Secret, The Accident, The Woman at Otowi Crossing, and Stallion Gate are important as fiction and as penetrating commentary on the Great Experiment. Of these four, Stallion Gate is probably
the most important as a work of fiction, though members of the Waters
cult would disagree. They all remember Los Alamos and Hiroshima,
and they look for answers to the great questions-the questions raised
at Trinity Site at the beginning of a new and fearful chapter in human
history.

into a fifth printing in 1985. Its genus is pure pot-boiler and it has nothing but fast action
to recommend it. John Masters' The Breaking Strain (New York: Delacorte Press; 1967)
has little more to recommend. it. An Iceland-born scientist defects from Russia, comes
to the United States, and spends a few days at a nuclear laboratory in the desert in
western New Mexico. Almost immediately he takes off on a mysterious journey, pursued
by the rest of the cast, and never comes back. After Masters' successful Bhowani Junction,
this is a feeble effort.
38. "Hiroshima remembered" is the theme of Martin Booth's powerful and moving
novel Hiroshima loe (Boston: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1986). Captain Joseph Sandringham,
a British prisoner of war held near Hiroshima, enters the city immediately after the
bombing. We see the cataclysm through his eyes as he absorbs a lethal dose of radiation.
Booth is one of many novelists who has made literary capital of Hiroshima, but he is
.
certainly one of themostmoving.
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C. L. Sonnichsen. Photo by Cynthia Farah. Courtesy of Texas Western Press.

Doc Sonnichsen's Southwest:
A Review Essay
RICHARD W. ETULAIN

For more than half a century, C. L. (Charles Leland) Sonnichsen has
cultivated the middle ground between western history, literature, and .
folklore. A familiar fixture at regional gatherings and scholarly conferences, he is the only person to hold the presidencies of the Western
Literature Association, the Western History Association, and the Texas
Folklore Society, while such nonacademic organizations ilS the Western
Writers of America have also saluted his writing. Often much in evidence at such roundups, Sonnichsen continues to speak and write for
added appreciation of western American culture, particularly from the
perspective of the "grassroots historian."
At the outset, one could not have guessed the shape of Sonnichsen's career. He was born and reared on a series of midwestern
farms, and by his high school years.his prospects for further education
seemed as limited as a woodpecker's working a marble quarry. Thus,
as the first son of hard-working, ambitious parents with limited means,
Sonnichsen had to fund his own college expenses at the University of
Minnesota from 1920 to 1924, where he majored in English and creative
writing and minored in Italian, graduating cum laude and missing an
Richard W. Etulain is professor of history in the University of New Mexico: He is
co-editor of The Twentieth-Century West: Historical Interpretations (1989) and co-author of
The American West; A Twentieth-Century History (1989).
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even higher ranking when he told a disbelieving professor that the
most important ingredient of literature must be its power to provoke
interest. After two years of teaching, he took his MA (1927) and PhD
(1931) in literature at Harvard, where he wrote a dissertation on Bishop
Thomas Sprat of Rochester, whom Leland Sonnichsen seems even to
have forgotten. I
In the fall of 1931 Sonnichsen came to Texas College of Mines in
EI Paso. Among his teaching assignments were American literature,
about which he knew little, and a course titled "Life and Literature of
the Southwest," about which he knew even less. When Sonnichsen
thought of continuing his research on eighteenth-century British writer
Samuel Butler, he discovered the college library as little interested in
Butler materials as were his administrators in his carrying out scholarly
research. At one faculty meeting the president told his professors that
they would have to finance their own research and work in their writing
time around heavy teaching schedules. "1 hire faculty members," the
president bluntly added, "as if I were buying mules. I try to get as
much as I can for my money."
But Sonnichsen, indefatigable as ever, took to his new assignment
like a medievalist constructing footnotes. Named chairman of the English Department in 1933, he continued to teach his regional southwestern course (modeled after one taught by J. Frank Dobie at the
University of Texas) and began gathering the history and lore available
on Texas feudists and gunslingers. Sonnichsen wrote that he went after
sources "with the enthusiasm of a dog chasing a rabbit." Worked into
Sonnichsen's lectures, these materials also became the substances of
his first books. For more than four decades Sonnichsen taught at EI
Paso, where he was awarded a distinguished professorship and named
graduate dean before his retirement in 1971. Then he moved to Tucson
and served several years as senior editor of the Journal ofArizona History.
Meanwhile, he published numerous essays and books on regional topics.
Now, in his late evening years, Doc Sonnichsen continues to turn
out readable and intriguing books about the history and culture of the
Southwest. The two volumes under review are further testaments of
his ongoing work in fields that have absorbed his interests and abundant energies for more'than half a century.
Sonnichsen followers will recognize familiar topics and emphases
1. Biographical information on Sonnichsen is taken from Joyce Gibson Roach, C.
L. Sonnichsen (Boise, Idaho: Boise State University, 1979), and Dale L. Walker, C. L.
Sonnichsen: Grassroots Historian (El Paso: Texas Western Press, 1972).
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Pilgrim in the Sun: A Southwestern.
Omnibus. By C. L. SonniChsen. (EI
Paso: Texas Western Press, 1988. xv
+ 272 pp. Notes. $25.00 cloth, $15.00
paper.)
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The Laughing West: Humorous Western
Fiction, Past and Present. An Anthology. Edited by C. L. Sonnichsen.
(Athens: Ohio University Press/
Swallow Press, 1988. 299 pp. $24.95
cloth, $11.95 paper.)

from the samplings of his work gathered in Pilgrim in the Sun. Lively
vignettes of Texas feuds and frontier gunslingers, appealing snapshots
of desperadoes and renegades, and entertaining pen portraits of other
s'hadowy southwesterners-all are here. For those who prefer solid,
well-written history without the analytical and interpretive birthmarks
of the graduate seminar and the scholarly monograph, these excerpts
will be particularly attractive. For those intrigued with Sonnichsen's
ruminations on the writing of grassroots history, the sections from
From Hopalong to Hud (1978) and the Ambidextrous Historian (1981) will
. be satisfying fare. For others, simply wishing to examine Sonnichsen's
regional histories, the main attractions will be sections from Tularosa:
Last of the Frontier West (1960), Pass of the North (1968, 1980), and Tucson:
The Life and Times of an American City (1982).
The contents of this anthology illustrate Sonnichsen's mediating
position in regional historiography. Although less interested than Frederick Jackson Turner and Walter Prescott Webb in analyzing the shaping
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influences of frontier and region on the Southwest, than Herbert Eugene Bolton in following the Borderlands approach, or than recent
historians of the Southwest in adopting ethnic and urban viewpoints,
Sonnichsen nonetheless plays on the frontier/regional interests of numerous enthusiastic readers to call for-and practice-a species of western history emphasizing local details, sound research, and lively writing.
Part Harvard-trained literary scholar, part good ole' boy, and part regional chauvinist, Doc Sonnichsen betrays the honed skills of a synthesist bent on attracting both general and academic readers. No doubt if
forced to choose between habitues of public libraries and frequenters
of history seminars, Sonnichsen might cast his lot with generalists
without, however, alienating card-carrying scholars. For this long-time
English professor and university dean, common folk, meat-and-potatoes readers, are those for whom he writes most of his history.
In this regard Sonnichsen provides an important reminder for
professional historians: historical writing devoid of people and containing an excessive emphasis on minutiae will rarely attract nonacademics. On the other hand, grassroots history, stressing everyday lives
and events and colored with the bright hues of inviting description
and lively narrative, will sell itself. Although Sonnichsen would join
historians wanting to avoid overemphasis on the erudite and the elite,
he is no Pied Piper for New Social historians. Relishing flesh-and-blood
stories of people of the street, trail, saloon, and bordello, he is not
much smitten with computer-generated studies or social science techniques nor with the scholarly jargon of many academic historians.
Indeed, Sonnichsen and other grassroots historians would not knowingly bundle with followers of Marx, Gramsci, or hardcore advocates
of Freudism.
But Sonnichsen seems to overlook an" equally important point.
Academics can also supply cues for grassroots historians. That is, merely
gathering details from hundreds of southwestern feuds or gunfights
without looking for significant patterns or meanings among those myriad details is similar to the Civil War buff cataloging the names and
dates of thousands of Conf~derate or Union soldiers without coming
to useful conclusions about those materials. Historians should surpass
collectors; they must be more than an archival packrat adding tidbits
to his already horded minutiae. If Sonnichsen is painfully correct in
noting the dry, dull, pedantic monographs of too many historians, he
ought also to warn grassroots writers away from their tendency to
collect unanalyzed lively details. The most notable western historians,
Sonnichsen would undoubtedly agree, are those who write well, think
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conceptually, and keep interests of both general and specialist readers
in mind.
If Pilgrim in the Sun provides a revealing sampling of Sonnichsen's
historical writings, The Laughing West, an anthology of twenty-one selections that Sonnichsen has collected, illustrates his lifelong penchant
for humor. But this is genial and smiling humor, not the sardonic or
piercing humor of Larry McMurtry, John Seelye, and Lenny Bruce.
Sonnichsen's anthology gathers short stories and excerpts from novels
of mainly southwestern writers, covering a period from the late 1920s
to the present and illustrating humorous writings about Indians and
Hispanics, cowboys, outlaws and peace officers, Westerners on the
move, reformers, and urban ·Westerners. Each of the seven major sections, as well as all the individual selections, is prefaced with a helpful
editorial introduction.
The Laughing West epitomizes the spirit of Leland Sonnichsen. Unfailingly congenial, often witty, and never depreciatingly satirical, Son.nichsen avoids humor that causes injury, embarrassment; or bitterness.
Like his own writings, in which humor entertains rather than attacks,
these selections are not meant to undermine or scar the people or
subjects they target. Generally, the humor reprinted here characterizes
the mood and tone of Sonnichsen's own writings.
Yet a ·few readers may ask questions. Although the pieces from
such well-known writers as Max Evans, Richard Bradford, John Nichols, Thomas Berger, and Edward Abbey manifestly achieve the editor's purposes, other choices seem less defensible. Moreover, occasionally
the editor betrays his guidelines to reprint a writer outside his geographical limits (Bill Gulick and Berger) or one whose work is less
memorable than that of the others.
Still, The Laughing West is an entertaining volume. Sonnichsen chooses
some of the best humorous work from southwestern and Rocky Mountain authors and provides the necessary editorial apparatus, including
an instructive introduction placing humor and western literature in
larger perspectives. Both general and academic readers should savor
the contents of his anthology.
The publication of these two volumes in Sonnichsen's later years
causes one to reflect about his career and what it reveals about the
publication of western history in the last half century. Not surprisingly,
these are topics also of concern to Sonnichsen. As he notes, editors
and publishers have not always been attuned to what he has tried to
accomplish. For example, seven long years dragged on before he placed
his first book and even longer periods awaited some of his essays.
Sonnichsen now understands that perhaps editors and publishers in
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the 1930s and 1940s were too much in the thrall of Zane Grey and
western romantics to accept the works of grassroots historians, treating
them instead like an unwanted sheepherder at a cowboy's campfire.
But after World War II, the winds of change blew in a new and more
realistic attitude about the West and its history. Sonnichsen found that
footnoted, scholarly histories about outlaws, gunfighters, and ordinary
Westerners seemed to interest editors with eastern publishers as well
as those at western university presses. The same interests extended
( into the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s (when most of Sonnichsen's books
appeared), and the launching of The American West magazine supplied
still another market for grassroots historians like Sonnichsen. Although
he does not say so, Sonnichsen's growing reputation as an author of
several volumes of solid, well-written local and regional history with
considerable reader appeal also undoubtedly opened doors that seemed
jammed shut a decade or two earlier. Clearly, then, the contours of
Sonnichsen's long and increasingly active writing career reveal the
shifting interests of publishers and readers in western historical writing
during the last half century.
Ambitious, diligent, cheerful, encouraging-in short a man to ride
to river with-C. L. Sonnichsen has forged a notable lifework as the
leading grassroots historian of the Southwest. The man and his work
merit the high praise and wide attention they have received.

A Fitting Life for Billy the Kid?
A Review Essay
STEPHEN TATUM

Discovering the notorious historical figure known as "Billy the Kid"
has never been an easy proposition. After his daring escape from the
burning McSween house during the Lincoln County War he was dubbed
"The Best Known Man in New Mexico," and even in December 1880,
as he awaited trial in a Santa Fe jail, the Kid was the "hero" of a "forty
thieves romance" being serialized'in the Las Vegas, New Mexico, Gazette. Before he was shot down by Pat Garrett in Pete Maxwell's bedroom on July 14, 1881, the Kid's actual and imagined exploits, as
publicized in the territorial press, were reprinted in eastern newspapers
for urban readers. And, as Kid aficionados know, within a year of his
death the publication of several dime novels and of Garrett's The Authentic Life of Billy, the Kid further blurred the distinction between fact
and fiction, truth and legend. I Finally adding to the difficulty of knowing who and what the Kid really was is the fact that not only are there
gaps in our knowledge of his origins, his travels and crimes, and his
death: even the known incidents of his life have also conspired to
Stephen Tatum is associate professor in the English Department in the University
of Utah and is the author of Inventing Billy the Kid: Visions of the Outlaw in America, 18811981 (1982).
1. Pat Garrett, The Authentic Life of Billy, the Kid (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1954).
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Billy the Kid: A Short and Violent Life. By Robert M. Utley. (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1989. xii + 302 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography,
index. $22.95.)
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remain, in the words of one observer, as "thick as scattered grain in
the chickenyard, and as hard to arrange in any order."2 Thus as early
as 1911 one observer, noting these problems surrounding the Kid biography, concluded that the Kid "must remain wholly the most .unaccountable figure in frontier history."3
Some will argue with this verdict, but it is clearly the case that
Garrett's decision in 1882 to enlist Marshall Ashmun Upson's talents
in writing his biography of the Kid resulted in several generations'
worth of misconceptions and inaccuracies about the Kid's brief life and
violent times. According to the Upson-Garrett account, the Kid's real
name was William H. Bonney, and he was born on November 23, 1859.
In early 1862 the Bonney family-William H., Sr., Katherine, and sons
William and Edward-left New York for the West and eventually arrived in Coffeyville, Kansas. After the elder Bonney died, the family
moved to Pueblo, Colorado, where Billy's mother married William
Antrim. The Antrims then moved to Santa Fe in 1863 and operated a
boarding house there until moving to Silver City in1868. After killing
a man who insulted his mother, the Kid, now twelve years old, went
into exile. Before his death at the hand of Garrett in 1881, the Kid
rescued wagon trains from Apache raids, and gambled, rustled, loved,
and killed his way across the landscape of southeastern New Mexico
. and the Texas panhandle. In the end, he was said to have killed a man
for every year of his life.
This Garrett-Upson perspective on the Kid's life influenced such
later Kid "biographers" as Charlie Siringo, Walter Noble Burns, and
Miguel Otero. 4 These authors not only repeated many of the "facts"
forwarded by The Authentic Life but also added new events and interpretations to the biography. Since Coffeyville was not incorporated
until 1871, and since Silver City did not exist until 1871, later interpreters of the Kid have learned to distrust the Garrett-Upson tradition,
but all too often revisers of The Authentic Life version only further confused the Kid biography by designating different-and unfounded2. Erna F. Fergusson, Murder and Mystery in New Mexico (Albuquerque: Merle Armitage, 1948), 53.
3. Arthur Chapman, "A Cowboy War," Outing, 58 (1911), 448.
4. See Charles A. Siringo, History of "Billy the Kid" (Santa Fe: n.p., 1920); Walter
Noble Burns, The Saga of Billy the Kid (New York: Grossett and Dunlap, 1926); Miguel
Antonio Otero, The Real Billy the Kid: With New Light on the Lincoln County War (New York:
Rufus Rockwell Wilson, 1936). For a discussion of how these texts and others shaped
the perception of the Kid in American culture, see Stephen Tatum, Inventing Billy the
Kid: Visions of the Outlaw in America, 1881-1981 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1982).
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versions of his early life and first crimes, his jailbreaks, and his death.
The Gunfighters, for instimce, a 1974 volume in the widely-marketed
Til!le-Life series on the Old West, resurrects the legendary story about
Susan McSween playing her piano-acco~paniedby her black servant
on violin-while her house burns around her during the final hours
of the Lincoln County War.
Beginning with the 1953 publication of Philip Rasch and R. N.
Mullin's "New Light on the Legend of Billy the Kid," however, researchers into the Kid's career began discovering evidence which located the Kid's biography more firmly in the realm of fact. In this article
we learned, as a result of Rasch and Mullin's discovery of a wedding
license, that the Kid and his family were in Santa Fe in 1873 for the
wedding of his mother and William Antrim. s During the rest of the
decade and into the 1960s, researchers such as Maurice Garland Fulton,
William Keleher, R N. Mullin, and W. E. Koop-along with Raschpublished articles and books that detailed the Kid's real name, the
probable facts about his early years prior to his entry into Lincoln
County, and the incredibly complicated web of circumstances .surrounding the Lincoln County War and the Kid's role in it. 6
Even so, as the above example from The Gunfighters demonstrates,
the results of such clarifications of the Kid's biography. have been very
slow in penetrating into the popular cultural representation of the boy
outlaw, primarily because the fruits of such historical research were
often published in small-circulation journals and the annual Brand Books
of various "corrals" of the Westerners Association. (Not to mention the
competition to compiling a reliable biography posed by commercial
movies about the Kid in the last three decades-two of which have
appeared within the last year.)
Robert M. Utley's Billy the Kid: A Short and Violent Life, published
5. Philip J. Rasch, "New Light on the Legend of Billy the Kid," New Mexico Folklore

Record, 7 (1952-1953), 1-5.
6. Besides the "New Light" article cited above, Philip J. Rasch and Robert N. Mullin
also published together "Dim Trails: The Pursuit of the McCarty Family," New Mexico
Folklore Record, 8 (1953-1954),6-11. Also see Philip J. Rasch, "The Twenty-one Men He
Put Bullets Through," New Mexico Folklore Record, 9 (1954-1955), 8-14; Robert N. Mullin,
The Boyhood of Billy the Kid (EI Paso: Texas Western Press, 1967), and Robert N. Mullin,
A Chronology of the Lincoln County War (Santa Fe: Press of the Territorian, 1966). Also of
importance are W. E. Koop, Billy the Kid: Trail of a Kansas Legend (Kansas City: privately
printed, 1965); Maurice Garland Fulton, History of the Lincoln County War, ed. Robert N.
Mullin (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1968); William A. Keleher, Violence in Lincoln
County, 1869-1881: A New Mexico Item (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1957). Also of interest is Jack DeMattos, "The Search for Billy the Kid's Roots-Is Over!"
Real West, 23 (January 1980), 26-28, 59-60.
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by the University of Nebraska Press, should help remedy these problems attending the Kid's biography. Building upon the research displayed in his recent publications, Four Fighters of Lincoln County and
High Noon in Lincoln, Utley brings a professional historian's skills to
the task of assimilating the various, often conflicting, accounts of events,
judging their reliability, and synthesizing them into a coherent and
plausible narrative reconstructing the Kid's life. 7 Though some things
about the Kid's life will perhaps never be known, as Utley admits, his
effort nevertheless remains a remarkable achievement.
His Billy the Kid does not discover any new evidence clearing up
the mysteries of the Kid's birthdate and biological father, but, as Utley
rightly points out, it stiU remains the case that the Kid, whose real
name was Henry McCarty, was a product of the New York City slums
in the late 1850s. 8 By the time he was around six years old, his mother,
the widow Catherine McCarty, moved him and his brother Joseph to
the Indianapolis, Indiana, area where she met William Antrim, a discharged Civil War veteran working for the Merchants' Union Express
Company. A prolonged courtship began between Antrim and Henry's
mother, and sometime in the summer of 1870 the McCartys and "Uncle
Billy" Antrim moved west to Wichita, Kansas. There Catherine operated a laundry while Antrim and her sons worked on building a house
on a vacant lot she had purchased on the outskirts of town. After being
diagnosed as suffering from tuberculosis, Catherine sold her real estate
and moved the family, probably first to Colorado and various inining
camps near Denver before surfacing in Santa Fe in 1873 where she
married Antrim. The newlyweds and the two boys then moved to Silver
City, where Catherine, described by one resident as a "joUy Irish lady,"
died in 1874.
As Utley relates, Henry's growth into adolescence without a mother's guidance and with a stepfather who was distant to him no doubt
fostered the youth's self-reliance and independence. Though remembered by others who knew him at the time as a fairly normal ,specimen
7. Robert M. Utley, Four Fighters of Lincoln County (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1986), and Robert M. Utley, High Noon in Lincoln: Violence on the Western
Frontier (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987).
8. Researchers argue whether Catherine McCarty was or was not married at the
time of Henry's birth; whether his father was named Patrick or Michael (or is as yet
unnamed); whether he was born on various days in September or November of 1859.
"Except as an irritatingly elusive question," Utley writes, "it makes little difference which.
Henry came out of New York's Irish slums, but he made his name and fame in New
Mexico." See Robert M. Utley, Billy the Kid: A Short and Violent Life (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1989), 2.
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of frontier youth, young Henry soon got into trouble with the law for
receiving stolen clothes from a man known locally as "Sombrero Jack:"
Jailed as an effort by the local sheriff to teach him a lesson, Henry
nevertheless escaped-the first of several jailbreaks he would author
in his life-and fled to eastern Arizona where he worked as a cowhand,
teamster, and-no doubt-as a petty rustler in the Fort Grant area.
While there for about two years, Henry, now calling himself Kid Antrim, learned the skills of a gunman and stock thief, spoke Spanish
fluently, did not smoke, and rarely drank alcohol. He also learned the
code of the West, which stated that one avenged insults, and his first
killing occurred during a scuffle with Frank P. "Windy" Cahill. Though
he clearly could have claimed self-defense and probably have. been
acquitted, the Kid took no chances: he escaped from jail again and
headed back into New Mexico, eventually appearing in late 1877 in
Lincoln County where his activities, though no less controversial and
ambiguous at key points, are more thoroughly chronicled.
Utley's portrait develops the Kid's life in the tradition?l chronological order, with the chapter titles revealing his major focus either
on the various roles the Kid plays in the course of his life ("The Ranch
Hand" or "The Drifter") or on the major events that determined his
fate ("The Fire" or "The Escape"). Both the chronological arrangement
and the chapter titles provide a clue to the shape of Utley's narrative.
That is to say, ten of the first thirteen chapters focus on the Kid's
personality as shaped by the various parts of avenger or assassin or
rustler he enacted during his troubled growth from adolescent to adult.
During this phase of the biography, which constitutes three-fourths of
its pages, Utley charts a progression in which the Kid moves from an
impressionable follower of older men, to a respected and reliable "soldier" in the service of John Tunstall and Alexander McSween, to a bold
and charismatic leader during the McSween siege, and-finally crystallizing his identity-to the status of "celebrity" in the aftermath of
the Lincoln County War. At this point Utley shifts his chapter titles to
emphasize how the dramatic events of the Kid's last few months-his
capture, trial, escape from jail, and death-not only overshadow whatever we might call the Kid's inner self, but in fact can be seen as a
consequence of the Kid's media identity. Due to his killing of Joe Grant,
his supposed feud with John Chisum, and his activities as a rustler
and passer of counterfeit money, the jaunty manchild was considered
the number one suspect in all of the territory's criminal activity.
Utley's strengths as a biographer are evident in his clarification of
events and in his presentation of a coherent and readable narrative.
Unlike recent commentators on the Kid, including this reviewer, Utley
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has not relied on previous authoritative accounts. More to the point:
in the course of his research he appare~tly has consulted not only
various depositions, journalistic accounts, letters, and other archival
material related to the Kid's life, but has also consulted the original
, notes and sources utilized in such authoritative accounts on the Kid
and the Lincoln County War as those authored by Fulton and Mullin.
Unlike most other observers of the Kid, Utley leans on the later chapters
of The Authentic Life which appear to be the work primarily of Garrett,
and he usefully employs both the interviews with Hispanic old-timers
in the WPA file (available only recently), and the accounts of such Kid
contemporaries as Will Chisum, John Meadows, and Almer Blazer.
As a result of his careful assessment of this material, including
more recent research done by other scholars, Utley's biography contributes several important revisions and additions to the record. More
specific information is provided about the Kid's Arizona years. The
chronology of events surrounding the Lincoln County War and the
capture of the Kid is straightened out. The actual circumstances surrounding the Kid's role in the shootings of Sheriff William Brady and
Buckshot Roberts are convincingly portrayed. Reminding us why we
should trust John Poe's account rather than that offered by Garrett
biographer Leon Metz, Utley renders a full and accurate account of the
Kid's (and his pursuers') movements on his last night alive. In the
process Utley puts to rest the widely-held suspicion-advanced most
recently in the unsuccessful book by Jon Tuska-that Garrett, fearing
both adverse publicity and the retribution of the Kid's friends, planted
a gun near the Kid's dead body so that it would appear as if the youth
were armed when shot down. 9
In evaluating the various sources on the Kid's life, Utley acknowledges that his criteria emphasize closeness to the event in time and
place, and his own sense-given the people, the setting, and a commonsense notion of logic and human psychology-of what is plausible.
Though it is likely that the Dragnet school of historiography ("just the
facts, ma'am") will no doubt have trouble with this subjective concept
of "plausibility," it is of course an unavoidable element in writing his-'
tory, let alone a history as problematic as Billy the Kid's life. Though
Utley's preference seems to be for eyewitness accounts, no matter how
much time has elapsed since the event, he is very cautious whenever
he cannot find an account that can be corroborated through a rigorous
cross-checking with other potential sources. As a result, to take one
9. Jon Tuska, Billy the Kid: A BiD-Bibliography (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood
Press, 1983).
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Cover of an 1881 dime novel by John W. Lewis. Courtesy Stephen Tatum.
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example, he suggests it might very well be the case that McSween
mentioned a "reward for the removal of Sheriff William Brady, an utterance which led to the Kid and others' ambush of the law officer in
the streets of Lincoln.
Nevertheless, it should be said that he is not timid in his use of
evidence. As mentioned above, he documents the evidence warranting
the once-thought legendary assertion that the Kid ran with Jesse Evans
and "The Boys" in late 1877, even though it remains a mystery as to
how, if this is true, he separated from Evans and ended up on the
Heiskell Jones ranch. And Utley asserts, reading between the lines of
Sallie Chisum's diary, that the Kid and Sallie probably had more than
a casual relationship (I am very much inclined to agree with this interpretation). Finally, Utley's version of the Kid's jailbreak from Lincoln
and the killing of Deputies James Bell and Bob Olinger bypasses the
recently standardized version which appears in Fulton's history of the
Lincoln County War. On the basis of the testimony of Billy's friend
Sam Corbet's brother-in-law, Bonifacio Baca, Corbet or another friend
. planted a pistol in the outhouse, which Billy then obtained later. For
his version, Utley relies on the 1931 and 1936 reminiscences of John P.
Meadows, whose cabin is purported to be the place the Kid stayed in
right after the jailbreak: At this time,' Meadows says, the Kid recited
the story of the jailbreak, which corresponds in some key ways with
Garrett's and Godfrey Gauss' accounts. In this version, the Kid, coming
back from the outhouse, runs ahead of Bell, who has relaxed his vigilance, slips out of his handcuffs,' strikes Bell with them, scuffles' for
Bell's gun, gets it and shoots the deputy fleeing down the stairway to
get help.
Utley's portrait reveals an impressionable adolescent--one who
liked bailes, young women, gambling, and guns-whose sunny exterior
belied a violent temper, a J calculating mind, and an instinct for recklessness. Though his life was very much shaped by the violence, economic corruption, and political machinations of territorial New Mexico,
the Kid, as Utley restores him, could yet have turned out to be an
unexceptional farmer or rancher if chance meetings, personal rivalries,
and certain political dealings had not intervened at key moments. One
of the more interesting events presented here concerns Utley's belief
that, contrary to most observers, the Kid, after leaving Arizona, did
meet and join up for a short time with Jesse Evans' outlaw gang called
"The Boys." What is interesting is that after apparently getting a taste
of outlaw life with Evans' gang the Kid decided to abandon the Pecos
River-based Evans bunch and stay in the Ruidoso area where Dick
Brewer and the Coe brothers were located. These ranchers and farmers,
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who existed rather on the "fringes" of the law, provided another model
of the future for the Kid. Just prior to the fateful murder of Tunstall
by the Dolan-Riley faction the Kid had apparently planned with Fred
Waite to save money so as to start up their own ranching and farming
operation.
This particular account marks Utley's initial effort to sketch in what
for the Kid was a life-long ambivalence about a criminal life. Later, he
notes the Kid's serious desire to leave New Mexico, a plan which was
dashed by Garrett's skillful orchestration of the events leading up to
the Kid's capture at Stinking Springs. From this perspective the irony
about the Kid's life involves the way in which his extreme self-confidence; revealed particularly in his letters to Governor Lew Wallace in
early 1881, bred a self-deception which prevented him from seeing that
in the three years since the end of the Lincoln County War his activities,
however overblown by the media and local gossip, could not be justified as acts performed as a result of his betrayal by others, particularly
Wallace. In the end, the Kid, consistently a rebel against authority, in
1880-1881 lacked the justification as well as the resources and powerful
friends necessary to extricate him from the various indictments lodged
against him by territorial and federal authorities.
Utley is neither a psychologist nor a psychohistorian. His biog- .
raphy only cautiously ventures opinions about the Kid's motivations.
Thus, his overall assessment of the Kid's character, while toning down
the romantic sentimentalism of earlier accounts, does not essentially
depart from the interpretation of the Kid advanced as early as J. Frank
Dobie in 1929. 10 As Utley would have it, the important ·point is that
the Kid's "reality" nowhere near matches the legendary inventions of
the Kid. Though the youth possessed both personal qualities and
professional skills that made him a distinctive player in events, the
course of the Lincoln County War would have remained the same with
or without the Kid's presence. Though he gained notoriety in the wake
of the escape from the burning McSween house, the Kid never was a
bandit chieftain. Though he continued to defy older figures of authority
between 1878 and 1881, unlike others who associated with him, the
Kid must be seen as "quite an ordinary outlaw, of uncertain commitment, narrow practice, and ambiguous purpose."
His importance in the end resides, according to Utley, in how the
Kid's actions reflect the Gilded Age's "muddy ethics," materialism, and
admiration of power. And how his legend ultimately symbolizes a
10. See J. Frank Dobie, A Vaquero of the Brush Country (Dallas: Southwest Press,
1929), 176-77.
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"national ambivalence toward corruption and violence," which for this
biographer remains a disturbing legacy given the facts of this individual's short and violent life. Offered in the biography's final chapter,
such remarks have the ring of "truth" about them. Even so, such remarks-however much they are beside Utley's main agenda of reconstructing the facts of the Kid's life-are reductive. As social and cultural
historians of the late-nineteenth century have provocatively observed
in recent years, the. chief features connoted by the phrase "the Gilded
Age"-greedy robber barons, chaotic labor strikes, decadent luxury,
political corruption, rampant urban-industrial growth-should not keep
us from seeing the evidence of a quite contrary force at work in the
country. As the rise of economic combinations called corporations, as
the standardization of time zones and machine parts, and as the completion of a transcontinental transportation system reveal, the forces
of expanding capital were reorganizing the mode of economic production in this country along lines of efficiency and productivity, a
process dubbed "incorporation" by Allen Trachtenberg. II Such changes
in the organization of capital led to the separation of production and
consumption, as well as to the specialization of labor tasks and the
rise of the professions.
The relevant point here is that such changes in economic organization influenc.ed social order and cultural practices. The transformation in American life at this time was not simply that from an agrarian
to an industrial nation but more precisely from a market to a corporate
economy and society, which meant among other things that not only
were space and time divided differently but also that the social fabric
of family- and village-centered life was corroded by market relations.
In place of this damaged social fabric, simulated "authentic" families
were formed through public leisure activities (concerts, parks, cafes,
etc.) and through the consumption of mass-produced literature. The
rhetorical tactic of metropolitan newspapers, as Trachtenberg observes,
was to overcome the felt isolation of modern urban life by creating a
"collective" identity for the individual reader. "News" stories and sketches
attempted to reproduce the conditions of the village life or community
by fostering common, formulaic emotions to sensational and sentimental stories, a strategy to overcome the atomization of modern life
11. Allen Trachtenberg, The Incorporation of America: Culture and Society in the Gilded
Age (New York: Hill & Wang, 1982). See also T. J. Jackson Lears, No Place of Grace: The
Quest for Alternatives to Modern American Culture, 1880-1920 (New York: Pantheon, 1981);
Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of Empire, 1875-1914 (New York: Vintage, 1987).
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recapitulated today by, say, the television program America's Most Wanted
or by People magazine.
Now Utley's biography of the Kid persuasively presents a compelling narrative, one highlighted by his clear handling of such complex
historical moments as the Lincoln County War, and it constitutes an
excellent addition to Nebraska's fine list of biographies on Western
figures. The point of this digression is not to argue with Utley's conclusions, but rather to "thicken" them. From this perspective, the Kid's
life reveals not only the "muddied ethics" of his era or our culture's
ambivalent attraction to spectacles of violence. The Kid's celebrity sta- .
tus, both while he was alive and after his death, also reveals an "industrial" literature's response to the specific forms of alienation in
American life. Indeed, at every point of the Kid's short and violent
life-his family's migration westward; the mining and military economies; the arrival of Tunstall on the scene; the media status; even the
availability of firearms-we can detect the imprint of the larger cultural
and economic context engendered by the mechanism of expanding
capital.
Utley's Billy the Kid is a highly welcome biography that goes far
beyond the Dragnet school of Western historiography· in venturing
interpretations for human actions. Nevertheless, it would represent an
even stronger contribution had its discourse made such connections
to the larger cultural and economic context throughout the entire narrative, rather than in some somewhat perfunctory generalizations at
trail's end.

Book Reviews

New Directions in American Indian History. Edited by Colin G. Calloway. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988, x + 262 pp. Charts, tables, notes,
bibliography, index. $29.50.)
This book is the first in a new bibliographic series sponsored by the D'Arcy
McNickle Center of the Newberry Library with the goal of helping scholars
keep abreast of the current trends in Native American history. Given the fact
that nearly five hundred books and articles are published each year on some
facet of this topic, the series meets a pressing need in the field. Colin G.
Calloway, the editor, has grouped the nine chapters into two categories. These
are "Recent Trends," with essays on quantification, women, Metis history, the
.Southern Plains, law and the twentieth century; and "Emerging Fields," with
contributions on language study, economics, and Indian religious developments. The nine contributions inform scholars of significant work since 1983.
As with any multi-author compilation, the essays vary widely in scope
and quality. With material about tribal people in both the United States and
Canada, the chapter on Metis people by Dennis F. K. Madril! offers the most
insights for historians. It includes topics from the origins of mixed-blood communities to the legal and constitutional issues of the 1980s. Detailed, analytical,
and ranging over the scholarship in both countries, this chapter is a model for
others doing historiography to emulate. The authors discussing quantitative
methods criticize historians mildly for ignoring the social and demographic
data available in federal records. While they recognize the difficulties inherent
in these records, they fail to give much useful direction fOf scholars trying to
utilize that material. The essays on legal issues and on economic ideas present
competent discussions and valuable insights.
91
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This book would have been more successful had the author offered some
criteria for his choice of topics and of contributors. At least four of the chapters
are discipline-based, while some focus on topics. The essay on the Southern
Plains considers a geographic region, while that on the twentieth century
examines a chronological era. There is nothing particularly wrong with this
mix, but the editor could have made the collection more useful by tying the
disparate approaches together more clearly than he did. The mixture of contributors from library directors and research scholars on the one hand to assistant professors and even a graduate student on the other, results in a degree
of unevenness in the coverage and quality of the chapters. Despite these difficulties, this collection provides interested scholars a convenient source for
current work on American Indians.
Roger L. Nichols
University of Arizona

Indian Agriculture in America: Prehistory to the Present. By R. Douglas Hurt.
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1988. xii + 290 pp. Illustrations, map,
notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
R. Douglas Hurt, a noted historian of American agriculture and technology, has produced a very thorough and readable account of American Indian
agriculture. The scope of this work is truly impressive. Hurt draws together
information from a number of disciplines in chronicling the origins, distribution, crops, and methods of aboriginal Indian agriculture in Mesoamerica
and in the continental United States. Hurt provides a succinct discussion of
differing Indian concepts of land tenure that is indispensable for understanding
the events which transpired once Euro-Americans arrived on the scene.
The bulk of this book revolves around the implementation of United States
federal Indian policies aimed at transforming Native Americans into self-sufficient yeoman farmers and farm families during the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Hurt chronicles the underlying agrarian bent of removal, reservation, allotment, tribal revitalization, and termination and their impact on Native American societies and economies. He surveys a broad range of tribal
groups from disparate environments and their experiences with these federal
policies. Hurt argues that tribes with an aboriginal farming subsistence component were more willing to accept agricultural settlement and were initially
more successful in farming. Other tribes were less willing to abandon their
diversified subsistence economies for the vagaries of a single mode of production alien to their social and economic strategies.
Ultimately, few tribal groups established successful agricultural economies. Hurt does an excellent job of enumerating the reasons why Indian farming
proved such a failure by the 1930s-inconsistent agricultural policies, the lack
of adequate instruction and equipment, the activities of agency farmers, environmentallimitations, water and irrigation, insufficient capital and markets,
national farm economy cycles, land sales and leasing, overgrazing and livestock
reduction, and the cultural resistance and persistence of Indian peoples. Although it would have been difficult to accomplish in such a broad survey, Hurt
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could have strengthened his analysis by a more thorough examination of the
reproduction of Indian cultural structures which influenced their responses to
settled agriculture. His chapters on Indian agriculture and water rights in the
twentieth century are very timely and instructive.
Scholars of American Indian and agricultural history will find this book
interesting reading and an indi~pensable resource. In a paperback edition it
should become a standard text for American Indian history courses.
David Rich Lewis
University of Wisconsin, Madison

Aztec Ruins on the Animas: Excavated, Preserved, and Interpreted. By Robert H.
Lister and Florence C. Lister. viii + 120 pp. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1987. Illustrations, maps, index. $27.50 cloth, $13.95 paper.)
A century of archaeological exploration in the Southwest has itself produced a fascinating chapter in Southwest history. Aztec Ruins on the Animas is
the Listers' latest volume in a series of books and essays that relate the early
years of archaeological endeavors in the Four Corners region.
Earl Morris, a well known actor on the archaeological stage in the San
Juan region in the early twentieth century, is central to the story at Aztec (a
name that reflects a mid-nineteenth-century misconception about the origins
of spectacular southwestern sites). The history of Aztec begins with the farming
of the Animas Valley by immigrants from Colorado mining camps, who soon
became aware of the site in their midst. The site became well known and was
visited by Lewis H. Morgan in 1878, who published plans and a description
of the ruins. It was not until the years 1916-1921, however, that excavation
was undertaken by Morris under the auspices of the American Museum of
Natural History in New York.
The main part of the book describes Morris' excavation and repair of the
extensive West Ruin, the architectural aspects of the site, and the artifacts and
burials recovered. Special attention is focused on the Great Kiva and its eventual reconstruction, supervised by Morris in the 1930s. Of particular interest
is that some of the earliest tree ring work by A. E. Douglass was done on Aztec
beams. In the later chapters, a thumbnail sketch emerges of the prehistory of
Aztec. Here, and throughout the volume, we find the traditional preoccupation
with distinguishing between the Chaco and Mesa Verde components in the
archaeological material: The earlier occupation is explained in sweeping and
often unsubstantiated statements within the theoretical framework of the "Chaco
Phenomenon."
In chapter 4 the work subsequent to Morris' endeavors is summarized.
This includes excavation in the 1950s on the Hubbard Site and theEast Ruin.
It remains to be pointed out that this work was done primarily by Gordon R.
Vivian and Roland Richert, each of whom published their results. With a single
exception, illustrations of this segment of the archaeological history of Aztec
are lacking. These are significant omissions in a volume that purports to tell
the entire history of the Aztec ruins.
One of the book's prime assets is that it is illustrated with many historic
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photographs accompanied by lengthy and informative captions. These photographs document the ruins as they appeared in various phases of discovery,
excavation, and stabilization. Views of architectural details with perishable
remains are important archaeological documents, as are photographs of artifacts in place, early collections, and work in progress. The volume will interest
the professional and layman alike for it adds a historical dimension to understanding Aztec as it appears today.
Polly Schaafsma
Museum of New Mexico

Prehistory and Paleoecology of Guadalupe Ruin, New Mexico. By Lonnie C. Pippin.
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1987. xiii + 265 pp. Illustrations,
maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography. $25.00 paper.)
The study of archaeological ruins in the American Southwest fascinates
scholars, novices, and the general populace. Due to the arid climate of the
region many of the prehistoric sites have remained relatively intact. Throughout the past century they have been discovered, excavated and analyzed. In
the process our knowledge of ancient man in this region has expanded dramatically and as this continues we have become more sophisticated in methods
of acquiring and analyzing data. Archaeologists have used this information to
categorize various Indian societies into cultural zones that are quite distinct
from their neighbors. While this activity has helped give us a better understanding of regional differences there is a problem of assigning labels in areas
where these zones overlap. This issue is addressed in Lonnie C. Pippin's book
on the Prehistory and Paleoecology of Guadalupe Ruin, New Mexico.
Located in the middle Rio Puerco Valley in southwestern Sandoval County,
this isolated site has not gone unnoticed by previous archaeologists; almost
half of this fifty-room pueblo was previously excavated in the early 1970s. The
result of the two phases of investigation reveals that Guadalupe Ruin is not
merely a typical Anasazi adaptation into a new region. Actually it is a product
of two different occupational phases. The first, which lasted from 920 to 1130
A.D., reflects a strong influence from the Great Pueblos of the Chaco Canyon
region of northwestern New Mexico and thus influenced archaeologists to
consider it as a "Chaco outlier." The second, extending from the late thirteenth
to the early fourteenth century, is considered to be a result of the occupation
of another Anasazi region associated with the San Juan-Mesa Verde area in
the Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico parts of the four corners.
Pippin's original interest in this project stemmed from a variety of concerns.
Guadalupe was seen as an important site because it was hoped that it would
provide new information on the eastern extension of the Chaco people. In
addition, its excavation would reveal significant data on the ancient occupation
of pueblos in the Rio Puerco Valley. This latter aspect was extremely important
because previous investigators in the region postulated that the river valley
was one of the major routes taken by immigrants from Mesa Verde into the
northern Rio Grande region during the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. Because the author concluded that the period of Chaco occupation was
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one that was more moist than either the present environment or that of the
San Juan-Mesa Verde era, he was also interested in how these two cultural
variations adapted to dissimilar situations. At the same time Pippin was interested in how this outlying ruin related to the center of Chaco culture.
The manuscript is well structured and begins with a look at the physiographic and geologic setting and the excavation proceedings. Pippin also examines the material culture and paleoecological aspects of the remains. He
then draws conclusions for both the Chaco and San Juan-Mesa Verde occupations. His findings reveal that the two cultures had little in common and
that their adaptations were influenced by both the environment of the Rio
Puerco Valley and developments outside the area. In particular he postulates
that the central Chaco Canyon pueblos exerted a strong influence on the Chaco
outlying villages and that they were linked by roads previously thought to be
water control devices. In this manner he helps to clarify the Guadalupe Ruin's
position in the Anasazi story.
Many of Pippin's conclusions add to our understanding of prehistoric man
in a specific area of the southwest. An understanding of all of his findings will
be somewhat mixed, however, depending on the archaeological sophistication
of the reader. Experts in the field will probably be fascinated by his detailed
examination while those who are not intimately involved in this area may be
less enlightened. This unevenness is a result of the writer's view of the audience
he addresses. This is not a book for the lay person nor was it intended to be.
Many terms are beyond the scope of the average reader and are ill-defined in
the manuscript. Actually, this work is an expansion of his dissertation and it
reads like it. An article that summarizes his findings would be far more meaningful for a general audience.
James A. Vlasich
Southern Utah State College

Signs From the Ancestors: Zuni Cultural Symbolism and Perceptions of Rock Art. By
M. Jane Young. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xxv +
308 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
The sign of a good scholar often can be found more in their determination
of what cannot be concluded than of what can be concluded. M. Jane Young
has addressed an exceedingly complex subject using a sound interdisciplinary
methodology, and has produced a thoughtful, readable, and evocative book.
In the opening chapters she blends engaging first person accounts of fieldwork
with precise prose, while addressing what can and what cannot be learned
from the study of rock art found in the Zuni environment and of the Zunis'
contemporary perceptions of that rock art. This is a finely tuned book that
carefully distinguishes unnecessary speculation from objective analysis.
In this context, Young is able to provide a considerable number of valuable
observations concerning possible motivations of historic and prehistoric artists.
She provides an important discussion of astronomical motifs in Zuni ritual
poetry, and how those motifs might or might not be reflected in Zuni rock art.
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Her analysis, however, generally focuses on what Zuni perception of rock art
tells us about Zuni culture today.
The seemingly unfathomable, overlapping complexity of Zuni socio-religious systems has perplexed writers for a century, but Young has provided a
coherent overview of Zuni symbol and myth. For instance, in her chapter on
"Zuni Cosmology and Cultural Symbolism," Young comments on pattern and
symbol related to Zuni directionality, observing that "the allusive yet uncodified
property of the base metaphor gives it a dynamic quality, a characteristic
permeability or fluidity that adds to its generative power." This excellent observation also suggests some of the character of Zuni culture in general, and
the dynamic cultural security one senses in Zuni people.
Her review of ethnographic literature relating to rock art, and her description of rock art produced in the last half-century suggest the great potential
difficulty that the National Park Service may have in administering the recently
established Zuni-Cibola Historical National Park. The Zunis themselves are
probably more concerned than anyone else about protecting archaeological
sites, including rock art, from vandalism. However, both nineteenth and. twentieth century evidence suggests some rock art may have been produced specifically to be used interactively for religious purposes.
Young also emphasizes the import of the environment itself as a religious
as well as natural canvas on which the rock art is produced. Rock art produced
by a Zuni artist, she concludes, "does not stand along ... but is encompassed
by a landscape that is in itself a sign of Zuni tribal identity and a manifestation
of that mythic reality in which the Zuni continue to live."
E. Richard Hart
Institute of the North American West

Navajo Medicine Bundles or fish: Acquisition, Transmissions, and Disposition in the
Past and Present. By Charlotte J. Frisbie. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1987. xxiv + 603 pp. Illustrations, tables, appendixes, notes,
bibliography, index. $39.95.)
An anthropologist at Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville, Charlotte
Frisbie has studied Navajo religious life for many years. The author of
Kinaalda and co-editor of the autobiography of Frank Mitchell, Navajo Blessingway Singer, she makes in this book another important contribution to the
voluminous Navajo literature.
In the final part of the study, Frisbie concludes that "The study of jish
turned out to be more time-consuming, costly and all-encompassing than I
had initially envisioned" (p. 390). The ramifications of her research took her
to museums, attorneys, arts and crafts dealers, tribal politicians, and other
places and people. The resulting analysis is a much wider inquiry into modern
Navajo life than the title suggests.
Any book with an 80-page index is not going to be faulted for lack of
detail. Frisbie divides her book into five main parts: traditional Navajo religion
and its ceremonial equipment, acquisition and use of jish, Navajo-to-Navajo
jish transmissions, jish disposition mechanisms and options before 1977, and
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jish in the contemporary world, 1977-1986. Most of the book deals with the
events, issues, problems, and questions of the past generation.
By the term jish, Navajos refer to both the paraphernalia used in curative
or preventive religious ceremonials and the containers in which such sacred
equipment is stored. As the author explains, jish "is both a source and a
repository of sacred power," and thus how it is acquired, transmitted, and
disposed of is of great importance and sensitivity (p. 9). Transmission by loan,
loss or theft, barter, gift, or sale can provoke controversy. Disposition is almost
guaranteed to do so. Disposition of jish because of allegations of witchcraft,
conversion to other religious beliefs or practices such as evangelical protestantism, sale to the many parties interested in acquiring Navajo medicine
bundles, or other reasons for conveyance reflect in Frisbie's judgment a contemporary Navajo world characterized by motion, flux, and individualism.
As the reader concludes this analysis, he or she can almost hear the author's sigh of relief at her completion of a frustrating, complex, and challenging
a~signment. And while one wishes sporadically for less rather than more, for
an occasional sacrifice of minute documentation to permit more expeditious
explanation and clarification of the most important issues, one remains grateful
to Frisbie for her efforts. Elizabeth Hadas and her associates at the University
of New Mexico also merit commendation for seeing a project with a stunning
number of particulars through to eventual publication.
Peter Iverson
Arizona State University

Navajo Textiles: The William Randolph Hearst Collection. By Nancy J. Blomberg.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1988. xii + 257 pp. Illustrations, tables,
appendix, bibliography, index. $45.00.)
Native American Basketry: An Annotated Bibliography. By Frank W. Porter III. (New
York: Greenwood Press, 1988. vii + 249 pp. Bibliography, index. $39.95.)
Title aside, Navajo Textiles is a museum catalog of one very wealthy collector's private holdings. Publishers have an unfortunate tendency to manipulate titles to increase the saleability of a book. There is no need to cover up
the nature of this catalogue of a truly magnificent collection. In fact unless
some new archival evidence is discovered that would illuminate the nineteenthcentury history of Navajo weaving, the best contribution scholars can provide
to the field is to make important collections such as this one available to others.
An additional bonus here is the concise, well written overview of the history
of the art of Navajo weaving provided by the author.
Hearst was a famous or perhaps infamous and omnivorous collector who,
in Navajo weaving at least, demanded quality and got it. The book's second
important contribution to the field is the documentation of Hearst's relationship with the major Indian arts and crafts dealer at the turn of the century,
the Fred Harvey Company and its chief buyer Herman Schweizer. Especially
fascinating for collectors is the decipherment of the company price codes which
will now enable those with the Harvey tags still attached to know exactly how
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much their piece sold for at the turn of the century. Blomberg draws from both
the Lorenzo Hubbell papers at the University of Arizona in Tucson and the
Harvey Company papers at the Museum of International Folk Art in Santa Fe.
(Hubbell was one of the primary suppliers of the then contemporary Navajo
weaving to the Harvey Company.) Blomberg provides liberal quotes from the
correspondence between Hubbell and Schweizer that illustrate the influence
the latter had on the development of the early rug styles at Hubbell's posts
throughout the central Reservation. These quotes are perhaps gratuitous as
Hearst was not buying contemporary rugs, but fine old blankets. Indeed
Schweizer bought several weaving collections from the families of the great
Santa Fe trading pioneers, Speigelberg and Seligman. Unfortunately the documentation stops there, either because the families did not have notes as to
how and when the blankets were acquired, or Schweizer failed to ask them.
The catalogue is arranged by the liesign layout of the pieces, an approach
favored by H. P. Mera in his catalogues, rather than the standard chronological
one most often used. Each textile has a full page devoted to it with collection
history and technical analysis. The photographs are superb and the format of
the pages allows maximum appreciation of their beauty.
The textiles are in virtually perfect condition as befits the collection of a
man who could buy only the best at a time when the best was readily available.
The collection represents a truly wonderful cross section of Navajo textiles
from the nineteenth century and the book is a must for the library of everyone
interested in Southwestern weaving.
Native American Basketry by Frank Porter is totally different visually and
conceptually from Navajo Textiles. While the museum catalogue is large and
glossy with visual appeal for the person with only a general interest in Native
American Art, this annotated bibliography is assembled for the student and
scholar, and as such it is a much more impressive intellectual achievement.
Incredibly, the author has examined all but a few of the works listed and all
in only three years, although no foreign publications other than Canadian ones
are included. The book is arranged by anthropological culture area, that is
Plateau, California, Arctic, Southwest, etc. The bibliography is also very well
indexed, both by author and subject, a definite plus for any scholarly work
but especially so for the utilization of this book as a research tool. Blomberg's
interesting introduction summarizes the history of the study of North American baskets; indeed one wishes it were a bit longer and more critical.
What is really surprising is the size of this bibliography, although works
that have only one or two photographs or a sentence on baskets are included.
Weaving, both on and off the loom, has become increasingly popular with
collectors and scholars. Perhaps there is a feeling of urgency in recording
information before this very poorly rewarded art form completely disappears
from North America.
Marian E. Rodee
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology
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Sacred Feathers: The Reverend Peter Jones (Kahkewaquonaby) and the Mississauga
Indians. By Donald B. Smith. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987. xix
+ 372 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $21. 95.)
Kahkewaquonaby (Sacred Feathers), known to early nineteenth-century
Canadian Methodists as the Reverend Peter Jones, once commented that he
disliked reading biographies because "persons are extolled too much" (p. 216).
Jones' observation is well-taken, but Indian leaders-especially leaders like
Jones-have been extolled far too little. Donald B. Smith's biography of Kahkewaquonaby marks a welcome departure from the traditional inattention to
the lives of notable Indian leaders and should provide a model for fu ture Indian
biographers.
Born on the north shore of Lake Ontario in 1802 of an English father and
a Mississauga Ojibwa mother, Kahkewaquonaby experienced the cultural displacement that plagued both Canadian and United States Indians during the
period leading up to and following the War of 1812. Deprived of a traditional
vision experience, Sacred Feathers found spiritual definition in a Methodist
camp meeting in 1823. From this spiritual rebirth until his death in 1856, Peter
Jones, as he would call himself, became both the spiritual and secular leader
of the Credit River Mississaugas and a vocal advocate for Indian Christianization and modernization as well as for an enlightened Indian policy in both
Canada and England. As such, Jones participated in, and his life bears testimony to, the radical changes that took place in both government policy and
in Indian private lives during this pivotal period in Canadian history.
In describing Jones' life, Smith skillfully interweaves the history of the
Mississaugas with the British, Canadian, and American missionary movements
and Canadian Indian policy into a masterfully researched biographical narrative, creating a highly readable and integrated account that will reward readers
at all levels. Moreover, Smith opens new ground in an under-explored area in
ethnohistory: the role of the native cultural mediator in the process of Indian
adaptation. While some notable work has been done in that area, such leaders
have traditionally been treated as either models for "proper" Indian behavior
or as traitors to their own societies. Smith instead treats Kahkewaquonaby's
behavior in light of the historical realities that he confronted and his own
perceptions of those realities. Thus Sacred Feathers emerges not as an ideal
type, but as a realistic human actor in a complex historical situation. In all
these accomplishments, Smith's study can and should provide a model for
future research and writing in the areas of Indian biography and ethnohistory.
Christopher L. Miller
Pan American University

The Phoenix Indian Scl1001: Forced Assimilation in Arizona, 1891-1935. By Robert
A. Trennert, Jr. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xv + 256 pp.
Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $22.95.)
Many late nineteenth-century reformers believed that the best solution to
the "Indian problem" lay in forced assimilation. This could best be achieved,
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they felt, by removing Indian children from their homes and placing them in
boarding schools where they could be taught English, self-discipline, Christian
morality and steady work habits. Intensive vocational training would complete
student's preparation for entry into "civilized" society. In 1889 Indian Office
officials began to implement these theories aggressively, establishing a dozen
industrial boarding schools during a four-year period.
Robert A. Trennert, Jr., has written the history of one of these, the Phoenix
Indian School, from its establishment in 1891 until 1935, the end of the assimilationist era. Trennert describes how federal Indian educational policies functioned-and sometimes malfunctioned-in Phoenix. He examines the ways in
which succeeding superintendents' beliefs and personalities affected the school
and analyzes how and why local practices occasionally diverged from national
policy. But the book is more than an administrative history, and Trennert also
studies the interactions between the school and the city of Phoenix, students'
activities, and the school's effects upon the children who attended.
The subject of boarding school education for Indian children has become
an emotionally charged one. However, Trennert's work is solidly researched,
sensitively written, and readable. He is not uncritical of the Phoenix school,
its administrators, and their assimilationist philosophy. For example, he discusses the often exploitive "outing system," the sometimes deliberate overcrowding, and the lack of jobs available in the white community for even the
best trained graduates. But his analysis is based firmly within historical context,
and he points out the school's accomplishments, as well, noting that former
students often remembered their years in the Phoenix school favorably. Trennert's conclusion, that the Phoenix school "could neither claim success nor be
classified as a failure" (p. 260), is convincing. This is the first book-length study
of a western boarding school, and it contributes significantly to a better understanding of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century federal Indian
educational policies and practices.
Mary Childers Mangusso
Fairbanks, Alaska

Formulating American Indian Policy in New York State, 1970-1986. By Laurence
M. Hauptman. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1988. xiv + 215
pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $57.50 cloth,
$19.95 paper.)
This small volume addresses a subject that historians generally overlookthe relationship between a state and the Indian groups living within its boundaries. Although Professor Hauptman deals with an area and people radically
different from those of the southwest, his study raises some interesting questions for western states and sets the stage for a broad new area of research.
Some of the old theories about state control over Indian affairs being a disaster
are confirmed by what has happened recently in New York.
The story of Indian administration in New York from 1970 to 1986 grew
out of Hauptman's previous work on the Iroquois as well as a special report
presented to Governor Mario Cuomo in 1986. Basically this book seeks to
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explain why New York, which has considerable influence over its Indian population, has had so many spectacular failures in Indian relations. The answer,
contends Hauptman, lies fundamentally in the refusal of state politicians and
bureaucrats to resolve the long-standing issue of native land claims. The resident tribes of New York, particularly the Iroquois, have been unable to have
their treaties with the United States honored by New Yorkers. Because these
claims affect the very future of the native population and have been upheld
in federal court, the state's refusal to cooperate has poisoned relations. Other
events, especially a strong anti-Indian bias in state government, have worked
to take Indian lands for non-Indian purposes and to deny native people representation in the statewide affairs that vitally affect their lives. Some state
officials, in particular, have pursued policies specifically intended to stifle Indian self-determination, which they seemed to think would hinder New York's
growth and progress. The result has been continuing conflict, mistrust, and
occasional armed confrontation. Hauptman's conclusion is that until state officials recognize the validity of Indian claims, respect Indian rights, and provide
them a role in government, problems will continue as in the past.
Although this book is not light reading and depends on an understanding
of New York government and on the historical status of its tribes, it nevertheless
brings to light some of the many problems involved when a state rather than
the federai government attempts to handle Indian relations. There are many
lessons here for the future of the Far West.
Robert A. Trennert, Jr.
Arizona State University

Pushed into the Rocks: Southern California Indian Land Tenure, 1769-1986. By Florence Connolly Shipek. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xviii +
229 pp. Maps, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $25.95.)
One out of every nine Americans lives in California and 90 percent of
those people live within fifteen miles of the Pacific Ocean. The coastal belt from
Santa Barbara to the Mexican border is a megalopolis interrupted only by a
few state parks and military reservations. The cattle ranch I grew up on is now
Rancho Bernardo, the most successful real estate 'development in the United
.States.
Scattered about Southern California are thirty-one indian reservations, the
remnants of what was once the most populous Indian land in North America.
Many of the reservations are either deserted or have fewer than thirty inhabitants, the survivors of Spanish, Mexican, Californian, and American efforts
to cleanse the land of all Indians. With less than 7,000 enrolled members
surviving, it was clearly a successful effort.
Pushed into the Rocks is the history of how these relatively tiny pieces of
land managed to remain in the hands of their Diegueno, San Luiseno, Pechanga, and Chemehuevi owners despite treaties signed and then hidden as
a state secret, no protection under the Trade and Intercourse Acts, judicial
fraud to deny title, and genocide. It is hard for me to write objectively about
Florence Shipek's Dook because she is writing about my relatives and home.
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Nonetheless, she has been one of a handful to have any serious academic
interest in the theft of our land.
As a source book to begin research, Pushed into the Rocks is a wonderful
tool and truly invaluable to anyone who wishes to study the history of Southern
California Indians. The text is informative, but it is the maps, appendixes, and
bibliography that are most useful. The maps depict reservations that I did not
know existed. The chronology and bibliography thems~lves are worth the
purchase price.
The weakness of Pushed into the Rocks may be a result of its intent. It is a
study of land tenure but there is not enough history to place the land tenure
issues in the context of California or American history and law. The next book
that Shipek should write is an anecdotal history of the people and their relationships outside of the land. I know many of the book's characters or their
sons and daughters, and in their lives there is a fascinating history to be told.
This excellent monograph of land tenure should be the seed that starts some
scholar on that quest, for unless started soon, the freeways and tract houses
will have destroyed the few reservations remaining.
Pushed into the Rocks belongs in every collection of Indian law and policy
materials. A similar book should be written about the land tenure history of
New Mexico.
Fred Ragsdale
University of New Mexico

Kiowa Memories: Images from Indian Territory, 1880. By Ronald McCoy. (Santa Fe:
Morning Star Gallery, 1987. iv + 67 pp. Illustrations, appendix. $35.00.)
This volume faithfully reproduces in its entirety, in fall color and at almost
its original size, a ledgerbook containing fifty Plains Indian warrior drawings
dated 1880 according to a notation on one of the pages. Based on style, they
are Kiowa and largely the work of a single anonymous artist; however, four
are attributed to a second artist identified as Pah-bo (Buffalo Head), and three
others to another anonymous artist. The ledgerbook was owned by the artist
Julian Scott, who apparently collected it at the Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita
Agency in Oklahoma between 1890-1893, while he worked for the U.S. Census
Bureau preparing illustrations for the sumptuous volume of the 1890 census
published as Indians Taxes and Indians Not Taxes . .. (1894). Anonymous ink
notations throughout the volume identifying the subjects by tribe are judged
by the editor, Ronald McCoy, to be largely incorrect; he offers new identifications based primarily on style.
The special interest of these drawings, in addition to their considerable
aesthetic value, lies in the diversity of subjects and the detail of portrayal.
Distinctive tribal costumes representing Kiowa, Pawnee, Navajo, Osage, KiowaApache, Ute, and Caddo are carefully represented. In Plate 13, for example,
a Kiowa warrior is portrayed in the act of spearing a Pawnee war leader. The
Kiowa is dressed in a bear skin (complete with head) and carries a feathered
shield; the Pawnee is shown with his war medicine pipe and hawk skin slung
over his back. Over half the drawings depict intertribal warfare, while the
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others show dances (including the Kiowa Real Dog men's society dance),
religious rituals, hunting, and parades and other social events.
McCoy's introduction presents.a history of this ledgerbook and discusses
Plains Indian warrior art in general. McCoy also provides detailed and informative captions for the individual drawings, though these are written in popular,
not scholarly, style and avoid citations to the published literature. For scholars,
the book will serve as a primary source for the study of historic Plains Indian
life. It is an important addition to the corpus of published ledgerbook art.
Raymond J. DeMallie
Indiana University

The Way to Independence: Memories of a Hidatsa Indian Family, 1840-1920. By
Carolyn Gilman and Mary Jane Schneider. (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1987. xii + 371 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $40.00
cloth, $24.95 paper.)
This profusely illustrated volume is a catalogue of Minnesota Historical
Society's travelling exhibition of the same name. The exhibition is centered
around the work of Presbyterian minister-anthropologist Gilbert L. Wilson,
who between 1906 and 1912 gathered together artifacts, ethnographic information, and sketches and photographs documenting over a half a century of
the life of a Hidatsa (Gros Ventre) family settled at the town of Independence
on the Ft. Berthold reservation in North Dakota.
Wilson's informants, Buffalo Bird Woman, her brother Wolf Chief, and her
son Goodbird, provided Wilson with a wealth of information on Hidatsa culture, custom, and crafts, information Wilson painstakingly recorded in his
notebooks.
The story they told described the changes in Hidatsa lifestyle that occurred
between the 1860s and the early twentieth century. Despite the changes in the
material culture of this Hidatsa family, however, the theme of the exhibition
stresses the persistence of Hidatsa religious and social values that survived
uprooting, missionary activities, and schooling.
Along with photographs of the artifacts, collected by Wilson and other
anthropologists, as well as those unearthed in archaeological excavations, The
Way to Independence presents archaeological and ethnographic essays based on
Wilson's notebooks and on the research of others into Hidatsa ethnography
and prehistory. The volume also presents historical narratives detailing life on
the reservation at the turn of the century.
The adaptations and accommodations this Hidatsa family made to the new
lifestyle and to the white culture provide sometimes amusing, and often poignant reading. As an example of the former, some years after settling on the
reservation, Wolf Chief, the aging warrior and patriarch, took up the pen to
battle Washington bureaucracy by firing off a stream of complaint letters to
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, including one hundred missive in a single year.
Although Goodbird, who served as agency farmer, interpreter, and minister, felt positive about his future in the early teens, the village of Independence
fell victim to the Sloan-Pick project and disappeared under the flood waters
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of the dam in the 1950s. The Hidatsa felt keenly the obliteration of the place
where their ancestors had painstakingly built a new life-and the effects of
that disruption have still not fully disappeared.
This book preserves that history, and the history before the coming to
Independence. It is informative about Hidatsa lifestyle both prior and after
their arrival on the reservation, despite the writers' tendency to turn at times
to rhetoric when addressing as'pects of late nineteenth-century Indian policy.
The aspects of allotment are presented in a rather muddled fashion, and there
was indeed nothing "imagined" about Indian dependence and cultural decline
in the late nineteenth and the early twentieth century. On the whole, however,
this catalogue to what appears to be a meticulously curated exhibition, provides
informative reading as well as a visual treat.
Hana Samek
Albuquerque

The Good Red Road: Passages into Native America. By Kenneth Lincoln and Al
Logan Slagle. (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1987. xxiii + 271 pp. Illustrations.
$17.95 cloth, $10.95 paper.)
Like the porcupine who "goes backward in order to speculate safely on
the future," in The Good Red Road Kenneth Lincoln returns to Sioux country in
the middle seventies to speculate on the Lakota way of life. Several years
before publishing his first book, Native American Renaissance (1983), Lincoln led
an experimental travelling seminar composed of four students from UCLA,
where he teaches English and Native American studies. The small group, which
included Lincoln's young daughter, established a base camp in Jamestown,
North Dakota. From there they made forays onto nearby Sioux reservations
and south to the small town of Alliance, Nebraska, where Lincoln grew up
and was adopted into the Oglala Sioux. The group met with Lakota medicine
men and white cafe owners, with native alcoholism counsellors and Alliance
city councilmen; they participated in a sweat bath; they had encounters with
the ceremonial pipe; they shared in night-long rituals; and some went on a
guardian spirit quest. They were renewed and reeducated; they learned that,
like contemporary Lakota, they can "go home again," but they can't "go back"
(p. 172). Thus they met the "central issue" facing the contemporary Indian:
"what to fuse of the new and the old"(p. xxii). Yet enroute to Sioux country
via the Southwest, Lincoln heard a dubious forecast from a Hopi who told
him, "We'll do our ceremonies. We'll see then. Mebbe it all come crashes" (p.
13).

Lincoln portrays the seminar as a quest, wherein he and the students
sought to immerse themselves in the "real world" outside academia; to understand the spiritual path of the Lakota; and to relay their experiences to
those Americans who still see Indians as stereotypes frozen in the idyllic past
or the destitute present. The narrative succeeds for several reasons: Lincoln
allows the Oglala, Brule, Hopi, and others to speak for themselves; he shares
the tale with one of the students, Al Logan Slagle, a Cherokee who narrates
a crucial portion of the experience; and Lincoln recreates the events by casting
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them in the genre of Native American storytelling. As myth, The Good Red Road
moves in the rhythm of the native world, offering a pithy view of the "nowday" Indians.
Margaret Connell Szasz
University of New Mexico

Through Dakota Eyes: Narrative Accounts of the Minnesota Indian War of 1862. Edited
by Alan R. Woolworth and Gary Clayton Anderson.' (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1988. 316 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, appendix, index.
$24.95 cloth, $11.95 paper.)
The Dakota War of 1862 is usually remembered from the viewpoint of
white settlers caught in its first fury. Images of beleaguered refugees fleeing
the uprising suggest a war that pitted Indian against white along clear racial
lines.
Through Dakota Eyes offers a refreshingly different picture of the conflict.
Thirty-six narratives drawn from contemporary newspapers, historical collections, Court of Claims testimony, and late-in-life reminiscences, reflect the
views, experiences, hopes and fears of the people in the Dakota reservation
community. The narratives are arranged chronologically, following the causes
of the war and the initial fighting through Sibley's expedition to the plains
and the trial of the warriors by military commission. The editors' arrangement
of the selections also allows the reader to follow individual narratives from
beginning to end.
The main value of this book lies not in presenting "the Indian side of the
story"---only a handful of narratives come from warriors who willingly participated in the fighting. Rather, by drawing on narratives from full blood and
mixed blood members of the Dakota community, the book demonstrates that
there were many sides to the Indian story. The collection reminds us, in vividly
human terms, that this was not an Indian-white conflict with racial battle lines
firmly drawn: it became a bitter civil war within Dakota society, tearing at
kinship ties established over generations. Some mixed bloods and full bloods
favored the war; others supported the peace party; many wavered between,
victims of the war just as surely as the white settlers. As one Mdewakanton
woman told her daughter, "Everything was confusion. It was difficult to know
who was friend and who was foe" (p. 55). .
Following on the heels of Gary Anderson's Kinsmen ofAnother Kind: DakotaWhite Relations in the Upper Mississippi Valley, 1650-1862 (1984) and his biogJ,'aphy
Little Crow, Spokesman for the Sioux (1986), this volume adds significantly to our
appreciation of the causes, course, and complexities of the Minnesota Indian
War. Students of the war will find the book necessary reading; those with
broader interests have a rare opportunity to consider multiple views of a frontier conflict that divided and devastated the Dakota community.
Colin G. Calloway
University of Wyoming
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Renewing the World: Plains Indian Religion and Morality. By Howard L. Harrod.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1987. xiv + 213 pp. Notes, bibliography,
.
index. $22.50.)
World Renewal is a common concept in ceremonialism among many Indian
tribes in North America. It is rebirth that initiates a philosophical and traditional
connection to the old in a circular fashion that recycles itself. This inertia
represents the continuum of existence where native life deals with issues like
death as mere segments of Plains Indian religion. The core of this life is the
traditional beliefs that have guided plains Indian societies in cultural development and through time.
Drawing from four Northwestern Plains groups, Renewing the World: Plains
Indian Religion and Morality focuses particularly on cogent elements composing
the belief systems and ceremonialism of the Blackfeet, Crow, Arapaho, and
the Cheyenne, but not all plains tribes as its title might suggest. The inspiring
point of this study is how these plains tribes interpreted fundamental issues
that shaped their religion and behavior. Their social patterns as groups are
shaped by religion and it influences human relations. Although this study
addresses a fascinating subject, its important strength is revealing the plains
Indians' relationship with nature and animals-a kinship among all things.
This complex universal kinship can be examined at various levels of analysis
to find and understand the sources of their religion.
Chapter topics include retracing time, experiencing sacredness, world formation, evoking sacredness, people renewal, world renewal, and kinship among
beings. Considerable thought on the author's part is evident on various related
topics such as vision, power, cosmology, trickster, medicine bundle, morality,
medicine, kinship, and the Sun Dance. Discussions of these topics provoke
interest and provide valuable information. However, other key components
of general religious life were not included, such as the meanings of life and
death, existence after death, spirituality or soul, and purpose. On these points,
the book falls short.
Explaining how plains Indians viewed all of the above subjects in the
context of their religion would provide another dimension, but it would be a
difficult task to accomplish. Penetrating analysis is essential for an inSightful
understanding of plains Indian traditionalism, but this does not seem to be
the author's purpose. More interpretative meanings could be extrapolated, for
example, for religious purpose, mission, and lessons in the oral history creation
stories. These accounts are entertaining, but how is such knowledge a part of
traditional beliefs?
As an introduction to a serious subject, the book will whet readers' appetites for a greater comprehension of plains Indian religion. It is a welcomed
addition to plains Indians literature which usually focuses on wars with the
U.S. military and supervision of land. This study attempts to look into Northwestern plains Indian life to better understand these people whose beliefs
systems transcend time via world renewals.
Donald L. Fixico
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
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Beyond the Vision: Essays on American Indian Culture. By William K. Powers.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xxii + 197 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $27.95.)
A glance at this book's title might 'mistakenly lead one to think that these
seven essays are a mere synthesis of recent trends in American Indian cultures.
Instead, these essays, written between 1975 and 1984, take a creative step
toward a ful1er understanding of the rich cultural heritage of American Indians,
especially the plains tribes.
These essays are diverse and reflect Powers' long-term study of the different and unique aspects of plains cultures. The first essay is entitled "The
Vocable: An Evolutionary Perspective," in which he challenges the belief that
vocables exist only in non-technological cultures. Powers illustrates how they
are found in al1 cultures, somewhere between speech and song. The second
selection, "Regulating a War Dance: Nonverbal Cues Around an Aglala Drum,"
is a delightful narrative on the nonverbal communication system that has
evolved between dancer, drummer, and singer and establishes beginnings,
continuations, and endings to the drumming, dancing, and singing at the
wacipi. The employs the methodology of structuralism to construct chapter
five, "Dual Religious Participation: Stratagems of Conversions among the Lakota," in which his research provides a rational understanding to the question
of Sioux conversion to Christianity over time. Instead of dual participations,
Powers argues that the Lakota incorporated the church into their community
as an institution to provide the same functions as the tiyospaye.
The remaining essays treat sacred numbers, sacred art, and Lakota psychotherapy curing. His last essay, "Beyond the Vision: Trends Toward Ecumenicism in American Indian Religions," provides an excellent summation of
the influences that tribal world views have had on the western world. Many
wil1 be uncomfortable with this essay because Powers forceful1y criticizes the
conventional and comfortable images of Indians that are commonly held. For
instance, Powers assesses Black Elk as just "another medicine men-a term
which, incidental1y, connotes for the [Lakota] old-timers both good and bad
points" (p. 164). His assessment is based upon the notion that, in the end, to
understand Black Elk is to understand the culture that he represents; after all,
the Lakota believe that the self is subordinate to the group.
This collection of essays is entertaining, informative, and provocative.
They clearly reflect Powers' belief in persistence and continuity in the Lakota
world. Many will refute his summaries, but proving him wrong will be another
matter.
Richmond L. Clow
University of Montana

History of Indian Arts Education in Santa Fe: The Institute of American Indian Arts
With Historical Background 1890-1962. By Winona Garmhausen. (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 1988. 144 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $15.95 paper.)
An elusive and complex topic, Indian arts education is fraught with consensus and controversy, feast and famine, saints and sinners. Winona Garmhausen focuses on both the myth and the reality that surround the development
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of a training center for young Indian artists. From a feeble heritage evolving
out of the United States Indian Industrial School in Santa Fe between 1890 and
1932, continuing through many years within the Santa Fe Indian School from
1930 to 1962, and culminating with its recent existence as the Institute of
American Indian Arts (lAIA) in Santa Fe, Garmhausen describes how dedication and vision encouraged the preservation of Native American culture.
Revealing the conflict faced at every turn by the stalwart advocates of
Indian arts education, Garmhausen's major villains become the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, whose regional offices controlled the purse strings; the federal
bureaucracy, which hindered staffing efforts for an advanced post-secondary
curriculum; and the All-Pueblo Council, which resented the progressive loss
of control over what it considered to be its school, one which it envisioned as
an all-Indian vocational and high school.
Confrontation grew around the significance of curriculum development
for Indian training in the arts, Garmhausen's major focus. On one side were
the advocates of an arts curriculum grounded in Indian culture and history
with the goal of a college program based on Indian needs. The opposition saw
arts education as an elitist form of catering to students with only an interest
in art. It claimed arts education was not productive because only a few would
be successful enough to support themselves, and it believed that training in
the arts was suitable only for welfare and problem children, a last attempt to
correct community situations.
The author's stance is never in question, such as when she points to the
tumultuous early years evolving into something of a "golden period" during
the early and middle sixties when domestic and foreign news media promoted
the school's program and faculty members such as Allan and Ann Houser,
Louis Ballard, and Fritz Scholder gained renown in the art world.
Garmhausen correctly points out the correlation between the tides of fortune affecting the IAIA's history and the changes in public sensitivity toward
cultural pluralism, the rise in Indian militancy with the formation of the American Indian Movement, and the public sense of perceived financial priorities
which brought on drastic budget cuts in the late 1970s.
Gaps still remain in our knowledge of Indian arts education in Santa Fe.
Future work on the subject should include discussion and interpretation of the
scope of student art work. Even more important is whether specific conclusions
can be made regarding the advantage of a separate school for Indian artists or
for any other minority group.
The work is a clarification of the status of the IAIA and its role in the
recent history of Indian arts. We learn that the IAIA was not another concealed
attempt to absorb the Indian into the dominant society. While not written to
be a pivotal work in Indian history, the work does provide material that adds
a new depth of understanding to the elusive, somewhat mystical, subject of
Indian arts education. In addition, Garmhausen exhibits a talent for clear and
concise narrative writing.
Robert F. Schrader
Oak Grove, Kentucky
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The Predicament of Culture: Twentieth-Century ~thnography, Literature, and Art. By
James Clifford. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988. xii + 381 pp.
Illustrations, chart, bibliography, index. $30.00 cloth, $15.95 paper.)
James Clifford occupies a somewhat unusual position in contemporary
anthropology. He might be described as a resident intellectual critic. Two
similar people come to mind: Milton Singer and Ernest Gellner, both of whom
came into ethnology from philosophy. Clifford's background is mainly in literary criticism and, like the others just mentioned, he has had a healthy
influence on modern ethnography, raising the standards of description and
bringing to bear ideas from related disciplines. But where Singer and Gellner
eventually undertook fieldwork (in India and Africa, respectively), Clifford has
maintained a critical distance from the field and confined himself to the analysis
of texts and museum exhibits.
It is good to have Clifford's seminal essays reprinted in this convenient
volume. The well-known "On Ethnographic Authority" and "On Ethnographic
Surrealism" as well as the discussion of M. Griaule and the comparison of B.
Malinowski with Joseph Conrad are here. Only passing references are made
to M. Leenhardt, but Clifford's book on this fascinating figure (Person and Myth,
University of California Press, 1982) is still available, as are his essays in Writing
Culture (J. Clifford and G. Marcus, eds., University of California Press, 1986).
The two chapters on art collections will be of interest mainly to museologists
and other specialists in "tribal arts," but Clifford's review of E. Said's Orientalism
turns into a wide-ranging critique of anthropology, including the suggestion
that "the culture concept has served its time" and that it should be "transcended" by a less ethnocentric notion of discourse or dialogue (p. 274). This
.leads into a rather rambling essay on "Identity in Mashipee" that deals, almost
journalistically, with the "construction of ethnicity."
I have skipped over the four brief chapters on French literary figures
(originally published during 1984-85 in TLS and the journals Conjunctions,
Hambone, and Sulfur). They touch on familiar themes but I do not feel competent
to discuss them. Like the introduction, however, which meditates on some
verses of William Carlos Williams, they appear to be directed to a narrower
audience than the other works in this collection.
Clifford has clearly shown us the "predicament" of anthropology in the
late twentieth century as the voices of the Other demand to be heard, and he
has suggested some directions we might take. But there are signs that his
interest in continuing as ethnology's resident critic may be flagging. His lackluster performance as a discussant at the 1988 meeting of the American Anthropological Association (in Phoenix, Arizona) could, of course, have been
due to illness or the altitude, but he is beginning to repeat a familiar tune.
Clifford is too creative a thinker to do this for long. If he now turns to different
pastures, we should be thankful for his stimulating discussions of the central
issues in (post-) modern ethnography. Alternatively, we may invite him to
undergo the ritual ordeal of fieldwork (not just as an observer in a Mashipee,
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Massachusetts courtroom) and to become, like Singer and Gellner, "one of
us."

Philip K. Bock
University of New Mexico

Ancestral Voice: Conversations with N. Scott Momaday. By Charles L. Woodard.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xii + 229 pp. Illustrations, notes,
index. $19.95.)
Scott Momaday, writer, poet, painter, and mystic, is also an unusually
reflective thinker as revealed in Ancestral Voice: Conversations with N. Scott Momaday by Charles Woodard. These conversations took place in Tucson, Aspen,
and on a trip to the northern plains when Woodard, a professor in South
Dakota State University, and scholar specializing in Momaday's works, met
Momaday so they could travel over the country about which so much had
been written and discussed between them. To Woodard's immense credit, his
part of the conversation is collegial. That is to say, he participates with Momaday in the discussions; he is not a reporter and not a groupie. So the book
comes off exceedingly well: it is mature; it is informative; and it is easy and
interesting reading.
Momaday is a profoundly deep thinker and this book shows the depth of
his thought while in the process of writing and painting. The portrait we have
here is a reflective person, a man who does not let ideas escape without
surrendering theirnuances, a man wholly dedicated to understanding life and
extracting meaning from it. The conversations sketch out the enjoyment that
Momaday gets from ideas. Here is where he is quite different from most modern
American intellectuals and writers, in his sheer enjoyment of ideas. For Momaday does not flaunt his knowledge nor does he merely recite ideas for the
sake of ~onversation. Rather he links things together as they make sense to
him, totally unconcerned about the respectability of such linkages, and totally
absorbed in trying to .find what it is that makes up the permanent experiences
of human life.
This book is not, however, a tedious exploration of poetic ideas. Momaday
relishes the seemingly trivial as well as the philosophic. He returns again and
again in his conversations to the saga of Billy the Kid, a character who haunts
his literary imagination as fully as do his Indian characters. His delightful
recitation of some of the facts of Billy's life is carried off as skillfully as his
analysis of why the Northern Plains holds such a grip on the energies and
imaginations of people. It is this mixture of unlikely subjects, deep insights
and casual throw-away remarks, that makes this book such a gem. It is must
reading of the reader who wants to understand not just Scott Momaday but
what it means to be a mature, reflective, responsible human being. They are
in the case of this man the same thing.
Vine Deloria, Jr.
University of Arizona
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Frontier's End: The Life and Literature of Harvey Fergusson. By Robert F. Gish.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xv + 363 pp. Illustrations, notes,
appendix, index. $35.00.)
Frontier's End is a literary biography of the New Mexico-born writer Harvey
Fergusson (1890-1971). Robert F. Gish admits that he has "reinvented Fergusson's life, his art, and their relationship" by way of attempting a "reciprocal
illumination" of his subject's life and works (p. x). Thus what we have in hand
is a carefully researched and thoroughly engaged interpretation of both Harvey
Fergusson's own story and his many stories.
The context of Fergusson's life and art, Gish tells us, was "the end of the
American frontier and Fergusson's longing for modern substitutes" (p. 333).
In the year of his birth the western frontier had been symbolically closed and
Fergusson would later feel compelled both in his life and in his writings to
confront the frontier's replacement, the cities. At first he iconoclastically attacked the new, tawdry west and, later, he would romanticize an older, better
time and place. Fergusson Thought of New Mexico's past as "a refuge for the
romantic imagination," as he tells us in Rio Grande (1933), so even his "historical" writings were more concerned with what he considered to be psychological rather than mere factual veracity.
Fergusson as a person comes across in this book as a rather unpleasant
man. He was a loner who shirked responsibility for just about everything but
his writing. His iconoclasm was sullen and not at all singular. He was an ardent
womanizer in his younger days and a querulous old man for whom the 1960s
sexual liberalization came too late. Gish comments that Fergusson "perpetuated
a version of himself" (p. x) in his diaries as well as in his novels (all of which
Gish seems to have carefully gleaned) yet Fergusson did not thereby make
himself very sympathetic. A restless and often troubled man whose frequent
traveling verged on the compulsive, Fergusson comes across as a vexing and
irksome individual, a "lone rider" (p. 105) who might best be left alone.
As a writer, Fergusson never achieved the critical and popular success for
which he yearned. Even his most substantial works such as Wolf Song (1927),
Home in the West (1944), Grant of Kingdom (1950), and Conquest of Don Pedro
(1954) are now mostly forgotten even though Lawrence Clark Powell, in a
posthumous appraisal of Fergusson's works, asserted that the best ot'them
provided for their readers "the quintessence of New Mexico" (p. 334).
Fergusson believed that his destiny was, above all, to write (p. 310). Words
were his way of coming to terms with his own life as well as the changing life
and times of his native region and his nation. A "preoccupation with words
and writing" (p. 115) shaped Fergusson's adult life as if by manipulating them
he might conjure up an explanation for his own existence. To get that explanation right, he retold his own story (or parts of it) time and again through
his fictionaUhistorical characters.
Gish concludes that Harvey Fergusson "staked out a bit of immortality,
left his own mapping of where he had been" (p. 335) hoping-as all writers
must-that others would care where and who he had been. This biography
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tells us a lot about Fergusson and his published works and unpublished materials but it cannot quite make its reader care much about Harvey Fergusson.
John C. Scott

St. Martin's College

Range Wars: Heated Debates, Sober Reflections, and Other Assessments of Texas Writing. Edited by Tom Pilkington and Craig Clifford. (Dallas: Southern Methodist
University Press, 1989. xvii + 188 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $22.50 cloth,
$10.95 paper.)
It started innocently enough. An article, then a book by A. C. Greene
called The 50 Best Books on Texas. This was followed by Larry McMurtry with
an article in The Texas Obseroer misnamed (by him) "Ever a Bridegroom." He
meant to say "Bridesmaid," but no matter, it was the text of the article that
was like the sting of a challenger's glove on the self-satisfied cheek of Texas
letters. By stating, in essence, that it was doubtful there were 50 good book
on Texas, McMurtry told Texas authors to leave the farms and rancher's and
write about urban society where the people now are. He pointed out that some
of the Texas literary emperors were less than fully clothed and, whatever else
the subsequent debate has done, it is fairly clear that never again will Texas
mistake folklore for literature. For all the good stories told by those early arbiters
of Texas literary taste, J. Frank Dobie, Walter Prescott Webb and Roy Bedichek,
there could no longer be any doubt that from them to, say, any major Southern
writer, was a substantial climb. This book, edited and contributed to by Craig
Clifford and Tom Pilkington, contains the original two broadsides in the war
which is not over yet. (McMurtry must have been writing his Pulitzer Prize
winning horse opera Lonesome Dove while telling other Texas authors to get in
their cars and go to the city.)
There are some six other articles of varying degrees of perception. Actually
they are all good in their own way: Celia Morris has a good article on feminism
and Texas letters and Marshall Terry pours oil in the teapot of Texas letters
with a level-headed and conciliatory piece. But, to me, Jose Limon in "A Southern Renaissance for Texas Letters" comes closest to explaining why Texas literature falls short of Southern literature. He says, "Texas has simply not furnished
cultural metaphorical depth for its writers." By this I think he means, in part,
that the displaced, disenfranchised Blacks, Hispanics and Indians never affected the Texas literary conscience the way the Black experience in the South
touched every southern writer of note from William Faulkner on down. Even
A. C. Greene, who wants to extol the best in Texas literature, recognizes this
by comparing Texas with New Mexico. He says, "Unfortunately, Texas has not
furnished indigenous material for great novels like LaFarge's Laughing Boy,
Frank Waters's The Man Who Killed the Deer, or Bandelier's Delight Makers, as
did New Mexico. It has drawn out no Death Comes for the Archbishop, and few
products comparable to Richard Bradford's Red Sky at Morning."
This entertaining book brings the relevant pieces of the new criticism
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under one cover so that, read all at once, we can see Texas criticism coming
of age. If superior criticism results in superior literature, we will all benefit.
Riley Parker
Santa Fe

Frog Mountain Blues. By Charles Bowden. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
1987. 165 pp. Illustrations, map, bibliography. $19.95.)
"I am no good at theories," Charles Bowden wrote in 1986 in his justly
praised Blue Desert, an explosive account of living in a decadent and frenzied
Southwest. But he is very good at capturing indelibly the pulse of a modem
Southwest and its ancient land. Just as Blue Desert relentlessly interlaced the
peculiarities of urban Southwest life and landscape, Frog Mountain Blues-a
book about the Santa Catalina mountain range bordering Tucson and known
to the Papago as Frog Mountain-is as much about Sunbelt cities (Tucson as
exemplar) as it is about "nature." As in Blue Desert, Bowden's narrative is
discursive, yet unified by a compelling subjectivity that instantly captures the
reader. And while his passionate defense of wildness is familiar, more remarkable is Bowden's compassion toward those who have taken" part in the
taming of the Catalinas. The cowboy Buster Bailey, who has spent his life
extracting a living from the Catalinas, tells Bowden that the mountain has been
"the beauty thing of my life" (p. 49). Later, however, he snaps, "I don't know
why they should sacrifice the country for these goddamn backpackers" (p. 62).
Bowden is a master at conveying these subtleties, at revealing a hierarchy of
exploitation.
Frog Mountain Blues is a beautiful book, a part of a cycle from one of the
very best writers in the Southwest. The conception and production of the book
by the UA Press is impeccable. Graced by Jack Dykinga's color photographs,
the volume combines the beauty of a large format art book with the seriousness
of a monograph: it is a wonderful and surprising achievement.
Bowden is no theorist and is not a policy student. He is a moralist, so an
absolutist cast to his writing about the Catalinas-rip up the highway, tear
down the cabins, Bowden counsels-is not unexpected and rarely veers into
smug solipsism. And yet discernible as well is a fine sense of dialectic, of forces
in conflict as the Southwest is transformed into a vulgar Sunbelt we still,
amazingly, love. Bowden understands that history and nature are inseparable;
that man inscribes himself in nature and is in tum formed by that inscription.
"We cannot use wild ground without diminishing it" (p. 139). And without
diminishing ourselves. This understanding structures Frog Mountain Blues as
Bowden's narrative details his own experience of the range-hiking it, meditating on it, getting frozen on it-and his encounters with the mountain men:
Buster Bailey, thePapago Eleasar Celeya, and the developers who have sought
fortune from the mountain. In understanding the mountain range as a tableau
of human aspiration and destiny, Bowden's judgment elevates his nature writing to a rare form of social critique.
There is a Fin d'epoque feeling to Frog Mountain Blues: the utilitarian dreams
of the past-to mine the mountain, to log it and graze it, to tum it into a
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resort---can no longer be sustained. "I come here from my city," Bowden writes
(p. 124), "to relish a terrain that has been grievously wounded ... " The old
laissez-faire exploitation (summer cabins, ski resort, sawmill) had a certain
charm and innocence. But now, threatened by the intensified scale of urban
development, the Catalinas serve a new order of public need. Before Frog
Mountain is thoroughly vandalized by new power of population and technique,
the mountain must be saved-privileged-as an act of grace to ourselves. "If
Frog Mountain is saved, the city will always have one thing that we cannot
create ourselves. A place that mocks the safe limits of our own imagination.
A place that does not obey" (p. 148).
Critics may carp that Bowden's prescriptions are silly and elitist, but he
understands that mountains are a source of transcendence. More than a mere
history of the Catalinas, Bowden offers us a vision of the sublime protected
from the banalities of urban Southwest culture, and therein lies an ethic we
really ought not disregard.
Joseph c. Wilder
University of Arizona

Hoein' the Short Rows. Edited by Francis Edward Abernethy. (Dallas: Southern
Methodist University Press, 1988. xvi + 238 pp. Illustrations, notes, index.
$19.95.)
In his preface, editor and compiler Francis E. Abernethy explains his title
and the direction of his latest edition of the Texas Folklore Society's annual
publication. When growing up on a farm he dreaded hoeing the rows that
stretched to the horizon, but the short rows at the edge of the field seemed
easier. So it is with this miscellany. The short articles and quick changes of
subject make the reading pleasurable, quick, and easy.
The tone for the volume is set by Joyce Roach's chapter, "A High Toned
Woman," in which she describes the matriarchs of rural churches who served
as social arbitrars of their communities. Charlie aden discussed the insider's
language of railroad folk in "The Lingo of the Espee," and Kenneth Davis
showed in words and pictures what manner of change man can affect on a
standard pickup truck. This kind of eclectic approach continues with Jack
Welch's discussion of Texas baptistery paintings, especially concentrating on
art in Baptist and Church of Christ churches; John O. West's discussion of
burial practices in the Southwest; Joe S. Graham's treatment of Mexican-American lime kilns; Edward C. Rowland's portrayal of the discovery of oil in West
Texas; Jim Harris' story of the rules of cockfighting; Lawrence Clayton's touching discussion of family remembrances; Paul Patterson's description of the
catching of a horse; Al Lowman's remembrance of a relative's church experiences; Lora B. Garrison's description of hog drovers; Mrs. John Q. Anderson's
memories of growing up, and as a grown up, remembering a foundling; Ernest
B. Speck's description of brush arbor revivals; Palmer Olsen's childhood recollections; and two articles on cowboy poetry by Guy Logsdon and Elton Miles.
All are well written, but as the title suggests, some of the rows are shorter
than others. Particularly entertaining and informative are the articles by aden,
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West, Graham, Rowland, Harris, and Garrison. But those I liked best were
Roach's explanation, defense, and grudging identification with High Toned
women; Patterson's gifted styling and wit in the description of catching a horse;
Clayton's touching story of his family, and especially Al Lowman's "Elephant
Ears in the Churchyard:' possibly because I have been in some of the churches
he describes and know people like his relatives. For that reason I also identify
with Speck's "Summer Revival," because I have enjoyed and endured my share
of them, along with the various Vacation Bible Schools offered by the competitive but cooperative churches of Burkeville, Texas, in the 1940s. I suppose
they still do it.
Ab's latest miscellany is appropriately dedicated to Martha Emmons of
Waco, Texas, because "for sixty-four years [she] has served and instructed and
entertained the Society. She has guarded its virtue with staunch Baptist morality and has cherished its children with Christian love." Now there is a real
High Toned woman, but with a twinkle in her eye that would dim one of
aden's Espee locomotive highlights.
Archie P. McDonald
Stephen F. Austin State University

"Along the Rio Grande": Cowboy Jack Thorp's New Mexico. Edited by Peter White
and Mary Ann White. (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, 1989. 225 pp. Illustrations,
notes. $24.95 cloth, $11.95 paper.)
Jack Thorp probably would have approved of today's revival in cowboy
poetry, for he is credited with being the first to begin collecting authentic
cowboy songs and publishing them, even before his Texas rival, John A. Lomax.
He was also the composer of one of the most popular and often recorded
cowboy songs, Little Joe the Wrangler, for which he was seldom credited in his
own time and for which to his dismay he received no royalties.
Eastern-born and Harvard-educated, Thorp came west at nineteen, training polo ponies in New Mexico and riding them in New York during polo
season. He cowboyed for the Bar W Ranch in Lincoln County from 1886 to
1889 and fell in whole-heartedly with the open-range life. To the time of his
death in 1940, he was torn between the literary world of his upbringing and
the outdoor life of his adopted West. He ranched, worked as a civil engineer
and went to Peru on an abortive railroad-building venture, paying his return
passage by shoveling coal on a steamship. He was also a cattle inspector for
the State of New Mexico.
In 1908 he privately printed his first collection of cowboy songs and in
1921 published through Houghton Mifflin his 101 Songs of the Cowboys. His
book Tales of the Chuck Wagon was first printed in 1926, and his classic Pardner
of the Wind was published posthumously in 1941.
In the final years of his life he became involved in the New Mexico Federal
Writers' Program under the depression-era WPA. For him it was a frustrating
'experience. He was shabbily treated after putting more than three years of
work into a writing project that because of bureaucratic mismanagement was
never published.
'
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Much of that work, hidden away in government files for fifty years, has
finally surfaced in this new collection by the Whites. It is a miscellany of New
Mexico life from the 1880s into the early decades of this century. An early part
amounts almost to a textbook on ranching of that period and the way early
open-range roundups were conducted, based on his own experience.
Thorp recounted stories of gold and silver mines, treasures found and
lost, the greed and violence in that frontier scene. Another section of the book
is devoted to outlaws he knew or knew about, including Billy the Kid and
Black Jack Ketchum, for whom he had no regard, and Clay Allison, in whom
he saw redeeming qualities.
Most interesting are character sketches of people he knew, such as Mother
Julian, who ran a hotel in Capitan and crowned her abusive husband with a
heavy pan of egg custard; the Ozane stage stand owner who paid off his herders
by shooting them, keeping their wages in his own pocket; and the sporting
woman known as Gold Heels, who arrived in White Oaks on horseback one
winter day wearing a short dancehall outfit, gilt slippers and an army officer's
greatcoat. Many stories involve the old Spanish and Mexican families, for
whom Thorp had admiration and respect. He was contemptuous of the newcomers who did not share that regard.
The writing style is less than literary and the spelling of names and places
sometimes haphazard, but the stories are like a voice out of the past, telling
of a time and bygone way of life beyond the memory of most people now
living.
It is good that it has not remained forever buried in federal filing cabinets.
Elmer Kelton
San Angelo, Texas

Rangelands. Edited by Bruce A. Buchanan. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1988. viii + 89 pp. Charts, tables, bibliography. $22.50.)
Community Grazing: Practice and Potential in New Mexico. By Clyde Eastman and
James R. Gray. xiii + 176 pp. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1987. Maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
The rangelands or marginal-use lands in the West have presented a persistent problem. The challenge of putting them to economical use has also
presented opportunity for debate, study, and research, even promoting the
development of a branch of agricultural study called range science and management. The subject of range science more accurately describes the group of
papers brought together by editor Bruce A. Buchanan. They address"... some
of the reasons contributing to the changes in grazing systems, watershed
protection, wildlife management and rangeland economics." These essays are
part of a symposium sponsored by the Committee on Desert and Arid Zones
Research of the Southwestern and Rocky Mountain Division of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
Management of ranges under modern conditions attempts to foster forage
production for livestock, for game, and protection of watersheds, and more
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recently recreational values. Again as the editor writes, "The challenge of the
twenty-first century is to restore and protect the productivity of rangeland
communities while enhancing environmental values." Unfortunately the two
have not always been compatible. The scope of the brief essays on rangelands
are indicated by their titles: William D. Krueger of Oregon State University,
"Nature, History, and Ownership"; Rex D. Peiper, New Mexico State University, "Grazing Systems and Management"; M. Karl Wood, New Mexico State
University, "Rangelands: Watershed and Erosion Control"; Jerran T. Flinders,
Brigham Young University, "Essential Habitatfor Wildlife"; Raymond A. Evans,
USDA Agricultural Research Service, Reno, "Plant Manipulation"; John M.
Fowler and James R. Gray, New Mexico State University, "Rangeland Economics in the Arid West."
A careful reading of these thoughtful essays affords a grasp of where range
management and science has been, where it is today, and where it might help
lead range enterprises in the future. The Evans essay on plant manipulation
makes the good point that reduction in numbers of livestock is not an automatic
guarantee to achieve desired vegetational growth types. Often damage is irreparable without aggressive intervention that may ultimately be too costly.
Flinders' essay on "Habitat for Wildlife" reminds the reader than Dyksterhuis's
concept of "range condition trend': is the starting point in habitat studies. The
entire collection shows the interrelationship of resources: water, soil, wildlife,
and forage. M. Karl Wood's essay on "Watershed and Erosion Control" makes
the point that, "Ironically, runoff and erosion studies began on rangelands
before those on crop and forest lands and at locations farther west. The situation emphasizes the severity of the problems of abuse on rangelands" (p.
31). This same essay notes the recent emergence of more lax environmental
policies by the Reagan Administration, Le., considering the Water Pollution
Act of 1956 merely advisory and dismissing various violations with the reprimand, "that it is not nice to pollute" (p. 39).
Also concerned with productivity of the range is the book Community
Grazing Practice and Potential that reads much like a 'government report. It
concentrates on a management system rather than applied science. The history
of community land ownership, especially grazing lands, is carefully presented
in the New Mexico context and history. The authors have a general interest,
perhaps even a commitment to, community range practices. Some would term
them pre-capitalist range economics or graiing systems, which are tradition
based, and attempting to survive into the modern world. The authors desperately want to say "yes" they can survive and should survive, but there is
a gnawing suspicion that the "should" is the more compelling argument. Ultimately they conclude, "Much of what we have put forward here suggests
that economic development and cultural community may be more compatible
than is often assumed" (p. 148). They t~ke one more step and say change must
be gradual. There seems to be in this conclusion more safety than dynamism,
but dynamic change is a disruptor, and perhaps, in our times of great change
there should be refuges from the overbearing forces of the modern world. Data
presented here suggest that community grazing under proper direction can
bring economically beneficial results and that there are other ways of making
the range pay besides the celebrated individualized ranch operation. The course
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is fraught with many hazards (most obviously, the tragedy of the commons),
but the underlying message is that there are cultural rewards which cannot be
measured entirely in dollars and cents.
William D. Rowley
University of Nevada, Reno

The Year America Discovered Texas: Centennial '36. By Kenneth B. Ragsdale. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1987. xxi + 325 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $18.95.)
The 1936 Centennial marked a turning point in Texas history, attracting
thousands of out-of-state visitors who discovered Texas as a modern reality
rather than the never-never-land of myth. The first World's Fair in the Southwest, the Centennial brought over 6,000,000 people to the Central Exposition
in Dallas and served as a tremendous economic boon to the host city during
the Great Depression. Patriotism and commercialism comprised the dual theme
of the Exposition, with Texas history and the Texas experience the central
thread. Kenneth Ragsdale never lets his reader forget that most of the nation
harbored a great curiosity about the Lone Star State and still perceived it as a
land of vastoness and mystery, since romantic images dominated the fictional
narratives in books, films, and radio.
Discussion on a Centennial celebration began in Texas during 1923, but
an official planning committee was not convened for another eight years. An
amendment to the state constitution became necessary to authorize the legislature to appropriate $3 million toward funding the giant celebration, which
included historical markers, parades, fiestas, pageants, and reunions throughout the state. The San Jacinto Battlefield memorial, the Hall of State, and the
Texas Memorial Museum were constructed as part of the Centennial commemoration, as well as the reconstruction of the Old Store Fort in Nacogdoches. A Texas Centennial Press Train, headed by Governor James V. Allred,
made a seventeen-city national tour amid vast publicity. Dallas, which had far
less to recommend it historically than either San Antonio or Houston, was
selected as the site of the Central Exposition largely because of its aggressive
civic leadership and organized base of community support. The city did possess
a major asset in the facilities of the State Fair of Texas, along with forty-six
years of previous fair experience.
Ragsdale has written a straightforward, low-keyed narrative, making
boosterism and the bizarre understandable through skilled interpretation. He
occasionally becomes overly enthralled with minutia that contributes little to
the bigger picture. For. instance, he tells us that Melissa Cook, director of
research, flew to Austin on Braniff Airways on an afternoon flight that required
one hour and thirty minutes and cost $11, but returned to Dallas via Pullman
service, which required six hours and thirty minutes and cost $8.89. In a book
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bursting with such detail, the reader sometimes feels inundated. On the overall, however, The Year America Discovered Texas adds up to an enthralling study
in popular culture, one of significance for historians of the Southwest.
Ronald L. Davis
Southern Methodist University

Texas High Sheriffs. By Thad Sitton. (Austin: Texas Monthly Press, 1988. xiv +
279 pp. Illustrations, bibliography. $17.95.)
To many Americans, law enforcement is synonymous with the county
sheriff. This is especially true in rural areas. In the present volume, Thad Sitton
presents the recollections of eleven twentieth-century sheriffs of the Lone Star
State. Although an associate editor with Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Sitton is
an active writer and oral historian. Among his publications are Oral History:
A Guide for Teachers and Ringing the Children In: Texas Country Schools.
The eleven sheriffs included in Texas High Sheriffs served roughly in the
half-century from 1920-70. Several began law enforcement careers as deputies
or in related work. One sheriff, Jim Scarborough III of Kleberg County, still
served at the time of his interview in 1986. One female, Loretta Fenton of
Coleman County, is included. She served as deputy and jailor to her husband,
H. F. Fenton. Thad Sitton permitted his subjects to range freely, and the reader
will be surprised at the many topics of discussion. Subject matter includes
electioneering techniques, policing oil fields in the 1920s and 1930s, the search
for moonshiners, and the tricks of manhunting. One sheriff, Jess Sweeten of
Henderson County, had a brush with the notorious Clyde Barrow and Bonnie
Parker. Several sheriffs recall the financial stringencies of the Depression Era
and the difficulty in obtaining new equipment such as car radios.
While the sheriffs recognized the value of advanced techniques and equipment in their offices, it is apparent that these county lawmen continued to
administer their shrievalties in the nineteenth-eentury tradition. As Frank Brunt,
sheriff of Cherokee County, observed, this office required much "common
sense" (p. 134). These officers almost uniformly lament the restrictions as to
rights of prisoners and other limitations upon lawmen in the 1960s, although
they do not doubt the good intentions of lawmakers. Texas High Sheriffs is a
revealing, sometimes startling, insight into an area of law enforcement-the
county~ften disregarded in favor of urban policing. The interviewees often
speak frankly and reveal a world that was sometimes brutal, callous, and
tinctured with racial prejudice. The editor, Thad Sitton, perhaps permitted too
much freedom. Aside from his informative introduction, the reader is left with
unedited and unannotated interviews. The content of the interviews naturally
reflects the desires of the subjects. Little is said about the duties of serving the
courts and relations with judges. The sheriffs ramble considerably about the
pursuit of moonshiners and affection for their maJlhunting dogs. The absence
of a bibliography and index also hinders the reader. Nonetheless, this book
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provides some entre into an aspect of twentieth-century law enforcement that
is often ignored.
Larry D. Ball
Arkansas State University

Mexican American Biographies: A Historical Dictionary, 1836-1987. By Matt S. Meier.
(Westport: Greenwood Press, 1988. ix + 270 pp. Appendixes, index. $45.00.)
Matt S. Meier's work will help to remedy the lack of biographical reference
works focusing on the Mexican American community. The dictionary contains
some 270 biographies of prominent men and women from fields such as politics, education, the arts, business and the military. There are a number of
historical figures included in the compilation, although the majority of the
biographees are persons born in this century. The individual biographies are
arranged alphabetically, and concisely convey information on the subjects' vital
statistics, professional lives and accomplishments. In some cases the notorious
(for example, Juan V. Corona) as well as the notable are included. Each biography ends with suggestions for further reading, except in cases where
published works do not exist. The dictionary is easy to use, with an index
listing individuals alphabetically, by field(s) of endeavor and state.
While the dictionary is a valuable research tool, the author's assertion that
the reader will "encounter a fairly complete history of the Mexican American
experience" (p. ix) in the dictionary overstates the case. The prominentes included in the dictionary are by definition exceptional rather than typical individuals. They represent significant achievement in the Hispanic community.
Women are underrepresented in the biographies, probably because the criteria
for inclusion highlight public and professional roles not traditionally filled by
women. Family information, which might have provided a valuable insight
into the Chicano experience, is considered relevant only to the extent that it
reflects on public service or professional life. Still, the biographies reflect a
diversity of backgrounds and experiences, providing an illustration of the
complexity of the Mexican American community in the United States.
Victoria H. Cummins
Austin College

Chicano Ethnicity. By Susan E. Keefe and Amado M. Padilla. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1987. x + 238 pp. Maps, charts, tables,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $22.50 cloth, $11.95 paper.)
In their examination of Chicano ethnicity, the authors have contributed a
great deal to the study and understanding of a little understood but very
significant cultural group in the United States, Americans of Mexican ancestry.
Based on a very thorough study of three Southern California communities,
various theories of race relations are tested, and new theories and indicators
are developed. Some modifications to intergroup relations theories are suggested, and the methodology of relevant social science research is elucidated,
resulting in an enhanced comprehension of Chicano culture.
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Major theories of acculturation and assimilation are rejected as explanations of the Chicano culture. Instead, a complex, multidimensional "neopluralist" theory is posited which better explains the development and status of
the Chicano culture. However, even this theory has some limitations in grappling with the variation and complexity of the Chicano culture and the process
of social accommodation.
The investigators, a psychologist and an anthropologist, apply mainly
sociological research techniques to their study. Three waves of interviews are
utilized in each of the three communities. The first is a relatively brief baseline
mass survey; the second uses a sample extracted from the first and is much
more lengthy and comprehensive; and the third phase is a serie~ of intensive
personal interviews with a sample of 46 participants from the second wave.
This interdisciplinary mixture of survey and participant observation methodologies produces a great treasure of quantitative as well as qualitative data
which provides many insights into contemporary Chicano culture.
Analysis of this data generated three "super factors" which explain the
process of Chicano social adaptation. These three factors are (1) cultural awareness, i.e., knowledge of the culture of Mexico; (2) ethnic loyalty, or Chicanos'
subjective identification with their ethnic culture and co-ethnics; and (3) ethnic
social orientation, which emphasizes the social context in which ethnic change
takes place. Cultural awareness by Mexican Americans declines precipitously
between the first and second generation and continues to decline at a moderate
rate. However, ethnic loyalty declines only slightly between the first two generations and then maintains itself at an almost stable rate. Interaction with
others of Mexican descent (ethnic social orientation) decreases between the
first and second generation but then stabilizes at a fairly high level. Through
statistical analysis, five cluster types emerge which correlate to varying and
descending combinations of the cultural awareness and ethnic loyalty super
factors. These individual "ideal" types are also highly correlated to generation.
Individuals are categorized into cluster types that range from unacculturated/
high ethnic identity to acculturated/low ethnic identity.
Four chapters contain detailed case studies of several respondents who
represent the five cluster types. These interviews reveal the multidimensionality and extreme complexity of ethnicity and its manifestation as individuals
interact with their environment. An unintended result is the revelation of how
much social researchers must force categorization and simplification of the
human experience when survey research is used. In-depth personal interviews
and case studies bring back the enriching complexity of reality.
One of the few problems with this study is the claim that generalization
applies to the Chicano population as a whole. These samples come from three
southern California cities less than 60 miles from each other. Nationally, Chicanos exhibit great variation from locale to locale based upon period of immigration to the United States and the social context in which Chicanos find
themselves, depending upon their particular settlement areas, history, tradition, and socioeconomic status. The authors themselves admit Chicano culture
is very much subject to "situational ethnicity" and that it is a new distinctive
culture marked by extreme variation which they found even within their three
regionalized communities. It is most likely that typologies would be greatly
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expanded and theories further challenged if this study were replicated in, for
example, Northern New Mexico, the Rio Grande Valley of Texas, or the Midwestern United States where contextual factors are very different.
This limitation notwithstanding, this work may be the single best source
of information on Chicano ethnicity and how to go about systematically understanding it. The study is commendably interdisciplinary and involves sophisticated statistical analysis along with sensitivity to human nuances, all
within the context of well-elaborated major sociological theories.
The authors assert that "we need to have a sound understanding about
the place of Chicanos in U.S. society." Their study is a major advance towards
this comprehension. Even if it is only a few steps in that direction, it is certainly
along a path whose direction others should follow.
F. Chris Garcia
University of New Mexico

The Burden of Support: Young Latinos in an Aging Society. By David E. HayesBautista, Werner O. Schink, and Jorge Chapa. (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1988. xvii + 196 pp. Charts, tables, appendix, bibliography, index.
$32.50.)
If present population trends continue, the aging of the Baby Boomers and
the growth of the Latino population will come together in the early twentyfirst century to create new dimensions in generational and ethnic relationships.
This case study projects a future in which a generation of older, better educated
and affluent Anglo workers will retire and need to be supported by the younger
work force which will then consist mainly of less well educated and less prosperous Latinos.
The authors examine both ends of the spectrum of projected policy options. In the worst-case scenario, present policies persist and the younger
Latinos, many of whom are immigrants, continue to lack the education and
social status which support a strong earning capacity. Under these circumstances they have neither the means nor the will to uphold the intergenerational
compact and society is torn by generationaVethnic conflict. In the best-case
scenario, social justice and enlightened self-interest lead the Anglos of the
1990s to make a commitment to affirmative action, quality public education,
and increased Latino political participation. The better educated, less oppressed Latinos are both more able and more willing to maintain the intergenerational compact. The authors see a "narrow' policy window" of 15 to 20
years in which the shift from worst- to best-case scenario can be initiated.
This book has shortcomings. It focuses on California and a largely immigrant Latino population, and omits New Mexico, whose Hispanic population
is deeply rooted and likely to have a very different set of intergenerational
issues and problems. The likelihood that the Boomers, especially female ones,
will work longer and thus modify labor force trends is not explored in detail.
The book also ignores the fact that, if present trends continue, the "Geriatric
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Boom" will be not only largely Anglo, it will also be largely female and intergenerational relationships will have important gender, as well as ethnic, dimensions. Even so, this is an important and thoughtful·book which should be
read by not only western scholars but all those who are interested in present
and future national issues and who expect, or hope, to be around in the new
century.
Janet ~oebuck
University of New Mexico

The Border and the Revolution. By Charles H. Harris III and Louis R. Sadler. (Las
Cruces: New Mexico State University, 1988. iii + 142 pp. Illustrations, notes.
$29.95 cloth, $17.95 paper.)
The Border and the Revolution is a small book with an ambitious title. Despite
appearances, this is not a book about the broad impact of the Mexican Revolution on the U.S.-Mexican border. Rather, it is a book that describes "the
extraordinary level of clandestine activity" that characterized life on the border
during the most violent phase of the Revolution, from 1910 to 1920. More
specifically, it is a collection of essays which authors Harris and Sadler have,
with one exception, published in a wide range of historical journals since 1975.
Its purpose is twofold: to help eliminate the "dearth of monographic studies"
focusing on border regions during the initial decade of the Revolution, while
also helping to serve as a "point of departure" for future studies in the growing
field of border history (p. iii).
The authors succeed in both their purposes. Following a general introductory essay on border history by Michael C. Meyer, the reader is treated to
seven essays about some of the most intriguing, if not bizarre, conspiracies of
the revolutionary era. Yes, these essays have almost all appeared elsewhere,
but never between two covers, and never in a form which makes them available
to a much wider interested audience.
Harris Sadler apply the frosting to their scholarly cake with the one new
essay of the group, an essay on perhaps the most intriguing conspiracy of
them all: the U.S. plot to assassinate Pancho Villa in the summer of 1916. The
authors provide a detailed account of how this covert operation failed, and
how it was ultimately covered up by everyone from General John J. Pershing
with the Punitive Expedition in Mexico to the Woodrow Wilson administration
in Washington, D.C.
,Its exemplary research on a complex border issue helps make The Border
and the Revolution a model for future border studies. Much like the spies and
counterspies they write of, Harris and Sadler can be justifiably proud of their
ability to uncover previously neglected or recently declassified documents which
often unlock long unsolved historical mysteries.
Impressed by such adroit detective work, the reader may be somewhat
disappointed by what The Border and the Revolution is missing. In addition to
a descriptive subtitle, the volume lacks a political map of the border, an index,
and a bibliography, although a final chapter on source material in U.s. government archives is useful. Less crucial, but nevertheless distracting, are the
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cosmetic problems caused by using reprints from different journals employing
different types, different type sizes, and different footnote forms.
Finally, the reader is left to ponder whether historical conclusions and
observations regarding the state of border research made as long ago as 1975
are still valid over a decade later. A concluding chapter by either Meyer or the
authors may well have cleared up such questions, while also serving as a
needed capstone to hold seven laudable, yet fairly disjointed essays together
as a finished book.
Richard Melzer
University of New Mexico, Valencia

Border Fury: A Picture Postcard Record of Mexico's Revolution and U.S. War Preparedness, 1910-1917. By Paul J. Vanderwood and Frank N. Samponaro. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xi + 293 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $27.50.)
Commercial picture postcards were novelties at the turn of the century,
and up to 1915, as the authors of Border Fury point out, Americans sent and
received them in a national "craze." The Mexican Revolution, beginning in
1910, and the accompanying military mobilization of the United States along
the Mexican border greatly stimulated the picture postcard trade, even as its
market waned overall. Thousands of photographs of these two historical events
thus survive in several collections. Vanderwood and Samponaro selected over
two hundred of them for inclusion in Border Fury.
More than a picture-book, this volume meshes historical and photographic
essays, pointing, even, to a whole new question that one set of postcards
would suggest demands historical investigation. Each of four chapters is divided into a moderate to medium length narration and a larger section of
captioned photos, one picture to a page. Chapter One relates the rise and fall
of the postcard business and the effect that events on the border had on it. Its
photos present an overview of the kinds of images that postcards rendered
familiar to Americans across the country, including the faces of Mexican leaders. Chapter Two focuses on the biography and photos of Walter H. Hearne,
most prolific a~d financially successful of the border photographers. Hearne's
motivations were purely monetary, but his entrepreneurial instincts produced
a distinctive photographic style and some valuable candid pictures.
The text in Chapter Three is a primer on the way the Mexican Revolution
affected the border area and American foreign policy. The shots here include
scenes of the 1914 American occupation of Vera Cruz; labor strife in Americanowned Mexican copper mines; Americans in border towns sight-seeing the
Mexican Revolution across the Rio Grande; the Texas Rangers oppressing Mexicans and Mexican Americans; and war refugees in rural Mexico. Chapter Four
tells of Pancho Villa's raid on Columbus, New Mexico; the retaliatory Pershing
and Langhorne expeditions; the opportunity presented by the Revolution to
the American military to modernize itself; and the hurry-and-wait experience
of American soldiers serving along the border.
The picture postcard did more than establish an archive for posterity. As
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a form of participatory mass communication, it also helped shape the events
it reflected. For example, as prime customers attaching personal reactions to
the pictures they sent home, American soldiers and sailors effectively promulgated the racist attitude against Mexicans that largely legitimized American
military activity along the border. Moreover, American and Mexican military
officers exploited the propaganda potential of the ever-present photographer.
Indeed, Hearne's most profitable set of pictures was of the execution of three
revolutionaries that a Mexican Federalist captain had invited him to capture
on film.
"Photographers write history with their cameras," the authors state on
their opening page, "and we are indebted to them for a better understanding
and appreciation of our past." Border Fury drives its own point home, giving
perspective on elements in a complex strip of history: for example, the participations of Blacks, Chinese, and Yaqui Indians in what we normally think
of as a Gringo-Mexican affair. Beyond their documentary service, old snapshots
such as those in Border Fury act as time machines, inviting us into their own
social and visual frames. The particular favorite of this reviewer is a picture
that Americans found inside a Mexican's lost camera during the invasion of
Vera Cruz. In it, seven Mexican naval cadets strike poses so natural and seemingly honest, that we feel personally introduced to the group and the personalities individually.
The volume is a quality production. It is also engagingly written (notwithstanding a couple of exaggerated interpretations.of quoted material; e.g.,
p. 114). Several of the photos, it should be mentioned, are graphic displays of
death and mutilation.
Phillip B. Gonzales
University of New Mexico
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New Mexico. By Calvin A. Roberts and Susan S. Roberts. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1988. 215 pp. Illustrations, maps,
bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1986 edition.

Explore New Mexico. Edited by Richard C. Sandoval and Ree Sheck.
(Santa Fe: New Mexico Magazine, 1989. 117 pp. Illustrations, maps.
$9.95 paper.) Lavishly illustrated guide to New Mexico.
Yesterday in Santa Fe: Episodes in a Turbulent History. By Marc Simmons.
(Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 1989. 74 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $6.95 paper.) Revised and expanded version of the 1969
edition.

History of Crownpoint, New Mexico 1910 to 1935 while Samuel Franklin
Stacher was in charge as Superintendent. By Herbert C. Stacher. (Gallup:
Herbert C. Stacher, 1986. 58 pp. Illustrations, maps. $10.00 paper.)
Third printing.

Voces: An Anthology of Nuevo Mexicano Writers. Edited by,Rudolfo A.
Anaya. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. ix + 232
pp. $12.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1987 edition thatpnisented a wide
array of Hispanic New Mexican prose and poetry. Includes Rudolfo A.
Anaya, Sabine Ulibarri, Erlinda Gonzalez-Berry, Orlando Romero, Leo
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Romero, Fray Angelico Chavez, Enrique R. Lamadrid, Guadalupe BacaVaughn, and many others.

The Silver Cradle: 'Las Posadas, Los Pastares,' and other Mexican American
Traditions. By Julia Nott Waugh. (Austin: University of Texas Press,
1988. xii + 160 pp. Illustrations. $7.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1955
edition with a new foreword by Felix D. Almaraz, Jr.
The Wood Carvers of Cordova, New Mexico: Social Dimensions of an Artistic
"Revival". By Charles L. Briggs. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989. xvii + 253 pp. Illustrations, maps, chart, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $22.50 paper.) Reprint of the 1980
book that won the James Mooney Award.
Brothers of Light, Brothers of Blood: The Penitentes of the Southwest. By
Marta Weigle. (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, 1989. xix + 300 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $12.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1976 edition.
Georgia O'Keeffe: Some Memories of Drawings. Edited by Doris Bry. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. 107 pp. Illustrations,
bibliography, notes. $19.95.) Reprint of the 1974 limited edition portfolio.
Maria. By Richard L. Spivey. (Flagstaff: Northland Publishing, 1989.
xxi + 148 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00
doth, $21.95 paper.) Revised and expanded edition of the 1979 biography of the famed potter from San Ildefonso.
A Study of Pueblo Architecture in Tusayan and Cibola. By Victor Mindeleff.
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1989. xli + 228 pp. Illustrations, map, chart, table, appendix, bibliography. $19.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1891. edition, with an introduction by Peter Nabokov.
The Mayan Revival Style: Art Deco Mayan Fantasy. By Marjorie I. Ingle.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989. xii + 92 pp.
Illustrations, map, appendix, bibliography, index. $17.95 paper.) Photographs by Kirk McDonald and Horace Day document this exotic
architectural and decorative style that peaked in the 1930s.
Circles of Tradition: Folk Arts in Minnesota. By Willard B. Moore, Marion
J. Nelson, Colleen J. Sheehy, Thomas Vennum, Jr., Johannes Riedel,
and M. Catherine Daly. (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press,
1989. xxii + 162 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $18.95
paper.)
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William Bollaert's Texas. Edited by W. Eugene Hollon. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1989. xxvi + 421 pp. Illustrations, map,
appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1956
edition.
Texan Ranch Life: With Three Months through Mexico in a "Prairie Schooner".
By Mary J. Jaques. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1989.
ix + 363 pp. Illustrations. $19.95.) Reprint of the 1894 edition.
I'll Die Before I'll Run: The Story of the Great Feuds of Texas. By C. L.
Sonnichsen. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. 371 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $10.95 paper.) Reprint of the
1962 edition.
Covered Wagon Days: A journey across the plains in the sixties, and pioneer
days in the Northwest; from the private journals of Albert Jerome Dickson.
Edited by Arthur Jerome Dickson. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1989. 285 pp. Illustrations, maps, index. $8.95 paper.) Reprint
of the 1929 edition.
The Warren Wagontrain Raid: The First Complete Account ofan Historic Indian
Attack and Its Aftermath. By Benjamin Capps. (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1989. xxii + 305 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $10.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1974 edition, with a
new apologia by the author.
Comanche Bondage. By Carl Coke Rister. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1989. 210 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $7.50 paper.) Reprint of the 1955 edition.
The Peyote Cult. By Weston La Barre. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1989. xvii + 334 pp. Illustrations, map, charts, appendixes,
notes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Enlarged fifth edition.
Dreamer-Prophets of the Columbia Plateau: Smohalla and Skolaskin. By Robert H. Ruby and John A. Brown. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1989. xiv + 257 pp. Illustrations, maps, table, notes, bibliography, index. $22.95.)
The Fish in Common: The Ethnohistory of Lummi Indian Salmon Fishing. By
Daniel L. Boxberger. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xv
+ 212 pp. Illustrations, charts, tables, appendix, bibliography, index.
$26.50.)
.
Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfeet. By Hugh A. Dempsey. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1989. xix + 226 pp. Illustrations, maps,
bibliography, index. $9.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1972 edition.
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Sitting Bull: Champion of the Sioux. By Stanley Vestal. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1989. xxix + 346 pp. Illustrations, map,
appendix, bibliography, index. $12.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1957 edition with a new introduction by Raymond J. DeMallie.
The Sacred Pipe: Black Elk's Account of the Seven Rites of the Oglala Sioux.
Edited by Joseph Epes Brown. (Normal: University of Oklahoma Press,
1989. xx + 143 pp. Illustrations, index. $7.95 paper.) Reprint of the
1953 edition.

My Friend the Indian. By James McLaughlin. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1989. xxvii + 447 pp. Illustrations, appendix, index.
$11. 50 paper.) Reprint of the 1910 edition, with the addition of three
missing chapters, and a new introduction by Robert M. Utley.

Paper Medicine Man: John Gregory Bourke and His American West. By Joseph
, C. Porter. (Norman: University of qklahoma Press, 1989. xviii + 362
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1986 edition that won the Evans Biography Prize, the
Western Writers of America Spur Award, and the Westerners International Award.
The Spell of the Rockies. By Enos A. Mills. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xxx + 365 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $11.50
paper.) Reprint of the 1911 edition, with a new introduction by James
H. Pickering.
Yellowstone's Red Summer. By Allan Carey and Sandy Carey. (Flagstaff,
Arizona: Northland Publishing, 1989. xiii + 114 pp. Illustrations, map,
table, $19.95 paper.) Peter Matthiessen introduces this account of the
great 1988 fires in Yellowstone National Park.

Motoring Tourists and the Scenic West 1903 to 1948. By Michael Vinson.
(Dallas: Southern Methodist University, 1989. 42 pp. Illustrations. $12.50
paper.) Colorful catalog of an exhibit on early automobile travel in the
West held at the DeGolyer Library. Preface by David Farmer.

Burs Under the Saddle: A Second Look at Books and Histories of the West. By
Ramon F. Adams. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1989. xiv
+ 610 pp. Notes, index. $17.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1964 edition,
with a new foreword by William W. Savage, Jr.
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buildings in the region.
Since 1959, New Mexico Architecture has
recorded the interaction among ancient
traditions of building, American influences
founded in Western Europe, Modernism, and
the continuing importance of regional styles.
In its pages, New Mexico architects speak out
on the issues of their times and describe their
important buildings and how they are
designed. The foremost architectural
historians and theorists of New Mexico
discuss ancient and modern buildings.
This year, a special 30th Anniversary iss\Je
will review the published work, and a
University Centennial issue will describe 100
years of building for the state's universities.

The March of
the Mounted
Riflemen

The Southwest
Expedition of
Jedediah Smith

By Charles Ross Parke

Fort Leavenworth to
Fort Vancouver, 1849

Edited by James E. Davis

Edited by Raymond Settle

APersonal Account
of his Journey
to California,
1826-1827

Dreams to Dust
ADiary of the
California Gold Rush,
1849-1850

"There are many published gold
rush diaries, but Parke's is a
significant addition to the field
His writing is candid and
entertaining, and compared
with most, unique in its detail
and its coverage Overall, this
is one of the best gold rush
diaries in print" - John Mack
Faragher. $33.95 cloth

Based on primary documents,
journals and narratives, The
March of the Mounted Riflemen
is important as the only
complete record of one of the
longest marches ever made,
offering valuable information
about the Oregon Trail and the
great emigration of 1849.
$10.50 paper

Edited by George R. Brooks
No one did more to open the
American West than the
legendary mountain man
Jedediah S Smith. His greatest
exploring expedition came in
1826 when he looked to the
Southwest for trapping
grounds The Southwest
Expedition of Jedediah S Smith
contains the mountain man's
long-lost journals of that expedition from Idaho to California.
$8.50 paper

Nebraska

News Notes

Charles E. Rankin, associate editor of this journal for the past two
years, has assumed the editorship of Montana the Magazine of Western
History. Published by the Montana Historical Society, Montana is highly
regarded as one of the finest state journals in the nation. Rankin will
also serve as director of the historical society press. Rankin, wife Diane,
and son Nathan will make their horne in Helena. Although his departure is a great loss to our journal, we are all delighted at his success.
At a farewell party he was regaled by a touching rendition of "Goodbye
Old Paint" sung by the History Graduate Student Glee Club. He was
also presented with a book on cowboy artist Charles Russell and a
copy of the famed barroom print of "Custer's Last Stand" to help
prepare him for his new position.
Assuming the assistant editor's position on this journal is Jolane
Culhane, a doctoral student in history at the University of New Mexico.
Culhane received her bachelor's and master's degrees from Western
New Mexico University in Silver City. She is particularly interested in
the twentieth-century American West, the history of minority groups
in the United States, and in modern China.
Ruby L. Molinar, former editorial assistant on this journal, has
resigned and moved to Los Alamos. Taking her place is Patricia Toler
Salazar, who will graduate from the University of New Mexico next
May. She pians to attend law school in the fall of 1990.
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Completing their terms on our editorial board are Adrian H. Bustamante, Donald C. Cutter, Richard N. Ellis, Janet R. Fireman, Stanley
M. Hordes, Robert W. Larson, Alfonso'Ortiz, and Joseph P. Sanchez.
Their fine service has been greatly appreciated in this office.
Joining the editorial board for three-year terms are: Charles Bennett, Jr., assistant director of the Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe;
Arnoldo DeLeon, the C. J. Red Davidson Professor of History at Angelo
State University, San Angelo, Texas, and an authority on Hispanics in
the Southwest; William H. Goetzmann, the Jack S. Blanton Professor
of History and American Studies in the University of Texas, Austin,
and Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Exploration and Empire and New
Lands, New Men; Robert Himmerich y Valencia, assistant professor of
history in the University of New Mexico and an authority on the Spanish colonial period; Albert L. Hurtado, assistant professor of history
in Arizona State University and author of the prize-winning Indian
Survival on the California Frontier; Richard Lowitt, professor of history
in the University of Oklahoma and the author of The New Deal and the
West; N. Scott Momaday, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of House Made
of Dawn and The Ancient Child; B. Byron Price, director of the National
Cowboy Hall of Fame, Oklahoma City; Michael Welsh, assistant professor of history in Cameron University, Lawton, Oklahoma, an authority on water conservation in the West, and the author of the
forthcoming history of the University of New Mexico; and Robert White,
a member of the board of directors of the Historical Society of New
Mexico and an authority on western art. We welcome these outstanding
authorities on southwestern history and culture to our board of editors.
It would be impossible, of course, for a journal such as ours to
function without the assistance of outside readers to evaluate submitted
manuscripts. Besides members of our editorial board, the following
have recently read manuscripts for us: Richard Ahlborn, Robert Archibald, Peter Bakewell, Gorden Bakken, Charles Bennett, Monroe Billington, Marjorie Bell Chambers, Charles Cutter, Carolyn Dickerman,
Richard W. Etulain, Gene Gressley, W. T. Hagen, Kermit Hall, Laurence
M. Hauptman, Paul Hedren, Robert Himmerich y Valencia, Al Hurtado, Peter Iverson, Joan Jensen, Byron A. Johnson, Douglas Littlefield,
Richard Lowitt, Robert McPherson, Lawrence R. Murphy, Sandra L.
Myres, Gerald D. Nash, Richard Nostrand, Joseph Porter, B. Byron
Price, Paul Prucha, Larry Schweikart, G. L. Seligman, Jr., Jane Slaughter, Duane A. Smith, Clark C. Spence, Jake Spidle, Ferenc M. Szasz,
Margaret Connell Szasz, Gerald Thompson, William Tydeman, Daniel
Tyler, Michael Warren, Michael Welsh, Robert White, and Spencer
Wilson.
'
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Melody Webb, who received her doctorate in history from the
University of New Mexico in 1983, has been. ,!ppointed superintendent
of the Lyndon B. Johnson National-Historic Park in Texas. The 1,570acre park consists of Johnson's birthplace, boyhood home, his grandparents' home, and the Johnson ranch. Webb had served as regional
historian for the National Park Service Southwest Region in Santa Fe
since 1980.
The University of New Mexico History Department was well represented at the Western History Association's twenty-ninth annual
conference in Tacoma, Washington, in October. Presenting papers at
the conference were Richard Etulain, "Basques, Western Historians,
and Ethnicity in the West," Margaret Connell Szasz, "The Difficult Path
of a Schooled Mohegan: Samson Occom and the Eighteenth-Century
New England Algonquian," Donald C. Cutter, "The Other Explorers:
Alcala Galiano and Valdes," John L. Kessell, "The Journals of Diego
de Vargas," and Paul Andrew Hutton, "Dr. Jekyll Meets Mr. Hyde:
Authors Confront Editors." Graduate student Christopher J. Huggard
chaired a session at the Tacoma conference. Charles E. Rankin, former
associate editor on this journal, received the Bert M. Fireman Award
for the best article submitted for publication by a graduate student to
the Western Historical Quarterly.
Ruleen LazzelI, 1978 winner of a Calvin Horn Historical Scholarship for her essay "Life on a Homestead: Memories of Minnie A. Crisp"
which appeared in the January 1979 issue of New Mexico Historical
Review, was awarded a Fulbright Fellowship by the Netherlands-American Commission for Educational Exchange. Lazzell spent the summer
of 1989 in Amsterdam studying the history and culture of the Netherlands. She teaches history and English at Canutillo High School in
Canutillo, Texas, and is a lecturer in American history at EI Paso Community College.
The Charles Redd Center for Western Studies at Brigham Young
University is again offering its summer fellowship for scholars and
summer grant for upper division and graduate students for 1990. Recipients of both awards are expected to study some aspect of change
in the Mountain West (defined as Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico) during the late-nineteenth or twentieth century. The research fellowship carries a $1,500
stipend plus $1,500 in research support funds for a one-month period
between May and August 1990. The student grant provides $1,000 per
recipient and may be used for any worthy project including preparation
of seminar papers, theses, and dissertations. Application deadline for
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the research fellowship is February I, 1990, and for the student grant
is March I, 1990.
The center has also announced competition for a $500 prize and
guarantee of publication for a monograph-length manuscript in the
field of western American studies. Manuscripts from any academic
discipline in the humanities, social sciences, or behavioral sciences are
eligible. Application deadline is May I, 1990, with the winner to be
announced by June I, 1990. Applications for the fellowship, student
grant, and manuscript competition should be sent to Thomas G. Alexander, Director, Charles Redd Center for Western Studies, 4069 Harold
B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84602.
The DeGolyer Library and Fikes Hall of Special Collections, Southern Methodist University, offers one to three month fellowships to
make use of the library collections. The $600 per month stipend assists
the recipient with the costs of living away from home, travel, and
research expenses. Applications should include an outline of the project, the time required to be spent at the DeGolyer, a vita, and a list of
references with addresses and telephone numbers. Deadline for applications is May I, 1990. Send applications to the DeGolyer Library,
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 75275.
Readers of the New Mexico Historical Review are reminded that the
1990 annual conference of the Historical Society of New Mexico will
be held in Santa Fe Thursday April 26, through Sunday April 29. This
particular conference promises to be the largest ever staged by the
Historical Society of New Mexico, and will be a joint meeting with the
Arizona Historical Society. As always, besides concurrent sessions
wherein original research papers will be presented, a full range of other
activities of interest to conferees will be offered, including receptions,
the annual banquet and awards ceremony, book exhibits, a book and
collectible auction, and a tour of northern New Mexico. Conference
headquarters will be the Santa Fe Hilton Inn. Rooms have been blockbooked at a special conference rate.
Those interested in presenting a paper at the 1990 joint conference
of the Historical Society of New Mexico and the Arizona Historical
SOCiety, or desiring information, may contact Charles Bennett, Assistant Director, Palace of the Governors, Museum of New Mexico, P.O.
Box 2087, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504-2087, (505) 827-6476.

